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ABSTRACT 

How White Writers "Explore" Native Issues, Knowledge and Experiences 

Master of Arts, 1997 

Susanne E. Dabulskis 

Graduate Department of Education 

University of Toronto 

This thesis explores the perceptions of six non- Aboriginal, emp Io yed knowledge producers (academics, 

film-rnakers, jownalists) who are of Euro-Canadian background, and whose work is pnrnarily on Aboriginal 

issues and peoples. The author, also an outsider researcher of Euro-Canadian descent, begins by noting that a 

dtural genoci& is presently ocarrring in Canada with respezt to Aboriginal people. Through exploring in depth 

Abonginai views on knowldge production, including the concept of writing as resistance, the thesis shows how 

Aboriginal peoples have clearl y articulated tbeir need to ' tel1 their own stories' and how cri tical are the issues of 

access and appropriation to the Aboriginal communities faced with cultural genocide. 

Exploring the views of white laiowledge producers using qualitative research methods, the thesis is able 

to show that, often, white writers &fend theù 'right' to work on Aboriginal issues through relyuig on a conceptual 

fkamework of cultural difference. That is, Aboriginal peoples are seen as culturaiiy different fkom the 

mainstream, as peoples who require 'help' in telling their stories. The thesis concludes bat  white knowledge 

producers will antribute to cuiarral genoci& trnless they becorne ccitically aware of Aboriginal views, and of the 

impact of their own aaivities on a continuhg cultural genocide. Relying on roles such as facilitators or bridges 

betweea cultures enables white knowledge producas to rnhhiz the continuing oppression of Aboriginal peoples 

in which they play a part. The study is grounded in critical race theory, and is a reflection of the discourse of 

cultural difference and its reIation to the knowledge production of dominant groups within society. The 

importance of social responsibility, tracing one's power and priviiege as it enters into exchanges between Native 

and non-Native people, and recogaizing one's çomplicity as Euro-Canadian group members in a racist society 

Like Canada's, is emphasized. 
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Preface= Outsider Research 

1 am an outsider researcher.' 1 am not of Aboriginal ancestry and yet 1 write @n issues relating to 

Aboriginal people. 1 entered graduate school two and a half years ago to obtain a masters degree in education 

and with the intention of assembling a Native as a Second Language (NSL) resource book for the leaming of 

Ojibwe as a second/third language in the Fust Nations communities in and around Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario. 

Many of the NSL learning matenais currently being used in the Northwestem region of the province are produced 

on Manitoulin Island, where the Ojibwdhishnaabe language differs in some key respects from that spoken in 

the First Nations communities in the Sault Ste. Marie area. 

1 speak English, French, and basic Ojibwe, and have taught French as a second language in Ontario, 

Engiish as a second language in Japan, and have 'supply' taught Ojibwe as a second language in Northwestem 

Ontario. After teaching in Japan for one year, 1 reîumed to Sault S te. Marie to live. At that time, 1 began to l e m  

how to speak Ojibwe as a third language. During that year, 1 moved between different schools in Sault Ste. Marie 

as a substitute teacher for French and Ojibwe, and 1 recognized a general Iack of funding and support for Ojibwe 

language learniog. I thought that 1 might attempt to assist in developing additional learning materials and 

resources for the elementary-leve1 instruction of Anishnaabe, 1 spoke to two Native teachers about this before 

leaving for graduate school and they infonned me that a project like that would be extremely helpfd in eahancing 

the anreot language program since these teaders, imlike the French language teachers across the province, must 

d e  extensive changes to or completel y redo the rather limited language learning materials they receive from 

l This term is describeci in greater duail hier in ~hir prefsa. 

vii 



Manitouün Island. 1 repeated a series of colonial moves throughout this experience. After uavelling to Iapan 

to teach, 1 retumed to Canada and becarne involved in 'Native issues.' Then, after seing the disparity between 

French and Ojibwe language l e d g  matenais, and knowing that 1 would be retuming to graduate school, I 

proposed to 'help' Native people in this way, thereby positionhg boih them and myself within a salvage paradigm 

m which Indigenous people wae s e n  as victims with a dying language in necd of 'saving' or 'resnllng'. and 1 

b6came a so-called 'saviour' of this supposedly 'dying' language, culture and people, which would not conhue 

to exist if it were not for me [sic] (Crosby, 199 1: 270). 1 asked NSL teachers of Aboriginal ancese who 1 hardly 

or did not know, their opinions about what / p lmed  to do, using them as spokes people and resource people to 

evaiuate the usefulness of such a project - and assuming that their agreement that the need for additional NSL 

learning materiaIs/resources equated to me then prc-x;eeding to produce them 1 also assurned that as a person who 

spoke only basic Ojibwe, I codd actually be of use to develop materiais on learning that language, and that. in 

'helping' assemble or develop a resource book on Native language and culture, 1 would not replicate my own 

racist/coloniaYprideged beliefs as a Euro-Canadian. In addition, 1 assumed that the 'problem' facing Native 

laquage program in northern Ontario schools had to do with the lack of materiais for Ojibwe language 

instruction, without recognizing that the cultural genocide of Native people by governrnents in Canada was 

uiitiated on various fronts including an attack on their languages. In short. in this scenario, 1 created the image 

thai it was Native people who 'needed' me, although it was actually quite the opposite - 1 'needed' them to fulfil 

'the other haif' of this colonial paradigm. 

After iakùig several courses at the Ontario bstitute for Studies in Education/University of Toronto, 

however, including one on marginal groups within society and the politics of their resisting domination, I began 

to beiieve that a m>re effeaive way to 'help' Aboriginal people might be to assemble a collection of stories from 

Fust Nations women in the Algoma region. After learning of the limited açcess ihese individuais have to 

institutions Like pubiishing houses, 1 thought that 1 might better faciiitate their speaking out 'in their own voices' 

[sic] and in doing so, chaiienge existing fonns of oppression. Here again, 1 made several assumptions in so doing, 



First, I assumed 1 could actually 'help' Aboriginal peoples, and especially Aboriginal women, and that they 

'needed' me to do so. Again, this was according to the salvage paradigm in which 1 believed and within which 

1 centred myself and 'positioned' First Nations people. SecondIy, 1 saw myself as merely the facilitutor of the 

stmggles facing Native people, not implicated in their continuhg oppression. 1 envisioned myself as merely a 

'vehicle' for the teiiing of their stories, thereby dedaring my innocence and neutraiity, and assuming not only that 

the telling of their stories would be beneficid and empowering for them, but that as a Euro-Canadian subscantially 

rernoved h m  their subject locations and lived realities, I could 'accutately' tell their stories. Along wiih blocking 

out the voices of these Aboriginal wornen through possibly accessing major publishing venues usually denied to 

them, I would be silencing them in another signifiant way by clairnine that they were speaking 'in their o w  

voices.' Julie Stephens argues that this technique, often used in ferninist writings on women In india b y 'Western' 

feminists, is a highly problernatic one: 

... m h e  mas t kquently used c l a h  to tmth is the inclusion of and emphasis on the ' voice' of non- 
Western women. The discourse prides itseif on being unique in providing the opportunity for 
Third World women to 'speak for thernselves'. But what does 'speaking for thernselves' mean 
in this context? Fistly, it cenainly does not mean that these women actually do speak.. the 
discourse wants to rnake the investigating subject appear invisible, not actuaily be invisible ... It 
'ailows', 'encourages', or 'lets' them speak; it claims not to speak for them. The problems 
inherent in such premises need fiather examination ... If anyone is actudly 'speaking out', it is the 
interviewer, yet the discourse repeatedly insists that it 'does not speak for' the non-Western 
womao (95,97) 

1 would be claiming that these were the voices of Fust Nations women and that this was what they had actualiy 

said, instead of what 1, as an outsider fiom a dominant group, thought they were saying, what 1 wished them to 

Say, what 1 had selecred to include them as having said, and what they had said that I had omitted. As Chow 

argues, the move "in which we try to make the native more tike us b y giving her a 'voice"' is frrml y inscribed in 

Anglo-American liberal hiimanism ( 199 3 : 35). However, 

As we challenge a dominant discourse by "resurrecting" the victimized voidself of the native 
with our readings ... we step, far too quickly, into the otherwise silent and invisible place of the 
native and turn ourselves into Living agentslwitness for her. This process in which we b m m e  
visible, also neutraiizes the untranslatability of the native's experience and history of that 
untranslatability. The hasty suppIy of original "contexts" and "specificities" easily becornes 



cornplicitous with the dominant discourse, which achieves hegemony precisely by its capacity to 
mnvert, recode, make uansparent, and thus represent even those experiences that resist it with a 
stubbom opaclty. (37.38) 

And hnally, in pmposing to 'colim' the stories of First Nations women with the intent to edit and publish them. 

I denied Native women agency - not onIy in assurning that 1 had the right to ce-tell their stories and speak on theu 

behalf. but that rhey codd not or were not doing so themselves. 

Then, in January of 1995.1 enrofled in a graduate-IeveI course on Indigenous education taught by a Euro- 

Canadian, d e  professor. 1 was handed an extensive list of texts available on Abonginal people. The cover of 

the bookiet was a large, faded photograph of an old Native man in long braids and deep wrinkies (Figure 1). 

hside, there were over two hundred narnes and tities of new books and Ianguage-leamhg kits relating to 

Aboriginal people written aimost entirely by non-Native authors. We were handed two course books, boih 

required reading. One book covered the topic of Aboriginal self-government in Canada and was written by a 

wtiiteEumCanadian m i e  joumalist It was to be purchased at a discount from the professor, who brought them 

to our fmt class in a box. The other text was given to us without our having to pay for it- It deais with the 

mlogy of Indigenous education and was written by an Arnerican male scholar who is of Aboriginal descent. This 

work looks primarily at incorporating a spiritual and ecologicai aspect into al1 education. 

It is important to note that the second text, aithough wcitten by an Aboriginal writer, is not written within 

a Canadian context and does not concentrate on the politicai issues currently co~onting Native people in 

Canada. This is not entirely problematic in itseif except for the fact thaf the arher book assigned for course 

reading which deals witb such important and relevant issues, especially those relating to Aboriginal self- 

govenurwit, was written by a non-Nativeloutsider researcher. In addition, and as aiready mentioned, the text by 

the Native American writer concentrates on incorporating a spiritual and ecological aspect into aU education. 

This is not entirely problematic either, in and of itself, but becornes so within this context, w k e  it is assigned 

as the text representing 'an Aboriguial perspective' and thereby illustrates how Non-Native people, Like the Euro- 

Canadian professor who assigned it in this class, often align spiritual and environmental tropes with the 



experienocs of Aboriginal people. Finaiiy. the emlogical and spiritual text by the Native male writer is written 

ouaide of al1 present and past historical. political and social contexts, and therefore. does not possess a truly 

culturailydecolonizing, anti-racist. or Aboriginal-centric focus - the definition and importance of which 1 will 

explore in chapter one of this thesis. 

In another class 1 was taking at the time, 1 was handed a recently-accepted doctoral thesis that rny 

professa found inviguing and thought highly of, and which she mmuraged me to read. It is entitled. As If Orlier, 

As Indian: Reader Response ta Appropriation of the Native Voice in Contemporap Fiction of Northem 

Onrorio by John Hood (1992), a Euro-Canadian doctoral graduate of the University of Toronto. The professor 

in that class. a non-Native, Euro-Cananian, middle-class woman, had supervised the thesis, which claimed to have 

a "holistic" focus. The work, among many other detrimental things, often recorded the author's apparently 

unproblematic and hence unchecked desire and expenences of somehow believing he was "Indian" for the 

majority of his Me, which this excerpt demonsuates: 

[Indian] is a difficult term for me because dthough the word Indian is the one with which 1 grew 
up, it is now in social disrepute. While the nomenclature for what an indian is has gone through 
major changes in the 1 s t  three decades ... the essence of being m uidian has not. Perhaps 1 feel 
a resonance wiih the people because I used to be Indian, because in idenufying with indian story 
1 share an intimacy with Indian voice. But surely this is not a factor that should exclude others 
who have no previous biological claim to Indiamess. (27) (emphasis added) 

In r d i g  appropriated Euro-Canadian literature, Fi& uncriticdl y descri bes how he can re-comect and become 

intimate once again with "being/becoming Indian": 

As 1 project composites of indian in Northem Ontario fiction, 1 become Indian. As the voice of 
Indian becornes my voice, our stories become one. This is an event of identity-hg, it is an event 
where in acting as if Indian 1 tive the metaphor of the performance of Indian. This Indian, that 
Man My Indian. M y  Indian orher. My absence made present. In announcing that in reading 
Northem fiction my voice is an Indian voice, 1 am startled by the phonetic resemblance betweea 
the words author and other. 1 am startled that the quest to achieve my own voice takes me on a 
voyage into the indian wiiderness within my own story. That 1 am the author of the story of other. 
(3 6) 

Flood's depidions of Naiive people here and throughout the work are overtly racist ones. His desire to be close 

to and becorne the "Other" uses and exploits Aboriginal people - they become a resource for him to tap into and 



mm- with as a pnMleged non-Native. This reduces F i t  Nations people, their identi ty, culture and expenence 

to a mere backdrop with which to enhance Flood's own "bland landscape of whiteness" (hooks, 1992: 29). 

ikrhermore, Flood's racist yet unchallenge. clairns that the appropriated novels (including the six explored in 

his thesis) of non-Native wciters are mare authentic than those written by Aboriginal wciters because they 

resonate with ks personal experience and reality of being "lndian" even as a white, male academic, are not only 

dangerous and rroubhg ones with far-reaching implications, they directly reflect the white supremacist academic 

and societal structures from which this body of knowledge emerges. 

Jn a third &mic moment that wodd later prove to be centrai to the production of this thesis, in January 

of 1995, 1 attende. a talk given by Celia Haig-Brown, a white scholar who has documented the experiences of 

Aboriginal people for study at the graduate level. Haig-Brown is now a professor at York University and has 

conduaed two rather extensive studies on hdigenous people in Canada for her masters and doctoral degrees. 

Both of these studies have been pubhhed in book forrn by Canadian publishers and are quite weii-hown. They 

are Taking Control: Power and Contradiction in First Nations Addt Education (1990)' and Resistance and 

Renewal: Surnit'ing the Indian Residenrial School(l988). Haig-Brown's presentation, entitled, "What's a 

White Girl Like me Doing in a Place Like This?" was based on fier research investigating "Indian" residential 

schools as a non-Native researcher. While listening to the assurnptions and çomments made by this supposedly 

responsible scholar with regard to her work with Aboriginal people, 1 became quite concerned. The title of her 

presentation alone was uoubling, as it substituted "nice" with "white," when these words are not, in fact, 

interchangeable; i t porûayed Haig-Brown, who is a middle-aged, Euro-Canadian, fernale researcher interviewing 

Aborigllial people about their residential school experiences for her graduate degree, as an innocent "girI," which 

she cleady is not; and it refers to her work with Native people as "a place like this," which is a far from 

respectable view of this area of study. In addition, 1 heard statements such as, "Clearly 1 do not believe that the 

wxk 1 am dohg is contributing to the oppression or I wouid not do it" (199 1: 16) and "1 wondered if my work 

might contribute in some acceptable way to the education of my ratist brothers and sisters" (9). After hearing 



such mmnwits, and then refiecting on my experiences before and d u ~ g  the graduate courses 1 had taken, 1 grew 

increasingly macerneci about the possible negative implications o f  reseach o n  indigenous peoples conducted by 

non-Native scholars and writers. 1 refer to this research as "outsider research," which is the topic of the c w e n t  

study. 

Outsider research, as it is defined for the purposes of  this study, refers to research conducted b y  those who 

are not of Native or Aboriginal ancestry.' It includes the s tudy of Abonginal people, cornrnunities, art, culture, 

iiterature, eduçation, government, challenges, music, language, spiritualitylreligion, rnythology, writing, politics, 

Lives, experiences, stories, folklore, and c u r e n t  and historical events including the policies relating to  Native 

people. by non-Natives. Outsider research refers to the Imowtedge produced on these and other subjects relating 

to Native issues, laiowledge and experiences currently or in the past by non-Aboriginal people including films, 

television progrctmslseries, books, journal and magazine articles, papers, theses, essays, novels, stories, 

conference presentations and semuiars, ciasses, ciassroom materials, artwork, educational teaching kits and a host 

of other materials - any or al1 of which may be written, published, funded, produced, assembled, edited, 

supervised, organized or facilitated by non-Natives, and including work thar is written, edited, or produced in 

'The ternis 'bOutsiderr" or "whitlr" used in this study refer primariiy ui maies and femdes fmm a midde to upper clarr 
E u d ~ i a d i a n  background. Those who belong to such a category were interviewed for this thesis. These two iabels. dong with the 
ternis "Euro-Canadian" and "non-Native" are meant to infer prideged group members in North American society - with a particular 
focus on those belonging to Canadian society. Equaihg the tenn "non-Native" with "white" is not rneant to furtber exclude. 
discounk or margiaalize those Canadians who are not h m  either an Aboriginal or Eum-Canadian background. However. due to the 
reiatively limitecl scope of this research pmject. the implications of the knowledge pmduction on Aborigind people by outsider 
mearchers who are not Native but who are marginalized within Canada and the US, such as "people of colour" or those h m  an 
"Asian" background are not examined here. Furthetmore, due to the rather Limited scope of this project. the effects of m e  in 
combination with c k ,  gender. ability and hetero sexism cannot bc fuLy rraced here. At the same the ,  however, it is noted that it is 
through a corntrimiion of these intersecting and interlockhg systems of oppression thiu dominance continues to be reproduced within 
a capitalisf imperialis~ and racist Liberal-democraiic nation iike Canada 

Peopk who are of mUed or partial Ahriginai ancestry are defiad as "Native," "Aborigina* "lndigenous," aad/or "Fitt 
Nations" for the purposes of this study. However, it is not my intention to overlook or negate the particuiar experiences and varying 
subject locations of these people; nor is this categorizafion meant to d u c e  the experiences of ihose with mixed or partial Aboriginal 
mcestry and those defied as k t  Nations people to one paralle1 and singular "Native experience." At the same tirne, 1 sincerely 
agologize to hose who are once again negattd. mis-aamed, discounteci or fombly labelled through the use of such defrnitions. 

The terms, "Native." "Aboriginal," "Indigenous," and "First Nations" people are used interchangeably throughou t this 
thesis. III most cases, the tem. "Indian" is used in parentheses when evoked. Although done for purposes of 'practicality,' these 
Iabeis are used here with the recognition and continuai awareness that many members of the dominant Eu~A2~1adian group of which 
1 am a part. have used them as weii as additional ternis in conjunction with other violent colonizing moves in efforts to manage, 
oppress, exploit, silence and ultimately desmy the First peopIes of North America. 



~'milaboration*' with Native people thernselves for the purpose of publication or dissemination publicly and for 

profit, 

In this thesis, 1 explore outsider researcb in an effort to cal1 attention to inteilectual moves that purpon 

to be inclusive and respecthi of Native people but which actually obscure issues of white power and privilege 

in the relationship between outsidw mearchers and Native people. 1 am concerned that outsiders repeat an 

impaial gesture even whüe they view themselves as "helping" Aboriginal people. That is, as helpers. facilitators, 

or bridges between two cultures they cm see themselves as decidedly "different" from whites who oppress. In 

so doing, outsiders can end up appropriating voices and once more enjoying access to resources denied to the 

marginaiized group members ihat they are seen as "helping." My intent is to question what it mi@ mean to work 

m solidarity with Aboriginal peoples. That is, 1 am interested in detemllning how outsider knowledge producers 

rnight m h n t  the problem of doing research on marginalized people without replicating old imperial structures 

m which white people are the experts and Aboriginal peoples the object of study. This thesis is the result of such 

questions. 

In chapter one of the thesis, 1 begin by outlining the ways in which Native people have experienced 

ailturai genocide. 1 then proceed to outline various strategies of resistance Native people describe, inciuding one 

very important method of empowerment cailed cultural decolonization (Adams, 1993). After defuiing cultural 

demlonization, 1 examine the ways in which the writing of Native people is key to their cultural decolonization. 

Specifically, 1 outline how Native women authors and scholars have fomd writing to be an important strategy 

of resistance, hence theu insistence on issues of a w s s  and appropriation. Finally, 1 review the challenges that 

contemporary Native writers and artists face when attempting to produce dtural ly  decolonizing work in 

Canadian society. Here, 1 focus on two key barriers indigenous producers of knowledge face: acccss and 

appropriation. 

Chapttx two concentrates on rnethodological as- of the current study. I begin by situating this current 

body of knowledge within present-day Canadian society in an effort to demonstrate the multiple forces impacting 



upon Native people, many of which are directly related to land and resources. 1 attempt to dernomuate that what 

we see in chapter one - the marginaiization of Native writers within the publishing indus0  - occws as a direct 

result of the racist policies and procedures of a gr- nation-state in which publishing and knowiedge production 

as weii as land ribts, play a signifiant d e .  In this section, I also situate myself and attempt to identify my own 

complicity in the oppression of Fust Nations people. Then, 1 describe the methodology of this study: how 1 

p r d e d  to conduct it, the ethicai concem 1 had in relation to it, and who 1 included as part of the study. At 

rhis point, I introduce the participants of this study: Kate, Ed, Mark, Ron, Helen, and Alex, who are Euro- 

Canadian scholars, film-makers, and joumaiists. Al1 six produce knowiedge on Native issues, and al1 have 

written on the subject. As stated in the fmal two parts of this section, 1 analyseci and presented data with a 

specific and constant eye on how non-Native knowledge producers articulateci their unders tanding of Native 

issues and their own responsibilities as members of the dominant group. 

The second haif of chapter two outlines a broader discursive framework within which the m e n t  work 

is situated. It deals mainly with the tfieory that informs the study. After a brief introduction to the chapter, 1 

begin by identifying the anti-racist approach to be utilized in the current research projeçt. Next, 1 examine the 

concepts of race and racism and the implications of these in relation to power and dominance. Fmaily, 1 wilI 

proceed to examining more thoroughiy the theoreticai notions of modem racism within a contemporary 

(pos t)co lonial and (pos t)modem context. More specif~cally, 1 explore how a discourse of cuI tural difference 

rather than one of anti-racism contributes to and sustains domination. To iilustrate, 1 trace the impact of this 

approach in American literature on Afncan-Americans ( M d o n ,  1992), the challenges facing Afiican-American 

and Aborighai women in scholarship (duCilie, 1994 and Monture-Angus, I995), cultural difference and how it 

is used in sexuai assault judicial cases involwig Aboriginal people in Canada (Razack, 1994), and Orientalism 

(Said, 1979, 1989). 

Qiaptex three of lhis thesis is a presentation of the data collected through my interviews with participants. 

This chapter is divided into two main themes: a discourse of difference, and responsibiiity and the outsider 



researchx. The Thet irsterne desanbes what a discourse of difference within the contcxts of present-day Canadian 

society and with panicular reference to Aboriginal people Iooks Iike, how it operates, and what it allows. as 

opposai to using a dismurse of anti-racism Section one begins with a look at the benefits participants cited for 

wrking with Native people, their culture and their communities - a major theme that emerged from my interviews 

with them Next, the ways in which participants in this study view Native knowledge producers compared to non- 

Native writers, scholars and film-makers likc themselves, are exptored. Third, the participants' leveis of 

awareness with respect to the racism and inequity present in contemporary Canadian society is examined. The 

second major section of chapter three presents the theme of tesponsibility and the outsider researcher. I 

invatigate how participants in this study see outsider research, non-Native researchers, and the impact of the two. 

In addition, I look at how these six knowledge producers envision themselves as workuig in soiidarity with Native 

peoples. Conciuding remarks are found at the end of the thesis. 

In tfiis work 1 argue that white writers often defend their 'right' to work on Abonginal issues through 

relying on a conceptuai fiamework of cultural difference. That is, Euro-Canadian knowledge producers see and 

portray Aboriginal peoples as being culturally different and as needing 'help' telling their stories. Meanwhile, 

many hdigenous writers and scholars insist on speaking, writing and publishing thernselves. in fact, hdigenous 

knowledge producers have stresseâ that writing is an effective fonn of resistance and as such, issues such as 

access and appropriation are critical in view of the culturd genocide they and their cornmunities are facing. It 

is my intention to offer some insight into how the discourse of cultural difference is used by some contemporary 

Euro-Canadian lmowledge producers working on Native issues to reproduce a system of domination. In addition, 

1 intend to demonstrate how white howledge producers rely on roles such as facilitators or bridges between 

cultures which enables hem to minimize the continuing oppression of Aboriginal peoples in which they are 

complicit. Since the scope of the study is rather limited, including oniy six participants, 1 cannot make 

generali2ations about al1 non-Native knowledge producers. At the same time, however. tbis limiteci number of 

participants has dowed me to look closely at what each of these six knowledge producers' actuaily Say and how 

xvi 



they Say it. This is crucial, since exaniining "tak," as van Dijk (1993) points out, can provide "more or less 

direct access to what people believe" (32). 

in aâdition, since the present study covers those involved in multiple sites of knowledge production, 

including the media (both journalism and television), the university, and film, glimpses into a cross-section of 

different types of howledge production is provided. It is hoped that through demonstrating the perceptions of 

the non-Native producers at these sites, readers wili pay partidar attention to the ways in which members of 

dominant groups artidate their roles as non-Native knowledge producers working in this area so that oppressive 

practices can be intern~pted. In addition, I hope that this stuciy infornu readers of the importance of viewing t'ilrns 

and television programs, as well as reading texts and articles on Aboriginal issues critically, especialiy those 

producd by non-Native people, and those suggested for reading or viewùig &y other non-Aboriginal people such 

as E d a n a d i a n  university professors. For, as Handel Wright (1994) has suggested: "Perhaps what needs to 

happa is for the persistent myths of neutrality (e.g., the neutral teacher, the neutral cuniculum, the neutral class 

of students) to be put to rest and difference to be taken up seriously in the pedagogicai situation" (3 1,32). 

Crucial work rernains to be done in this area e x p l o ~ g  how the discourse of C U ~ N ~  difference exaxnined in this 

study appears in the actual wcitten or visual work of Euro-Canadian laiowledge producers, and serves to 

reproduce sysrerns of dominance. 



This irnage was used unaitically in 1995 as the cover-page of a booklet disuibuted by a Euro-Canadian male 
professor in a graduate course 1 attended on Indigenou issues. Ir is an exarnple of the problematic images of 
Aboriginal people reproduced b y non-Native researchers and educators in conternporary Canadian society. 



CHAPTER ONE 

Cui tural Decoloniza tion 

Introduction 

In this chapter, 1 outline the numerou ways in which Native people bave experienced cul tual genocide. 

1 then examine various strategies Native people use as cesistance tiiis continuing genocide, includhg one very 

important s trategy called "dtural decoIonization" introduced b y Aboriginal writer and schol ar, Howard Adams 

(1993). After defining cultural decolonization, 1 examine the ways in which the writing of Native people plays 

a k y  role in their resis tance and empowerment. S pecif~caiiy, 1 outline how Native women authors and scholars 

articulate and practice writing as tesistance. Fially, this chapter look. at the numerou challenges that 

conternporary Native writers and artists face when attempting to produce cuiturally decolonizing work within a 

racist society Like Canada. It focuses on two key barriers these hdigenous producers of ImowIedge face: access 

and appropriation. 

The Cultural Genocide of Native Peo~Ie 

'They came for our Ianà, for what grew or could be grown on it, for the resources in it, and for 
our clan air and pure water. They sto1e these things fiom us, and in the taking they also stole 
our free ways and the best of our !eaâers, killed in battle or assassinated. And now, after al1 
haî., they've corne for the very 1 s t  of our possessions; now they want our pride, our history, ow 
spirituai iraditions. They want to rewrite and remake these things, to claim them for themselves. 
The lies and thefts just never end." (Thunderbird, 1985 as cited in Churchill, 1994: 2 16) 

It is clear that Native peoples and cultures in Canada and in the United States have experienced a 

genocide unlike anything this continent, and some wouid argue, the world has ever seen (Churchill, 1994). 

Lemkin has defmed genocide as 

a amdinated plan of different actions aimed at destruction of the essential foundations of the 
Iife of national groups, with the aim of annihilahg the groups themselves. The objective of 
such a plan would be disintegration of the political and social institutions, of cul tue, laquage, 



national feelings, religion, and the economic existence of national groups, and the destruction 
of personal secucity, liberty, heairh, dignity, and the iives of individuals belonging to such 
groups. (Lemkin, 1944 as in Churchill, 1994: 13) 

It wouid be diffidt, if not impossible, to deny that there has been innumerable systematic attempts by the 

Canadian as weU as the Amencan nation States to destroy lndigenous cultures, economies and social systems in 

various ways thtoughout the centuries (Fung, 1993: 20). Before examining the methods used to do this, however, 

let us first look at the current state of things for Fist Nations peoples in Canada. 

To begin, the aiarming social conditions of First Nations people are but one indication of the cuitural 

geuocide they have suffered. There bas been a legacy of pathological social conditions for First Nations pe<?p[e 

since Europeans settied in Canada - among these, poor schooling, high infant mortaiity rates, under or 

~employment premahnx deah,  coe~ced stdkaiion, police harassment. and poor housing (Phiiip. 1992: 156). 

In addition, A M @  people today can ex- to spend more tim in prison, experience a lower Me expectancy, 

be exposed to more illness, family violence and dcohol abuse; have inadequate water and sanitation systems, 

live in housing that is "flimsy, leaky and overcrowded," be without a job, and have children that do not complete 

high-school. miiege or university, compared to non-Aboriginal people living in Canada (Royal Commission on 

Aboriginal Peoples. 1996: 2). Poonwassie ( 1995) writes that the current poverty and soaMg unemployment in 

First Nations comrnunities in Canada has created conditions that are prevalent in the least developed counvies 

ofthe world(47). infact, whenBishop Desmond Tutu visite. indian reserves in Quebec in 1990, he mmpared 

them to homelands in South Mca Canada is a member of the G-7, a club of the richest and most industridized 

counuies of the world In addition, it has been repeatedly beui rated the best country to live in in the world by 

the UN for i ts  quality of Life. However, this does not apply to First Nations. When it cornes to the living 

conditions of Fmt Nations peoples, Canada is on & fa violaring basic human rights (Poonwassie, 1995: 47). 

In August of 1991, the Canadian govemment set up a Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples 

compnsed of fora Aboriginal and three non-Aboriginal cornmissioners to investigate the issues surrounding the 

relationship between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people in Canada and to advise the govemment of theîr 
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îïnduigs (Ahnisir; of Supply and Senices Canada, 1996: ix). This commission held 178 days of public hearings, 

mnsulted dozens of "experts," visited 96 communities, commissioned numerous research s tudies, and reviewed 

several previous inquines and reports. The central conclusion of the Royal Commission, simpl y stated was the 

following: "The main policy direction, pursued for more than 150 years, fmt by colonial then by Canadian 

govemments, has been wrong" (x). Although this concluding phrase is quite problematic, since i t separates what 

is refend to as a colonial goveniment fiom the Canadian one (the word "post-colonial" is not used to link the 

two), it is clear that the findings of the commission are quite ciear: there have been innumerable injustices 

inflictecl upon Aboriginal Peoples in Canada b y the Canadian govemment. Furthemore, the Commission found 

that the treaties between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal governments have never b e n  fuiiy honoured, and that 

these treaties have been reptaced with policies intende. to 1) rernove Aboriginai people from their homelands, 

2) suppress Aborigrnal nations and their govemments, 3) undennine Aboriginal cultures, and 4) stifie Aboriginal 

identity (1.2). Although the rasons for acknowledging these wrong-doings stated by the Commission are 

questionable (ic., to protect "the image of Canada in the world and at home" (2)), the issue still remains that 

these crucial injustices must be both acknowledged and wherever possible, rectifieci by the Canadian governrnent. 

Culturally, there are several different ways in which a nation state can attempt to inflict genocide on a 

particular group in society. One of these ways is through the denial, by way of force, of a people's right to speak 

heir Native language. This was done through forced residential schooling in Canada, where Native children were 

fdidden to speak their fust languages, and were punished severely for doing so. A second methd of cultural 

genocide is to forbid a people to conduct cerernonies reflecting their culture or religion. The Canadian 

govemment did this by outlawing Aboriginal sun dances and pot latch ceremonies in the late 1 8OOs, and placing 

great restrictions on Aboriginai people themselves through public poiicy (Ministry of Supply and S e ~ c e s  

Canada, 1996: 14). Anothr way in which ailturai genocide is enacted is through the appropriation of a people's 

thoughts. languages and culture by the persons outside of that culture and the reinforcement of such a paradigrn 

by the nation-siata This is vay evident in the continued bowledge production done by outsiders on Aboriginal 
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people which is W y  endorsed by Canadian society. An additional way in which miturai genocide c m  be inflicted 

upon a people is through the continuai presentation of their culture, people and religions as deficient or 

pathologicai as compared to the mainstrearn population, leading to the internalization of these beiiefs by the 

people rhernselves, dong with the creation of govenunent poticy around such myths. It can be argued that the 

Canadian nation-state has incied, committed acts of cultural genocide on First Nations peoples in this way. We 

will now iook more closely at the ways in which this was systematicaliy done. 

The deliberate and systemic amck by the Canadian government on the First N a ~ o n s  culture and people 

through the implernentation of public policy outlawing Native languages and religious practices is one of the 

a u a l  ways in which this nation has attempted to destroy and uitimately elirninate the culture of Native peoples. 

in Canada, Native languages were violentiy suppressed and Native cultures traumatized by close to five hundred 

p u s  of physical, emotional, and spiritual coercion (Fie, 1993). When Confederation was declared in 1867, it 

was negotiated only between the English and the French without consultation with the Abonginai peoples or their 

governments. John A. Macdonald, the Prime Minister of Canada at that time, stated that it wouid be his 

government's goal to "do away with the tribal system, and assimilate the indian people in al1 respects with the 

inhabitants of the Dominion" (Ministry of Supply and Services, 1996: 14). in the words of the Deputy 

Superintendent of Indian Affairs, Duncan Campbefl Scott, in the early 1920s. "1 want to get rid of the Indian 

problem" (Erasmus, 1989: 1 1). The British North America Act, Canada's fust Constitution, set out specif~c 

Western laws that assumed domination over the Aboriginal peoples themselves, as weil as their lands. These 

laws later became enacted in the indian Act, which outiawed several key etements of Native culture, including 

the potlatch ceremony -0utlawed in 1884 and central to the cultures of west Coast Aboriginal nations, and the 

sun dance - outlawed in 1885 and central to the cuitures of prairie Aboriginal nations (14). in addition, in 1885, 

tbe Department of Indian Affairs implemented a pass system which greatly if not entireIy restricted the movement 

of Native people, who were not permithi to leave the reserve or do business with any non-Native person without 

'Lpermission" fiom the Indian agent (14). The indian agent travelled to reserves frequently to "check" if ail the 
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Canadian governmeot's laws were being obeyed, Sina  dancing, g a t h c ~ g  together for ceremonies, or Ieavhg 

the ceserve to do business was a crimiBa1 offence for Native people in Canada, it was illegal for Native people 

KI p d c e  aspects of their own religion and culture, let alone empower themselves through fuiancial endeavours. 

More recently, prirnarily from 1900 to approximately 1960, Native communities suffered what some 

have called a period of cultural arrest as the residentid school systern, dong with various other cuitural 

prohibition laws, artificially created cultural stagnation for Native people (Maracle, 199 1 : 85). The fist  

cesidentid school was established LI Canada in 1849 by church and Canadian government leaders who wished 

to undennine the independence and culture (which they debed as "savagery") Aboriginai people had at that tirne. 

The tast of these residential schools closed in the 1970s. Attendance at residential school was compulsory for 

Native children. These children were taken forci bl y from their families, oftentimes qui te violently, and 

"schooled" for eight or more years far from their homes (Ministry of Supply and Services, 199 6: 14). Refusai 

to send one's child to residential school resulted in impnsonrnent andfor heavy fines. At the residential schools, 

the Abonginal languages, czrstoms and "habits of mind" of the children were altered or suppressed, oftentimes 

tfirough crue1 and abusive ueatmcnt. Many Native children were physically, mentally and sexudly abused and 

tortured by the clergy. In addition, rnany strong and hedthy ties established between the children and their 

parents and families were destroyed by the residential school systern (15). During this same period in Canada, 

the Canadian govemment continually relocated entire Aboriginai communities as they saw fit, so that the 

European seulers could use that land for mining, forestry, energy or agridturai purposes (16). These relocations 

were described as serving "the national interest" (16). Lee Maracle writes that, in addition to a i l  of these 

overwheiming circumstances, no f m  existed or was created where the value and function of traditional Native 

oratory codd be acknowledgai, so Abori&inal people were then siienced from expressing the injustices they were 

experiencing (Maracle, 199 1 : 86). 

As a direct result of colonial influences that attempted to silence and disempower Aboriginal people, 

Inàigenous stories and thougtiis were then outrightiy appropriated by white writers who claimed to be writing as 
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Native People (93 ,  or who ùiterpreted Native culture and experiences for the non-Native public. Outsider 

re!seardiers wodd enter Native communities, as they mntinue to do today, observe Aboriginal ways of living and 

n m d  w b t  they saw thm. Then, they would work up the stories and events that b e y  had documenteci in order 

to "educaterT the non-Native public. It was thought then, as it is today, that educating non-Native people about 

Native culture, lives and experiences could od y be beneficial to al1 involved. in fact, cwrently in Canada, mos t 

non-Native researchers, writers and fh-makers continue to work under the assumption that knowledge 

production on Native people benefiîs this marginalized population since it "gives" them a voice. Severai thïngs 

are missed in this assurnption, however. One is the fact that the extreme hardship being experienced by First 

Nations people has not been a result of the misunderstanding or ignorance of Native culture by Euro-Canadians. 

As we have seen, these moves have been deliberate attempts by the Canadian goverrunent to eradicate Native 

people and their dture for the benefit of nonNative Canadians, Furthemore, one cannot "give" Native people 

"a voice," because they already have many voiçes, and rtiese voices are speaking and writing about their situation. 

The probiem is that, not only are Aboriginal people in Canada not being listened to. but the same non-Native 

elites who have attempted to destroy Aboriginal cultures, languages and people now cmploy and fund those 

m g  about the issues - narnely outsider researchers, jomalists, film-maicers and writers. Since outsiders are 

the only ones givea access on various levels to do such work, in speakùig about Native issues, many times, 

outsiders ultimately speak on the behalf of Native people, even if they themselves do not perceive this to be the 

case. The reason for such a system of filtered knowledge should now be quite evident: the continued domination 

and exploitation of Aboriginal peoples in Canada by the Canadian government, which the Royal Commission 

bas clezsiy found through their investigation. 

Aboriginal stories, as weii as their spirituality, have often been refend to as the glue that holds First 

Nations societies togethet. Therefore, the appropriation of these elements of Native culture by non-Natives is 

not only a cuituraf , but a politicai act (Waikem, 1993 : 32). Understandably, then, such methods of appropriation 

are extremely destructive for Native people and their culture. Non-Native, outsider researchers are sougtit out 



as expem on Native d t u r e  and profit fkom this link, while Native people themselves are judged as unauthentic, 

l a s  knowledgeable or biased about Native issues and experiences. The silencing and exploitation of Native 

peoples via appropriation is one of the greatest challenges faciag them today, and therefore. lhis method of 

cultural genocide is covered in rnuch more depth in a lata section, entitled "Challenges to Cultural 

Decolonization." 

Janice Acoose (1995), has argued that the negative portrayal of hdigenous people by non-Natives in 

Euro-Canadian titerature is another way in which Native people have suffered cultural genocide. This occurred 

as a result of a proMeration of Eurocentric literature sanctioned by the nation which ''ignoreci the distinctions of 

plndigenous] cultures altogether b y writing about 'Indians' as a generic group with no distinguishable cultural 

di fferences" (90). Acoose States such stereotypical depictions of Native people were not only cultural 

misrepresentations in the Literary sense, but led to the formulation of highly racist and sexist social, political, and 

econornic policies involving hdigenous peopIe in Canada (90). A recent example of this is given in Marcia 

Crosby's article, "The Construction of the imaginary indian": 

in 1989, goverrunent lawyers. in disputing Girksan-Wet'suwet'en land claims, attempted to 
establish that indians who eat pizza, drive cars and watch television - that is, who no longer live 
as "traditionai" indians residing in some timeless place - did not meet Eurocentrically 
estabtished criteria for authenticity under which, the courts assert, indian "nghts" were 
estabiishe.. (Williamson, 1989 in Crosby, 199 1 : 279) 

Thus, literary depidions were not just stereotypes found in literature and art - they made their way into the min& 

of those creating and enacting policies involving Native peoples in courts and thus had specific material 

consequences. More ~ p ~ c a l l y ,  Eurocanadians continuali y constnicted and us& racis t and sexis t images of 

Endigewus women like "the romantic indian princes, the easy squaw, and the hopeless, suffering victim," so as 

tojustSy and reinforce Canadian society's social, politicaI, econornic, and spiritual oppression of these women 

(64). These images continue to operate in ways that violate and oppress Aboriginal women. For example, in Iate 

1994, the btnied bodies of four young murdaed Native women - Eva Taysup, Shelley Napope, Calinda Waterhen 

and Janet Sylvestre, were found outside of Saskatoon, Canada The media barely reported on the discovery, and 



when it did, referred to the women as ones who "kquented downtown bars" and were part of the "downtown 

bar saxe" (Acoose, 1995: 87). Two and a half decades earlier, the M y  of Helen Betty Osborne, a young Native 

woman was found brutally raped, beaten and murdered (69). A subsequent Repon of the ~boriginal Inquis) 

of Manitoba found that Helen Osborne 

feii viaim to viaous stereotypes bom of ignorance and aggression when she was picked up by 
four drunken [white] men Iooking for sex. Her attackers seemed to be operating on the 
assumption that Aboriginal wornen were promiscuous and open to enticement through alcohol 
or violence. It is evident that the men who abducted Osborne believed that young Aboriginal 
women were objects with no hiiman value beyond sexual gratification. (Report, 14 as cited in 
Acoose, 1995: 70) 

When Native women writers began to produce Literature which contextualized their experîences and thus, depicted 

more positive images of Native women, they were dismissed as "biased" and "bitter" (Acoose, 1995: 67). 

Jeanette Armstrong (199 1) has written that there is a systematic mettiod of genocide at work in Canada 

still today which attempts to destroy the self-worth of First Nations adults and children through continuaily 

sending them negative messages about themselves. S he writes: 

Our people, everyday, everywhere are being told, "You are not good enough. You are not 
valuable as a Native person. Your language, your culture, your history, your nistoms, your 
ceremonies, none of those things are valuable, even the way you look is wrong. Your skin 
ailou. is wrong. The way you dress is wrong. Things you eat are wrong. And in order to be 
any kind of a human being, any kind of real person, you have to dress a certain way. You have 
to look a certain way. You have to pitch your voie a certain pitch because if you sound too 
Indian, if you look too Native, then there is something wrong with you. You are not going to 
be able to succeed to do anytbing. You'li never be any good at anything. You're ignorant. 
You're a savage. You're primitive. You always wiii be as long as you're Native. (189) 

Armstrong writes that messages Iike these are sometimes more subtie than the tools of colonization used two 

hundred years ago, but not always. For example, she states that in current as weI1 as past Canadian legislative, 

bureaunatic, and educationai processes, messages duding to the worthlessness of Native people are blatant, and 

Iead to the inîemalization of a sense of inferiotity arnong Native people (1 89). 

Thus, the negative images of indigenous peoples in the writing and publishing of Euro-Canadian 

Iiterature, the use of such racist stereotypes to inform government policies and processes, and the continued 



appropriation of aspects of Native culture by non-Natives, are sorne of the ways in which the Canadian nation 

inflicted cultural genoci& upon Native peoples. Such silencing and exploitive tactics, combined with the repeated 

celocation of Native peoples fiom their home comunities, the removal of Native chiidren from their biological 

families, the outlawing of many traditional Aboriginal methods of resistance and sw4va1, and the forced 

smiihion of rnany Native women, led to the Canadian govenunent's successfid traumatization of many Native 

people. With this tmmahtion came their disempowerment and the increased dependency of Native people on 

the very govenunent that continued to oppress thern 

"1, as a contemporary indigenou artist, see how white man's time has distanced me from my 
ancestors. The contemporary Indigenous h s t  sees himself as someone with very lit tle left, but 
hnically he sees an unlimiteci potential for articulation of the modern experience. He sees that 
time, understanding and respect will Iiberate possibiiities, which before were thought to have 
comp tetely vanished." (McMaster, 199 1 : 15) 

A.  we have seen, Native peopies have experienced substantiai acts of cultural genocide against their 

languages, religions. and people. However, both themselves and their cultures have far frorn disappeared. 

Looking at statistics alone, Ontario's Aboriginal population is expected to increase in size by 40 per cent by the 

year 20 1 1. A higher birth rate, a decrease in infant mortality, and increased longevity are the reasons for this 

projected population increase (Ontario Women's Directorate, 1990: 2). Marcia Crosby, in the article, 

"Construction of the Imaginay indian," (199 l), writes: 

This is not to Say that aboriginal cultures did not go through dramatic changes that were 
violently imposed on our communities. However, we did not ail die. We are stiU bere - aitered 
however, and without the "autbenticity" chat some, nostalgically, would like to impose. Neither 
have we al1 been successfully assimilated into Euro-Canadian cuitme. (270) 

According to Crosby, it is aucial for the non-Native body politic to realize that Native nilture and peoples may 

have changed in different ways over the centuries, but Aboriginal people have not by any means disappeared. 

Ir is predominantiy nomNatives who have portrayed Native cultun as  "dead and dying," Crosby explains, and 



this has been done with only self-serving, Eurocenuic interests in mind. She argues that if something is seen as 

dcad or dying, efforts can then be made to "save" this supposedly helpless thing called Native culture. What is 

acnially oonrning, however, is that rhc same people who declare Native culture as  either extinct or gohg rhrough 

fatal changes, also position themselves as the saviours of it, thereby profithg from the very cause they have 

declared as such Crosby wrim t h i  in the pas& "this interest extended to dominating or colonizing F i t  Nations 

people, cultural images and land. as weU as salvaging, preserving and reinterpreting material fragments of a 

supposedly dying native culture for Western 'art and culture' collections" (267). 

Janice Acoc.>se, in her book, Iskwekwuk - kah ' ki yaw ni wahkomakanak: neither Indian princesses rror 

s q m  drudges (1995), stresses that des pite 400 years of cultural invas ions. hdigenous cultures have survived 

and are very much alive (1 10). The mythologies of Native people, for example. are just one testament to that 

vitality. When invasions to Native ailme ocamed, explains Acoose. Native mythology, ceremonies, rituals, and 

languages "went underground." but did not disappear altogether. Furthemore. the abilities of Native peopte to 

resist total conformity and assimilation remained, as did their spirits (1 10). 

This being sol there have always been strategies of resistance. Aboriginal peoples. who constitute 

approximately 10% of Canada's population, and who struggle as  rninorities within a liberal-democratic nation 

state, have the following principal options for the resistance and transformation of their peoples: practices of 

daily iife on the land; kin-keeping, rnaintaining, rebuilding and building w a l  and urban cornmunities; political 

negotiations with governments; litigaiion in courts; [and] civil disobedienœ" (Culhane, 1995: 148). In addition. 

as we WU see shortly, Native people can also use culturd decolonization as another stmtegy of resistance and 

"Coiiaborator leaders and associates, govemment funded elites and rnainstrearn opportunists 
cannot contribute to A M @  culture and history. They are only tourists and exploiters in our 
homeland." (Adams, 1993: 253) 



Cuihnal decolonization, as defined by Adams (1993) is "a new focus on the understanding and awareness 

of Indian(MetiS dture and history h m  an authentic Aboriginal perspective and sensitivity" (25 1). h addition. 

ailturai decolonization with respect to Nrttive peoples is "a readjustment of white mains tream cul t u e  and his tory 

which has served as justification for conquest and continued irnperial domination" (25 1). According to Adams, 

the curreut h e  in Canada is optimum for Aboriginal inteUectuals, authors, academics and activists who possess 

an aboriginal consciousness to analyse and understand the 'how' of their new form of oppression and 

powerlessness, and to write with and as part of the Native peoples, but not for thern (254). Through writing that 

is Aboriginal-centric, Adam writes, Native people can once again be seen as a people with a historicrtlly well 

organized sotio-economic system and a developed civilization that is worth studying. Furthemore, using an 

Aboriginalentric approach, Aboriginal society becomes what it reaiIy is - dynamic, evolving and progressive, 

versus how white supremacy myrhs poruayled it - as static and archaic (25 1). 

There are several important characteristics of cuitural decolonization. The fust is that howledge is 

perceived "in terrns of a specif~c place and tirne as a p ~ c i p l e  of inteilectual inquiry'' (25 1). According to Adams, 

the current place for Metis, Indians and Inuit is Canada, and the time is imperial capitaiisrn Adams writes that 

situaiing this knowledge is crucial since it provides a perirneter for historicai and cultural aoalysis, and in doing 

so d o w s  Aboriginal historians and writers to use a critical anaiysis of British and French colonialism (252). 

Another main characteristic of cultural decolonization is that expianations to the white mainstrearn 

population by Aboriginal people should not be a major focus or concem. The reason for this requirement is 

evident in this observation by Emma LaRoque: 

For the last two decades, we have been faced with the weary task of having to educate our 
audiences before we could even begin dialoguing with them! Our energies have been derailed 
h m  purely aeative pwsuits. Many speakers and writers have been comered into the hapless 
role of apologists, incessant (and very patient) explainers. and ovemight experts on aii lhings 
Native. And in response to the negation and falsification of our histories and cultures, some 
bave been pushed to ailturai romanticism, evai pahaps cultural self-righteousness. (LaRocque, 
1990: xxii) 



Furthermore, Fedorick writes: 

Pardon m 1 get ethnocentric as hell, but the other problem with road access is the presence of 
many non-Aboriginal persons. Darnn if when it is advertised as a Native writïng workshop. 
why do other people show up? When 1 went to communities, the non-Native people controlled 
chose workshops. as much as 1 could sit there and Say, "no, sorry, we don? like it." It is a very 
sensitive thhg to attempt to deal with non-Native people in those situations. There cm be seven 
Native people in the mm, and the non-Native person wiii hog the conversations, to get that one 
person to the point wbere he can understand the basic s ymbolisms, and we are talking English. 
We are not taiking another language. (Fedonck and Lutz, 199 1: 222) 

Therefore, one of the fust tasks in the effective cultural decolonization of Native people, according to Adams, 

is for artists, activists, scholars and writers to direct their energy into much-needed analyses and interpretations 

of Aboriginal history and culture toward the masses of Aboriginal people themselves, whenever possible, with 

a view "from below" to the "inarticulate and poorly educated people" (Adams, 1993: 254). This must be done 

for several reasons - because it directs rnuch-needed energy back to Native people themselves, because it gives 

Native peopIe hope and empowement through providing them with Aboriginal-centric howledge production, 

and because writing and speaking to members of what Adams calls a quasi-apartheid society like Canada does 

not change maùlstrearn attitudes or idwlogy. The only way those attitudes can be changed, he writes, is not by 

incessant explaining to the mainstrearn population, but by "changing the structure and institutions of the state" 

Lastly, the rnost important factor in the process of decolonization, according to Adams, is the attainment 

of a certain state of mind and spirit, which he c d s  "Aboriginal muter-consciousness" (253). This state is 

described as "a spirit of devotion to the cause of self-determination, justice and equality," and is crucial to the 

iiberation of Native people. Ln order to produce howledge that is truiy culturally decolonizing. Adams States 

that one must work within this framework of Aboriginal nation-hood. in this way, howledge produced is tnrly 

Aborigina1i;entric and thus iiberating for Native people. 

As we have seen, Adams stresses how the airrent time in Canada is optimum for Aboriginal inteliectuals, 

authors, academics and acâivists to write, for it is through their writing that the cultural decolonization of ~a t ive '  
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peoples GUI be achieved. In using Aboriginal-cencric approaches like the ones mentiond ebove. Adams clairns 

that decolonized people themselves wiil begin to perceive of their culture and history as valuable, rather than 

Merior. In addition. the colonizer's society bat  continues to dominate Native peopb rnay ultimately be 

tram formed. 

Writine as a Forrn of Resistançe 

"1 donTt need to read books wrïtten by white people about my people that show me as behg 
oppressai, and poor, and colonized. 1 know that and 1 can talk about that. It might take me a 
wtiile, but 1 can do it, thank pu. U you reaily are my fiiend, ihen get out of the road and let me 
cb i t  And if it takes 20 years, it'U take 20 years. We wiii tell ou .  own story." (Campbell and 
Lutz, 199 1) 

Recently, there has been what Perreault and Vance ( 1990) have called "a profound change" within 

Aboriginal communities and in relationships between Native and non-Native Canadians (xi). One of the most 

significant changes in this relationship is the increasing nmber of Aboriginal writers rnaking their I i t e rq  

presence felt in Canada. Wheeler (199 1 )  states that historically, it has always been the artists of any people, 

rather than the politicians, that have made substantiai changes within a society (75). Furthemore, he states that 

even though writers and artists have b e n  traditionally persecuted and poor, it will be these people, rather than 

politicians, that will lead to change for Native people. 

Many Fmt Nations writers, artists and film-makm agree with Wheeler's view that their art and writing 

are as much or even more empowering and politically effective than the work of politicians. in fact, there is 

evidenœ that the work of Aboriginal wri ters can be threatening to some Native poli tidans, who block its access 

so that they on be r e - e l d .  D.L. Birchf~eld, a member of the Choctriw Nation of Oklahoma who is presentiy 

senring on the National Advisory Caucus for a Native Amencan Mentor and Apprentice Writers program, has 

observed the political effectiveness of Aboriginal poetry in this way. BircMeJd (1993) states that much of 

oontemporary Native poetry is highl y accessible to people who have not been fonnaii y educated, as long as they 



are Indians (202). Moreover, some cultural references alluded to in Native p o e e  may be b f l i ng  or 

hmprehezlsible to non-Naiives or Eimxmnics, but presait no barrier to Native people (202). Therefore, much 

Native amtempocary poetry reflects the eqowering aspects of Aborigiual-centric witing (Adams, 1993). At 

fhe same the, however, since Aboriginal poeü are known to speak their muid about contemporary and relevant 

Native issues eloquently, honestiy, and s o m ~  boldiy, some of their poems includuig statements about Native 

politicim, Tribal Chiefs, or turrnoil in the nation are blocked before election-time, and not given space in tribal 

oewspapas ( B i r ~ e l â ,  1993: 202). This example done reflects the poliucally powerful aspect of Native pmw. 

Anotha example of the empowering nature of Native wriling is reflected in Birchfield's coverage of the 

fust Native American gathering of writers in Oklahoma in 1992. Although this was not considered to be a 

political gathering but a literary one, Abonginal writers fkom ail aaoss North America gathered to share, 1a.m 

and network with one another (1993: 192). Birchfield notes chat aot ody a greater awareness of Native literature 

was experienceû at this Mm's conf i ce ,  but a voicing of the injustices facing al1 Abonginal peoples also took 

place there. He writes: 

There was a lot of anger expressed at the festival, anger at the way non-Natives have pomayed 
Native peoples in works of history, anger at the way Native literature, poeuy and fiction is 
evaiuated by Eurocentric literary conceptions, anger that abysmally ignorant people such as 
television's Andy Rooney of 60 Minutes can have the platform of a newspaper column to 
proclairn the senselessness of Native values in the contexnporary world, anger at New Age, non- 
Native commercial exploitation of sweat baths and sacred ceremonials, anger at the 
contemptuous attitude of prison oficials for the cultural and religious rights of incarcerated 
Native peoples, anger at the appaliing rates of suicide and its aftermath, anger at the caiious 
inrtifferaice of governmental institutions to the needs of urban Indians, anger at the seerningly 
inopposable plans to durnp nuclear waste on Indian reservations, anger at stereotyping, anger 
at the well-meaning, unintentionally destructive activities of friends, anger at the murder of an 
employee of a Native publishing houe  in Canada, anger that Native writers from portions of 
Centrai Amrica canmt shan the places of their youth with their own children because they are 
on a death iisf anger at the intimidation and racial slurs and threats of physical violence of 
bigots agaiast Native voices, including those of poets who refiise to be cowed into sub mission, 
but who do not relish the thought of bemming martyrs. (208) 

Birchf~eld observes that thoughts and reflections üke these were expressed in workshops, panel discussions, 

plenary session speeches. casual conversation and in the readings themselves. Shce the writers came together 



to share. their mgers "were voiced in an environment that made nerworking a oatural thing" (208). Thus. they 

could j o b  in many affirming and constructive ways, and offer support, knowledge and resources to one to 

anotha. Furthemore, not only could mger at injustices be expressed, but joys could be expenenced also: 

Where there were angers, there were also joys, joy in the appreciation of the literary work of 
others, joy in hearing a poet read a poem that some peaple imew by heart. joy in the 
insuppressible humour of Native peoples, joy in being brought together to share with one 
another, to draw strength fkom one another. (208) 

Thus, the Native Amencan gathering of writers was a very positive event personally, pohticdy, and 

professionally for rnany Aboriginal writers. Birchfield writes chat when "poets and other literary wciters are filled 

with mgas and joys the predictable resdt is writing and publishùig" (209). Thus, in addition to immense sharing 

afid networking that took place at the fust Native Arnerican g a t h e ~ g  of writers, came the inspiration to write 

manusaipts, book proposais, short s tories and poems. In this way, then, Aboriginal writers have come together 

to unite as people with a cornmon interest and a cornmon strength, and this has b e n  exuemely e m p o w e ~ g  for 

''1 woddn' t be writing now if Momaday hadn' t done that book (House Made of Da )un). 1 would 
have died." (Pauia Gunn Allen as cited in Birchfield, 1993: 204) 

Even when not meeting with other writers, however, many Native peopie have found both writing and 

reading the work of other Native authors a fuifïlling and fhtitfid way to regain strength in the face of oppression. 

Native women in partidar, have spoken of the recomecting force chat operates in the work of Aboriginal writers 

they have r d .  Lee Maracle and Janice A m s e ,  for example, are two contempocary Indigenous writers among 

man)' in Canada who have disarssed the iiibcrating aspect of Native people's writing, and Native women's writing 

m particular on them and others. Like Adams, Maracle and Acoose see writing as an effective form of çulturai 

decolonizatiou which has not oniy recomected thcm to other Native people* but has begun the proass of 

Liberation for all Native peoples. 
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The writing of Native people, accordhg to Acmse (1995). demonstrates "the ways in which hdigenous 

people. in Canada have clung tenaciously and still cling, to [their] cultures, [their] ways" (1 10). It is evident that 

a rnajorityof the writing by Native women possess many of Adam's Aboriginal-cenuic characteristics, such as 

spatial and temporal spmcity, and the contex tualizing of Native peoples' exPenences - cconomically. 

politicaiiy, socidy and spintually. In these ways, Nafive women's writing characterizes what effective cuitually 

decolonizing work looks like. However, what is perhaps most interesthg about Acoose and Maracle's work is 

th& even as writers thernselves using a rnainstream medium which is often a cornpetitive one, they do not hesitate 

to refer to, inch& and give credit to the work of other Native authors that have contributed to their development 

and theu people's development in some way. In Lhis way, many Native wornen writers reflect what Janice Acoose 

(1995) refers to as a "comectedness" of indigenous's peoples ' world view and their subjectivi ties in the world 

(108) and what Lee Maracle (199 1) has called "a spirit of cooperation that just underlines everythhg [Native 

people] do" (176). 

k Maracle is an exuernely inffuential and inspiring Aboriginal-ceniric writer and editor. She CO-edited 

the work, Telling Ir: Women and Lunguage Across Cultures with non-Native women and cxplored the gruelling 

impact this experienœ had on her in later works. In addition, Maracle has written many articles and instrumental 

books including Ravensong (1993), Bobbi Lee: Indian Rebel(1990), Sojourner's Trurh and Other Stories 

(1990). "Just Get in Front of a Typewriter and BIeed," ( 1990) and I am Woman (1988), that have revealed the 

ecnpowering aspect of literature for Native people, and more particularly, Native wornen. Recently, Maracle and 

Monture-Angus read some of their latest work at a women's bookstore fundraiser for a Native women's sheiter 

in Toronto. M m i e  writes that Native writers generally support one another: they want to read each other, they 

want to see eacb other, and they want to experience the circle, a circle which wili grow to be "fuller," "rounder," 

and "more rnagnificent"as time goes on (Marade and Lutz, 199 1: 176). 

h the article, "Skyros B m :  Fmt Voice of Conteqorary Native Poeuy" (199 l), Maracle refers to the 

work of Skyros/Mary Bruce. an Abonginal poet who strongly influenced the "cultural development" of First 



M.ions through the publishing of her revolutionary poetry nearly IWO and a half decades ago. Skyros Bruce, or 

Mary Bruce of the Squamish in North Vancouver. published a srnaii book of poems in 1973 which voiced the 

modem COLK;~IIS of her people (86). In it, Skyros Bruce situates herself in the present. rather than the past, and 

then looks forward toward the fiture of hm people, "where a differen t s tory colours the world" (86.9 1 ). Maracle 

explores the strength that Skyros Bruce's poetry embodies as follows: 

She relies whoUy on fierself, her heage, her indigenou sense of the world to exuicate First 
Nations's people h m  a state of chemicai dependence and unioved despair to a prophetic vision 
of the future upheld by her ancestors. She does this at the same time that she takes old 
metaphors into the modem world. Culture, ancient and present, cornes alive, becomes a 
breathing Living being with future simcance. She pioneers the end to the stuliification and 
stagnation of wfiat is pceived as native traditional oratory. She moves our sense of poetry of 
the past beyond the lines separating modem from mcient and spearheaàs a niltural revolution 
that has both feet in the past and points to the f u t m .  (Maracle, 199 1: 9 1) 

Thus, through her writing, Skyros Bruce transformed what was perceived to be a stagnant, traditional Native 

oratory into a vibrant, new vision for her people. in addition, her poetry. as it connectai concepts of the past, 

present and future led to a "cultural revolution" among Native people that gave new hope to present and future 

generations. in these ways, Skyros Bruce exemplifies one of the fust d y  Aboriginal-cenuic poets. 

lanice Acoose (1995) is yet anothcr contemporaxy First Nations writer in Canada who has found reading 

the work of other Native women authors, as weli as her own work, extremely inspiring and empowering. Acoose 

uses the word "re-empowering" instead of "empowering" to describe the impact of Aboriginal-centric writing 

on Native consciousness, but like Adams, states that the act of this type of writing is an effective methoci of 

decolonization after centuries of ininsion by extremely powerfd imperialistic forces and colonial agents (68). 

Ac- sees lndigenous art, in its various forms, as serviug numerous purposes. It is an "affirmation" of Native 

people, a "reflection" of their contemporary iives, a "snap-shot" of their history, and a "testimony" of their 

survivd and continuity as peoples (1 18). in addition, Acoose states that even though there are a number of 

Native authors who "proclaim their re-conneaion to the Mothei' through their writing. there are just as many 



who use this merhod of resistance to "engage rhem~lves in the struggie against systemic and institutional racisrn" 

Acoose herself became politically conscious of the powerful influences of racism and what she c d s  

" w hite-christian-canadian patriarchy" through the reading of Native authors as a mature university graduate 

student (1 3). One of these writers was Maria Campbell, whose autobiographicall y-based Halfbreed, became the 

aiticai centre of Acoose's book. A m s e  explains how Maria Campbell was 33 years old when she wrote her 

story, which grew out of Campbell's anger and fiustrations as a decolonizing writer who looks back upon her 

M e  and "begins to understand how christianity has constnicted her identity and deftned her in accord with the 

patriarchy" (97). Campbell's writing, therefore, becornes an act of resistance, which Acoose explains as follows: 

T h u &  the construction of her text, Campbell looks back upon her life with a renewed vision 
and a stronger conneaion to those powerful, resourceful, and dynamic women who came before 
h a .  What she wri tes has rare1 y been said by Indigenous women in north america The racism 
and sexism experienced by the protagonist is something that too rnany indigenous women 
experience Living on this continent. (1995: 100) 

Campbell has surviv ed... colonial oppression, abusive men, and systemic racism and sexism. 
She refuses to let her ancestors' suKerings be white-washed by li berai do-gooders.. . Their liberai 
gentieness and practice of recxxding history b y excluding injustices done to ïndigenous peoples, 
she argues, encourages canadians to believe that hombte racism doesn't exist in this country ... 
Her voie refuses to let canada erase what has been done to her people. (101) 

Camp bel1 's Halfbreed, therefore, coatextualizes Indigenous people's social, poli ticai, spiri tua1 and economic 

reality, and in doing so, "intervenes in the Euro-Canadian literary tradition" by chaiienging existing stereotypes 

of Indigenous women (13). At the same tirne, Campbell's work continues to inspire other indigenous women like 

A a m e  to begin writing and ihereby reclaim and reconnect with their own ideologies, and ultimately, their own 

decdonized selves (15). For reasons such as these, Haljbreed is considered to be an not only an Aboriginal- 

centric piece of litmature, but one of the fmt that contributed to the decolonizatioa of Native people. In 

Acoose's words, Halflreed is a monumental piece of work that initiated a process of "re-creation, renaming, and 

empowerment for many Indigenou women writers" (13). 
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Emma LaRocque is a Cree writer who, in addition to Maria Campbell, affccted Acoose profoundly 

through her writing. Acoose has written that LaRocque: 

calls attention to the various types of 'power politics in Literature' that for too many pars 
disempowered Indigenous people by dismissing, romanticizing, censoring, and labelling [hem]. 
She insists that lndigenous peoples were not rendered voiceless, despite very deiiberate and 
institutionally sanctioned attempts to silence (them]. (1 1 1) 

Emnia LaRocque knew at a very eady age ùiat she wanted to write (LaRocque and Lutz, 199 1 : 18 1). When she 

was in grade eight, LaRocque says that she felt a "profound need to self-express" as a Native person, because, 

she says, "there was so much about out history and about our iives that, 1 quickiy learned, has been disregarded, 

infanlllised, and falsifie&' (18 1). LaRocque refers to her strong need to write as a "missionary zed" in which 

she codd teii about the humanicy of Native people, because "Indian-ness was so dehumanized and Metis-ness 

didn't even existW( 18 1). 

In the article, "Here Are Our Voices - Who WilI Hear?," a preface to the anthology Wriling the Circle: 

Narive \Vonzen of Western Carzada (1990), Emma LaRocque writes that "much of Native writing, whether blunt 

or subtle, is protest iiterawe in that it speaks to the processes of our colonization: dispossession, objectification, 

marginalization, and that constant struggle for cultural survival expressed in the movement for structural and 

psychological self-determination" (xviii). LaRocque writes that because the pain of Native peopIe is inherently 

a "part of this land," Native people become "uncornfortabte mirrors to Canadian society," and as such, theu 

voices are often cast as "voim of the past" by the mainsiream society which wishes to silence them (xxvii), To 

Laitocque, the act of writing becornes an act of resistance against this silencing. Its purpose is that of "seeicing 

mwT and "giving voice to a people's journey that spans centuries," a journey which she says not only aiiudes 

to Native peoples but those who waged war on hem (xxvü). Writing, then, States LaRocque, becornes 

empowering as Native people are called upon to listen to the voices of despair among thern and in them to 

"reuieve, redefme, and reconcile" the scattered pieces of their people, and become "challenged to dreani new 

visions to bring hope for the future" W o c q u e ,  1990: xxvii). 



Patricia Monture-Angus is yet another F i s t  Nations writer who has found her own writing extremely 

empowaing as an oppressed Native woman in Canada and has written about this experience. In her lates t work, 

Thunder in My Soul: A Mohawk Woman Speakr ( l995), Monture-Angus writes the following about witing: 

Thixigs happa and 1 write hem ail d o m  sonietimes quite compulsively. Writing - talking back 
- is the process through which I come to tenns with my pain, anger and emotion. It is the 
process through which I am able to come to terms with my oppression, the oppression of my 
people, and the correspondhg feelings of helplessness and hopelessness that sometimes ride 
over me like a tidal wave... Writing is a place where I have found bofh sirengrh and 
empowerment. (55) (ernphasis mine) 

For Monture-Angus, the process of writing has not oniy been a process of corning to terms with her own 

oppression, but also the oppression of her people. Furthemore, writing has also been a place where she has 

found strength and empowerment uistead of helplessness and hopelessness. 

Monture-Angus, like LaRocque, h e w  as a child that she wanted to become a writer. Reading and 

writing provided her with a world of escape growing up and heIped her cope when life became increasingly 

difkuit Later on in her life, university allowed Monture-Angus "to easily escape into the world of the written 

wrd"  (49). For hm, words were and still remain to be many things, including "the doorway to the world where 

rneaning is questioned," "the reaim of the intellect," and "the vehicle by which [shej can share Fer] ideas and 

quest for meaning" (46). Today, Monture- Angus, who is also a lawyer, professor, and acadernic describes ihese 

tities as "ail emptyof anyreai rneaning" (51). hitead, she writes, "1 want to be a writer, an artisan ... And I only 

want to paint with words" (5 1). 

Monture-Angus parallels the concept of self-ernpowerment with that of voice. She is keenly aware of 

how she and other Native people are silençed and thus excluded from Canadian society. According to Monture- 

Angus, Native people receive their voices when they become empowered. To  her, there is an important ünk 

between overcoming silencing tactics and ending Native peoples' coliective exclusion. She States: '3 is much 

easiex to exclude a silent s d e d  minority, than a vocal one" (29). Thus, for Monture-Angus, writing provides 

a tremendous opportunity for Native people to empower themselves, resist domination, and speak out against 
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oppression. in addition, it is through her own writing that Monture- Angus will maintain her voice, and therefore, 

her power. even as a so-cailed minority. 

Thus, as we have seen, it is Native women in partidar, who have found the act of writing a re- 

empowering and liberating experience, even as they write from what are often the margins of society. This 

writing, however, has not on1 y empowered those wri ring. Numerous Native women within society have gone on 

to write and empower themselves to a large degree because of the presence of orher Indigenous authors whose 

works have inflmced them. Sureiy, then, the novels, poems and articles produced by Indigenous authors open 

up additionai possibilities of politid resistance for Native peoples in ways which were previously thought to be 

limited, at bat,  non-existent, at worst, by non-Natives. Furthemore, through their contextuaiization of 

hdigenous peoples' Lives and experiences, Aboriginal-centric works substantially challenge those traditionaily- 

held beliefs about indigenous peoples reflected in much of Euro-Canadian literature. Therefore, Native people 

are no longer depicted as  part of a dying race in need of saving, or as "suffering victims with no hope of survival" 

( A m ,  1995: 108). Nor are they portrayeci as people "bound and determined to assirnilate and make it in the 

white world" (LOS). instead. even in the aftermath of colonial destruction, Indigenous artists and writers have 

taken controi of their own Jestiny and have found unlimited potential within for articulating their own 

expaiences. Through their art and writing then, Native people have not only envisioned liberation for themselves 

and their people, but have taken real strides towards it. 

Challeqgcs to Cultural Decolonizatioq 

Since many Native writers and artists fmd their work not ody empowering for themselves, but an 

&eaive saategy of resistance and îiberation for their people, it is important to examine the ways in which their 

cuituraiiy decolonizing work is persistently undermineci within Canadian society. Thus, this section wili deal 

with two of the most pertinent issues facing First Nations writers, artists and film-makers, as well as other artists 

of colour today: access and appropriation. 



Access 

In the article, ''The Disappearing Debate: Racism and Censorship," Philip reiterates Williams argument 

that "no work is in any full, practical sense produced until it is also received (Williams in Philip, 1990: 2 14). 

If this is, in fact, the case, then much of the work produced by individuals belonging to marginal groups within 

society has not been fùliy producd since much of it remains unpublished. Just Iike a performance witbout an 

audience, much of the writing by First Nations people has gone without a readership. 

Philip (1990). in response to the argument chai in a democracy, everyone has the right to write from any 

point of view, maintains that "for far too long certain groups have not had access to any of the resources 

necessary to enable un? sort of writing to take place, let alone writing from a par t idar  point of view" (2 13). 

Philip writes that access to education, financial resources and most importantly, a person's belief in the validity 

of his or her own experiences or reality are al i  necessary to the process of writing. However, certain marginalized 

groups within a racist and capitalist society Like Canada have been denied access to such things which has greatly 

limited their ability to selkxpress through writing and publishing (2 14). In addition, a network of systemically- 

racist institutions and organizations continue to reinforce one another, privileging white writçrs while excluding 

Fmt Nations, Black and Asian writers. Therefore, a discussion about who has a right to write from whose point 

of view cannot begin before it is acknowledged thai, in general, on1 y people fkom privileged groups withul saiiety 

have actudy been provided with the means to write and pub iish. 

h January, 1993, the Ontario Women's Directorate produced a document calied Women in the Labour 

Markzt: Focus on Aboriginal Women, which covers some of the challenges Aboriginal people and Aboriginal 

women, in particular, face within Cananian society. It dezlared that, according to the 1986 Canadian census, ttiere 

remains a wide gap between the percentage of Aboriginal people who have graduated from secondary school 

comparai with the rest of the Ontario popdation: over half of the Aboriginal population in Ontario have not 

graduated h m  secondary school(4). Of these, only five percent of Native people go on to complete university 

(4,s). Furthemore, the unemployment rate for Aboriginal women is almost double that of women as a group. 
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Systemic sexism and racism, chmnically h igh  unemployment conditions in many norrhem and mal  

Aboriginal communities. the perpetuation of negative stereotypes about Native peoples and work, as well as 

limited aapss to eduglion and traullog amrinus to makes i t difficult for Aboriginal women, in particular. to get 

paid employment (3). Barriers are sometimes deliberately created, including job applications which demand 

Iengthy employment histones as requirements, or acadernic skiils that are not job-related (5). And, in addition 

to the extremely hnited f o d  education and training programs for Aboriginal peoples in rural settings and on 

re~erves, there are few off-reserve job placements or employment relocations to urban areas for Native women. 

Within a society like Canada wtiose economy is capitalist-based, such high unernployment is an indication of the 

extreme disernpowerment of Native women, in particular. 

For those Abonginai women who do fmd employment, the rate of pay they can expect is substantially 

lower than both Aboriginal men and non-Aboriginal peoples, even in the clerical field where they are a majority. 

The average incorne for Aboriginal women in 1986 was almost haif of that for non-Abonginai people: $10,855 

for Native women, compared to $19,283 for non-Natives. Thus, when it cornes to valuing Native people as 

members of Canadian society by providing them access to the firiancial resources, educational institutions, or 

employrnent opportunities necessary for their empowennent, if not survivai, Canada continues to deny Native 

people. At the sarne time, many members of the privileged dominant society continue to be provided access to 

these various Canadian educationai institutions, financial resoucces and employment opportunities. 

Once Aboriginai peuple have overcome such challenges and have producd artistic material despite the 

aids against them, they corne up against another substantial barrier: racism in publishing and funding. Philip 

(1992) States that even though much is said about Canada's multicuitural policies, racism invades a i i  aspects of 

Canadian Me, particularly writing and publishing. She writes that African, Asian and Native Canadian writers 

are consistently underfundeci by arts councils, publishers are reluctant to publish their works, and if and when 

their work is published, it is often ignored by reviewers (148). According to Philip, then. there remains a 

Qrninant culture in Canada which is white, middle class and Anglo-saxon. For al1 others who do not belong to 
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this doninant culture, racism is a reality. Thus, a real concern for First Nations writers and people as well as 

other a&ts and ofoolour is M&U Phc ia  Monture-Angus has called "the insidious nature of racism and the ways 

in which racism is stmctured and sanctioned in this society" (1995: 4 1). 

Greg Young-bg, in the article, "Aboriginal Peoples' Estrangement: Marginalkation in the Publishing 

fndusuy" (1993) writes that historidy, just as Aboriginal peoples have been denied participation in most sectors 

of Canadian industry, economy and society, so too has their access to the publishing hdustry been biocked. From 

1990 to 1993, for example, no books by Native authors were published by a Iarge Canadian publishing house. 

During this same period, over one hundred books about Aboriginal peoples, written by non-Natives, were 

published (185). According to Young-hg, Aboriginal literature continues to be marginalized within Canadian 

society. He States chat larger publistiing houses will publish a novel by a recognized non-Native author like W.P. 

Kinseila, who mocks Native life on a reserve, but not publish books b y Aboriginal authors. For example, Lee 

Maracle, who ha produced a great number of books, was r e h e d  by many large presses wfio called her work 

angry and bitter. MaracIe then went on co publish through small independent presses, Aboriginal presses, or 

small feminist pressa. Furthermore, in the 1992 Fa11 catalogue of the Iargest publishing house in Western 

Canada, which is one of the largest in Canada, numerous tities about Aboriginal peoples Mitten b y Non-Natives 

are listed, while no books by Aboriginai authors appear (Young-hg, 1993: 185). Not only is this type of 

marginalization racist, writes Young-hg, it " blocks out the v o i e  of the race while put ting others in place to speak 

about the race and profit fiom doing so" (185). 

in the finai report h m  the Vancouver Forum held in 1990 on appropriation and Indigenous writers and 

performing artists funded by the Canada Counçil Explorations Programme, it is evident that an ovenvhelming 

number of Native peopie experience difficuities related to access at every step of getting theu work published, 

produced and distributeci in Canada. It was clear that, through the discussions held, Native people face several 

ansidaable challenges - h m  aaxsing information on how to acquire project funding to getting their own work 
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pubiished. Several of the greatest challenges Native anists and writers face directly relate to their bowledge 

production as marginalized people withui a racist society. 

TO begh, it is importaut to note that very few Native anists are presenrly supponed by public fwiding 

bodies such as govemment funded art agencies, joumds, periodicals and distributors in Canada (Kane, 1990). 

It became obvious at the Forum, ''Temg Our Own Stones: Appropriation and hdigenous Wtiters and 

Performing Artists," that this kick of maal support was a signif?cant detriment to Native artists who want their 

work to be recognized and heard. There are several reasons why very few Native artists are funded by public 

funding bodies. Fust and foremost, is the fact rhat access to information about funding opportunities is very 

Limited, if not non-existent for many Native people living in rural, reserve as weii as urban areas of Canada. 

Native people, who, as we have seen, are the poorest and most marginal people in Canada, are generally not 

encuuraged to produce Imowleûge, and therefore, are provided with Little or no information on where or how to 

apply for funding that might be available to them. 

Secondly, once a Native artist andor writer learns about where to apply for fimding, the process itseif 

can be a fnistrating, alienating, and disappointing one for then The allocation of funding in Canada is most 

often reviewed and approved by committees or boards. Oftentimes, there is little or no representation of 

Aborigid people on these councils. This seriously jeopardizes boch the number and quality of Native projects 

that get firnded Viola Thomas, a participant at the Forum stated, "I was continually frustrated because there were 

never any Native representatives on the large majority of the decision making bodies who gave out gram monies 

for Native people. And thae is no easy access in tenns of finding out about what funding is available (1990: 14). 

In relation to publishing, severai participants at the Forum reférred to how a majority of Non-native 

publishers, editors and producers in Canada have a donia i  rnentaiity which influences what they choose to 

publish. Since non-Native publishers inhemtly beiieve bat  theu european-based education, and european 

titerature and art f o m ,  are superior 



when a Native person coaforms to that white supremist muid-set, that person may be eligible 
to get that non-native support because that Native person is perpetuating the stereotypes and 
tfierefim appealing to the pmducers or publishers' white supremist beliefs. But generally, non- 
native produœrs, publishers and art institutions do not promote Native art. Since they do not 
have an understanding of Native art and Native people, they dont h o w  how to rnake production 
decisions that will produe an accurate and 'me '  Native story ... The non-native publishers and 
producers dont give Native art the respect, t h e  and promotional context it deserves because 
they themselves do not know the tmth about Native people or their art. (1990: 12) 

Thus. the ~ c i o u s  or subconscious W m  eoacted by thme non-Natives in key positions of power in publishing, 

producing and art institutions d i redy  hinders the cuitural production of Native artists and wciters. 

Not only do the elites making decisions possess a colonial attitude that affects the cultural production 

of Indigenous artists and performers. Many times, the audience that is to receive work produced by Natives, as 

part of a fundamentaily racist society, also has this mentality. Thus, another major challenge faced by Native 

artists and writers that carne out in the F o m  reiated to the audience that wouId receive their work Many writers 

experienced difficulties reaching the public because of a generai lack of understanding about the history and the 

anrent experience of being Native in Canada (12). Therefore, much of the Native art promoted by non-Native 

publishers c o n f o m  to stereotypes in order to meet the desires of tbis prunarily white, mis-educated market. 

One participant stated that: 

these difficulties are due to the prejudice of whites in the dominant society, thinking that only 
white people or highly educated peaples h m  other cultures c m  be experts - not only about their 
European-based community but about absolutely any community and anything in the world. 
This colonial mind-set prevents hem from seeing native people as valuable people with 
somethiag significant to Say. ( 12) 

Again, the colonial mind-set of non-Natives ihat consistently attempts to underestimate and discount the valuable 

work of Native knowledge-producers is not only fnisuating to Native artists, but influences îhe work that they 

produce. On this topic, Emma LaRocque has stated: 

If Native wri ters have felt üke they have been speaking into a vacuum, i t is because we have. 
Neither the white nor the Native audience has received us. if white audiences have largely 
misunders td  us, Native audience have been virtdiy non-existent. Linguistic, cultural, 
geographic, and socid distances fostered by colonial forces have prevented the development of 
broadly based Native in teUectual mrnmunity. (LaRocque, 1990: xxii) 



With the realization by the Native community that Iittle can be done about the practices of major 

Canadian publishers with respect to Native authors and the recognition that work by Native people is 

indispensable, two s& Native pubiishing houses have been æated Pemmican Publications and Thcytus Books 

are two publishing houses in Canada which support Fis t  Nations writers and provide access to those who have 

had to go through the aiienating process of attemptïng to be published without success. Pemmican is a Metis 

publishing house which publishes both Native and non-Native writers. Xts mandate is to "provide opportuniries 

for Metis and Native people to teii thcir own stories from their own perspective" (Young-hg, 1993: 185). 

Theytus Books, the fmt publisher in Canada under First Nation ownership and control, was established in 1980. 

It is a division of The En'owkin Centre in Penticton, British Columbia, wbich also runs the only Fust Nations 

writing school in North America - the En'owkin international School of Writing (EISW). In contrat to 

Pemmican Publications, Theytus Books is entirely staffed by Native people and publishes ody First Nations 

authors ( 18 6). in this way, Theytus encourages the writing of Abonginal-centric materials. 

However, discussions at the Forum also dealt with how there are too few Native publishers and 

producers. It became evident that Native publishers, producers and art institutions need to be established and 

supported. Lee Maracle stated, in reference to this issue: 

We need to deal with the economics of producing our own materials. There are three Native 
publishing houses in this cornmunity which are always going under or not getting projects 
started and getting monies into our cornmuni ties to produce our own rnaterials. Chief Masks' 
Bookstore: not only does it need book, it needs to keep going, it needs to keep the doors open. 
We need to guarantee things like that. (1990) 

In addition, Carol Geedes stated in ber presentation: 

We somthes get the impression that we have a lot of Native film and video makers, but in fact 
there are s u  very few. Our stories are stili being told by other people. 1 think not only of this 
as a moral issue, but it is also an issue of actual misappropriation of public fun& (1990) 

Therefore, even with the establishment of these Native-controlled institutions, there are stiil challenges to 

surmount. The creation of Native-controlled publishing houses and theatres is a positive ray of hope for Native 

writers. However, Native aa and writing stüi must pass the Euro-Canadian "test," and for that reason, continues 
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to be mnstricted Moreover, even though some have argued that self-con troll^ publishing is the best solution 

to the challenges faced by Aboriginai writers, there is still the ever-present discrimination by large Canadian 

publishm for those Native wrim who approach them wanting their works published and distributed in Canada 

Thus, it can be said that there is a certain degree of "ghettoisation" that occurs when Native people must go to 

Native conuolled presses to have their work accepted or even considered for publication. In addition, the 

mainstream audience continues to buy books, whether fictional or non-fictional, written by non-Natives about 

Native people, as bey perceive Native writers to somehow be less knowledgeable or more biased about their own 

experiences. 

in conclusion, it is clear that there are some serious questions to be raised about racism as it relates to 

"real-life" access to the funding, publishing and production of work by hdigenous authors, artists, and 

perfomiers in Canada As it stands now, the representation on fùnding bodies is predorninantly non-Native Euro- 

Canadians with a colonial rnentaiity, leading to the approval of projects that fit the stereotype of "Native art and 

iiterahlre"; the misducated non-Native audiencdmarket perceives whites as the experts on Native culture, and 

thus, Native people's own views and works are discounted; Native artists and writers are not provided with 

information on how to access funding, and there are very few Native-run publishing houses or film industries 

supported by the generai Canadian public and government. Moreover, those employed to disseminate knowledge 

to the mains- public in such sectors as the media and the academy are usually non-Native Euro-Canadians. 

Thus, to put it mildly, Native people who have attempted to have their work published in Canada have 

experienced much discrimination. Since Aboriginal writers have had to surmount a number of other impeding 

factors reiated to access which affects their work, such as cultural and laquage barriers, systemic racism and 

sexism in the eduaîional and economic sedors, residential schools, ethnocentnsm in the academic establishment, 

cornpetition fkom non-Aboriginal authors, and a lack of Aboriginai controlled publishing houses, their 

estrangement in the publishing indusuy maka it virtually impossible for Native authors to produce and publish 

in Canada, Therefore, it not surprishg that in the Canadian publishing industry, even excellent work b y 
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Aboriginal writers has gone unacknowledged altogether or been delegated "a low profile marginal position" 

(Young-hg, 1992: 184). 

A ~ ~ r o ~ r i a t i o q  

The second greatest challenge facing Abonginal producers of knowledgc today is the extensive 

appropriaiion of their culture. There has been a uemendous theft of Native voice, language and thought by non- 

Natives that has contributed to the cultural genocide of Native people. Those in the West have a great interest 

in First Nations people and society. interest in chis area is not a recent phenornena, but rather, dates back 

hunctreds of years. It has been manifested in various ways: from the non-Natives' coilecting and displaying of 

"Indian" objects, displaying Native peoples themseIves as objects or human specimens, constructing images 

which are often misrepfe~entations and stereottypes of aboriginals ihroughout literature, the academy, in the media 

and in visual arts, and most violently, through the colonization of First Nations people, their cultural images and 

their land (Crosby, 199 1 : 267). 

Fung States that the primary dictionary meaning of the word appropriate is "to take and use as one's 

own" (Fung, 1993: 17). Obviously. many cultures and populations take and use parts of other cultures, such as 

food, languages, clothes, and even religions, since there are different cultures that overlap and rnix with others 

(1 7). However, in relation to groups that have traditionaily been marghalized and exploited by a dominant 

culture. the taking and using of a différent culture ofientimes is not done within a context of sharùig. On the 

contrary. it is done within a context of stealing and subjugation. 

In Canada, as we have seen, Native people have suffered at the han& of theu oppressors. European 

settlers invadeû Canada with the intent to d e  it. Within the colonial cuntext of Canada, this was often done with 

a "violent process of assimilation, coupleci with the marketing of superf~cial difference either for profit or political 

jpidT (Fung, 1993: 18). Thus, the critique of cultural appropriation m u t  be done wiihin this colonial context, 

taking into consideration the fact thai white, Europeans purposely sought out to destroy the social, economic and 



cultural systems of the First Nations people in order to dorninate Canada. Cultural appropriation ought to be, 

in a so-ded socially responsible and accountable society, "fmt and forernost a strategy to redress historically 

establistied inequities by raising questions about who controls and benefits frorn cultural resources" (18). 

Appropriation, according to Lee Maracle (199 1). 

... is a direct by-product of the colonial system which segregated post-colonial Native students 
into industnal or agarian residential schools, forbade them to speak their own language and 
impeded their mastery of English, creating an entire population, with a few exceptions, who 
were unfamiliar with language in general. (85) 

This, in tum, repticated a racist and mlonial paradigrn which set Aboriginal people up to be exploited by Outsider 

researchers who came to record Native stories in semi-iiterate English and then worked these stories up into 

Literary novels, short stories and other accounts for their re-telling to a primarily non-Native audience (85). 

Besides the "outright theft of stories themselves," writes Maracle. such a colonial paradigm created a 

new dilemma for modern First Nations writers and people: "authenticity of Aboriginal perspective" (85). That 

is. non-Natives who appropriated Native s tories, art, Lul ture and even cornmented on Native experiences for non- 

Natives. not on1 y silenced Native people. îhey became the so-called 'experts ' on Native people and were rewarded 

for their work One of the greatest barriers CO the empowerment of Native people is b a t  there are too many white 

voices s p e a h g  as if they are the experts about Native experience and understandings (Kane, 1990). These 

pumalists, writers, artists and produGers are not only stealing stories, but they are also stealing the audience and 

the market, and getting paid handsomely for doing so. Maria Campbell States: 

Much of the history of our people has been written by non-Native people. A few years ago in 
Alberta, a special department was set up in the University of Aiberta and millions of dollars was 
poured into this pmjecî. The project involved non-Native people studying the writings and the 
history of our people. These were calleci "the Riel Papers." Not one penny of that was ever 
spent on eacouraging Metis writers to do the work. (1990) 

h addition to being mnsidered "experts" on the Native culture and people, non-Natives who continue to speak 

for and about Native people pomay the image that Native people are Mctirns in need of saving. Eveo when the 

mssage appears to be a positive one dernonstrating the ways in wtiich Native people are empowering themselves, 



the implicit message is still that Native people need "help." After d l ,  if sorneone is speaking for them and is 

employed to do so, it is assumed that those people cannot do so themselves. What is really occurring, however, 

is that the Nafive voices are gettuig blocked and drowned out by these white voices. In addition, the modem voice 

of Fust Nations writers is being "crippled" (Maracle, 199 1: 86). 

A crucial factor to consider in the discussion of appropriation is the degree to which various cvltural 

e l e m t s  such as stories or spirituality a d  the appropriation of them impact upon Fust Nations people. Many 

Native people have frequently spoken out about the value of their stories, their spiritual beliefs and practices to 

their cultures. For example. in the articIe, "Stories and Voices," Ardith Walkem (1993) explains the various 

h c t i o n s  stories provide in her culture: 

Stones are powerful: stories affect change, stories give strength, stories entertain, stories heal. 
Storytebg is a constant creation pmess which places us in the world and keeps us C O M ~ C ~ ~  

Stones within aii First Nations are transmitters of social mores and the values that the nation 
feels are important. Stories and words can aIso be seen as having a sacred power. They are a 
cumponent of the glue that binds different generations together and keeps peuple intact. The 
issue of ownership of stories and the "right" of people from outside certain cultures to tell the 
stories of those other cultures is a matter that is currentfy experiencing a flurry of debate. When 
someone tells your stories and speaks with your voice, your v o i e  is silenced. (3 L) 

Furthemore, Waikem writes: 

Stories are alive and they change to encornpass and apply to new situations. The changes that 
1 make to the story in telling it to my niece are part of the story. I am able to make these changes 
and have the story rernain compIete because 1 have a respect and understanding of the story. 
Understanding the power of story within Fust Nations culture means also recognizing that 
simple changes, far from being a simple stretch of the imagination, represent a political act of 
interference. Storyteliing is the act of a person involved within a community who is involved 
in rhe procm of King within theu mrnmunity. Given the importance of stories in transmitting 
F i t  Nations cultures, a mistebg represents a destruction. (32) 

Walkem writes that the appropriation of First Nations peoples' voice is centred on issues of identity and 

authenticity (32). She argues that since cmtain images of Aboriginal people have been "frozen in history" in the 

niinds of many Euro-Canadians, it is possible for many of these white people to identify with images of Native 

people in the past and attempt to possess part of this identity, "while not thinking about the impact of this 

appropriation on ihe present" (32). Waikern is one of many First Nations people to articulate the importance of 



stories to h a  cuiture, and the damage that occurs to her culture and society when Native stories are appropriated 

and Native people sileoced Lenore Keeshig-Tobias refm to the extensive appropriation of Native voice by non- 

Natives as "culture theft, the tbeft of voice" (Keeshig-Tobias, 1990). "Stories," she writes, "are not just 

entertainment. Stories are powe r... Stories show how a people, a culture, thinks" (Keeshig-Tobias, 1990). 

Ward Churchili in lndians Are Us? Crrlrrl re and Genocide in Native North America ( 1 994) examines 

the destructive nature of the appropriation of Native North Amencan cuiture by non-Natives in North America 

and Germany. Churchill looks specif~cally at New Age and Men's movements and demonstrates how the 

appropriation of spirihial traditions from cultures around the world Uiherent in these rnovements, called 

"hobbyism," not only debases respective cultures and societies, but leads to the genocide of oppressed peoples, 

with other Indigenous peoples arowid the world are not immune to the culturally destructive effects of various 

types of appropriation (2 12). Churchill elaborates on this point by stating that: 

... [Clultures indigenou to America are living, ongoing entities. Unlike the Dnrids or the 
ancient Greek man-cults who thronged around Hector and AchiIles, Native Arnerican societies 
can and do suffer the sociocul turall y debilitating effects of spiritual trivialization and 
appropriation at the han& of the massively larger Euro-immigrant population which has corne 
to dominate literally every other aspect of our existence. (2 16). 

Thus, according to Churchill, appropriation of Native spirituality by non-Natives who are in search of healing 

is extrernely destructive to Native peoples and their cultures - cultures which are not extinct or ancient, but 

"living, ongoing entities" (2 16). Thus, he says, this type of appropriation m u t  stop. 

Mmta author V i e  Delori& Jr., in the discussion of appropriation, States that not only as a result of the 

men's movement, but also because of academic anthropology, "the reaiities of indian belief and existence have 

become so misunderstood and distorted ... that when a real ladian stands up and speaks the truth at any given 

moment, he or she is not only unl'tkely to be believed, but wiU probably be publicly contradicted and 'corrected' 

by the citation of some non-Mian and totally inaaxrrate 'expert' (Deloria, 1982: 190 as cite.  in Churchiii, 1994: 

2 19). According to Deloria, it is once again, the outsiders who wili profit from their involvement with Native 
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knowledge production as younger indians in urban areas and in universities use the terms of these so-called 

'experts' to view their people and themselves rather than the terms of their elders, thereby "[sctting] the members 

of indian communities at odds with one another" (2 19). 

Russeli Means, AIM leader and Oglda Lakota, claims that the appropriation of the spiritud aspects of 

Native culture is even more detrimental than what has b e n  done "by Hollywood and the publishing indusuy," 

or by American sports teams that have Native people as "pets or rnascots" (Means, 1993 as in Churchill, 1993: 

218). In response to this appropriation, Means states that those claiming 'ownership' of Indian ceremonies and 

spiritual objects degrade Native North American people and that "if mative] culture is dissolved [via the 

expedients of spiritual appropriation/expropnation], then M a n  people as such will cease to exist. By definition, 

states Means, "the causing of any culture to cease to exist is an act of genocide" (Means, 1993 as cited in 

Churchill, 1994: 2 18). 

in 1990, an advisory committee to the Canada Council for racial equality in the arts was formed in a 

seerningiy "progressive" attempt to focus on the troubling issue of systernic racism at the Cound. Twelve 

aspects of the Council's firnaioning were addressed by this cornmittee, including such things as human resources, 

mmunications and board appointments ( h g ,  1993: 16). At the time when the Cornmittee began its work, the 

Canada Council, a major funding body for artistic projects within Canada, had no non-white staff or board 

nrmbers, except for cleanhg staf!f (17). in one seccion of the recommendations that dealt with jury and advisory 

board membership, the Cornmittee made a reco-dation regarding cultural appropriation. This statement was 

short and rather general sinçe another cornmi ttee of aboriginal artists was also working on this issue at the fime. 

The media, aftP leaming of chis recornmendation to the Coucil, immediately picked up on the issue of 

ailtural appropriation and responded in a flurry about everyone's inherent "right to write." What was completely, 

and sorne would say, d e i i i l y  overlooked, was the systemic racism of the Council that had made the formation 

of such a committee, dong with this and other rmmmendations necessary (Fung, 1993: 16). Furthemore, 
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newspapers also failed to mention that the Council had rejeçted the recommendation concerning cultural 

appropriation. 

Marlene Nourôese Philip, in the article, "The Disappearing Debate: Racism and Censorship." presents 

a sound argument about how censorship was and is continually used as an "argument by the white middle class, 

for the white middle class, about the white middle class" in regard to "publishing manuscripts in which the 

protagonist's experience in the wortd, by virtue of race or ethnicity, is substantially removed from that of the 

writei' (1990: 209). Phiiip examines how the dominant class, the white middle class, has used their pnvileged 

dismurse to discuss wtiether or not they should be allowed to write from the point of view of the oppressed. Not 

only is this racist, States Philip, but it silences those who speak out against such false representation. The 

discourse on racism does not corne fimm the mouth of the privileged, and sol the claim against these acts of racism 

is not acknowledged b y the media or many of those in acaderne (2 10). Since the personal narrative of those who 

experience oppression in their own tives is vital in giving a vo ie  to non-white writers, Philip reiterates the impact 

of a stereotypical, false representation of the subjugated when a story is retold about oppression and the 

oppressed by someone who is white. Philip goes on to explain how the writing of such stones by white writers 

is much more widely pubkhed and read than books by non-white wnters or more specifically, by Black or Fkst 

Nations women. 

'The Disappearùig Debate" is an important article since it once again points out how the priviieged place 

of whites in society not only aiiows but encourages them to speak about and on bebalf of rnarginalized others 

without any consideration whatsoever of the impact this speaking has on the struggle and well-being of the 

oppressed, or wiihout interrogating why only certain people who are substantially removed from the situation 

have been chosen to teil the story. It is important for whites to realize that when one is a stranger to another 

cuiture and experience, one must ask some serious questions about what one's writing will do to those people one 

is wrîting about, As Philip's article points out: 



Wrim have to ask themselves ihese hard questions, and have to understand how their privilege 
as white people writing &out rather than out of another culture virtually guarantees that their 
Hlork WU, in a racist society, be received more readily than the work of writers comulg from the 
Very dture. (2 18) (emphasis mire) 

One mut  consiàer, for example, the impact that uiitials such as B.A., B.Ed. M.A., Ph.D. or a white face on the 

back flap of a book bas on a society where the dominant do, in fact, relate these initials and appearances to a 

higher level of "knowing." 

Furthermore, the mere fact that the on-going discussion about appropriation continues to be recentred 

on the emotional issue of censorship and on the ri@& of wbites to write as members of oppressed groups or about 

them is, in itself, an indication of who has rhe privileged discourse in this debate. The terrns used in the framing 

of the appropriation argument are not only fnistrating for those once again trying to be heard on the issues, but 

they faditate the blatant rnisuse of precious energy that could otherwise be spent producing creative work or 

addressing the inequities so visible in society and relevant to the argument. Moreover, the censorship cry is 

distracting many people from seeing the real issue - that of racism withui publishing and production, and the 

social responsibility of privileged white writers in acknowledging such racisn Philip points out that 

writers ought to recognize and acknowledge that dong with their privilege cornes a social 
responsibility. Essentiaiiy, the individual writer will decide how to exercise that social 
responsibility. Writers rnay, of their own accord, decide not to use the voice of a group their 
dture has traditionaily oppressed. Otbers may decide that their responsibility impels them to 
something else, but they ought to be impelled to do something (2 18). 

But even more than this, for justice to occur, Philip points out bat "changes have to be made at other levels and 

in other areas such as pubIisbing, distribution, library acquisitions, ducational curricula and reviewing" ( 2 13). 

She States that when there was a Women's Press debate about this issue, "there was no discussion about how to 

enable more Black women to get into print, [for example,] or how to help those small publishing houses 

aimmitted to publishing work b y Black authors, or any of the many tasks that must be undertaken to make the 

writing and publishing world tnrly non-racist" (213). Therefore, it is quite clear that by continually using the 
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argument of cgnsorship, whites are deliberately re-centering the debate on their own rights concerning the issue 

of appropriation and are given direct access to the mainstrearn pubiic to do so. 

To conclude, it is evident that the issue of appropriation has become a highiy charged and emotional one 

for many writers, both Native and non-Native. Obviously, there is much more to consider than one's inherent 

"right to write," or the supposed attempts to silence white writers and knowiedge producers. What has become 

ciraseci or obscure. in the discussion about culturai appropriation is the great inequdity present in Canada 

between those mernbers of society's priviIeged groups who are not only encouraged to write on everyone and 

eveqdhg, but are rewarded for doing so via emplo yment opportunities, funding gants and royalties, and those 

rnarginalized writers who are, to put it simply, denied access to these same things. The issue, then, is not one of 

censorship, but one of access. 

The debate about the appropriation of Native culture is misguided if it focuses on whether or not 

someone who is an outsider to Native society cm create an "accurate" or "authentic" portrayal of that society. 

What is crucial to consider is that the appropriation of First Nations stories. thoughts and experiences is about 

a lack of respect, at best, and about the enactment of genocide of a people, at worst. Appropriated ceremonies 

or mainsiream stories about the modem-day experiences of Native people in Canada are not produced in a 

vacuum wtiere everyone on the playing field is qua1 and free. Rather, as we have s e n ,  this type of knowledge 

produaion is predicated on the silencing of one group for another group's profit, and the insistene on the right 

to do so, despite the consequences. Therefore, given the systematic attempts by the Canadian state to destroy 

First Nations dtures, economies and social systems, the desire to "report bacK' to the dominant "mainstream" 

society about Aboriginal people and issues @y way of writing or film producing) as outsiders must be seriousl y 

interrogated. We will now look at the present-day racist society from which such detrimental work emerges in 

an effm to berta. understand how outsider work on Native people, dong with other cuituraiiy genocidal moves 

of dominance, generally go unquestioned. This is also done in an effort to disrupt the hegemonic flow of events 

that coctinue to oppress Native people and to also intempt what Chandra Talpade Mohanty describes as the 
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"dangérous" and "implicit" management of race within hieruchies of domination in the name of "cooperation 

and harmony" (1990: 195). 



CHAPTER TWO 

Methodology and Theoretical Framework 

Native knowledge producers and their work continue to be rnarginalized within Canadian society, as 1 

argued in the last two sections of chapter one, However, it is not only in the publishing industry that Native 

people fmd themselves unjustly treated. 1 began this thesis by tracing the rnetbods and the effects of his torical 

cultural genocide on hdigenous people. in this chapter, 1 begin with a look at the various ways in which 

Aborigmai people in Canada are currently facing the real and violent impact of racism, injustice and oppression 

in their lives with direct relation to access to land and resources. This is done in an attempt to situate the current 

body of knowledge within not only historical, but contemporary social, political and societai contexts that inform 

and influence it. As Goldberg, van Dijk and Dei al1 note, the contextudizing of knowledge must occur in order 

to produce trdy mti-racist work Knowledge, particularty knowledge about the social, Goldberg notes, is not 

produced in a vacuum (1993: 149). The political economy and culture of a society never case  to inform the 

knowledge being produced (149). By funiishing assumptions, values, and goais, the politicai economy frames 

the terms of epistemologic projects and these epistemologicai foundations, writes Goldberg, "are at the h e m  of 

the constitution of socid power" ( 149). It is ho@ bat  b y situating the current thesis within a greater contextual 

hmework, it cm perhaps intemrpt many sociaiiy-acceptable hegemonic practices for at least a brief moment and 

thereby perform the task of a tndy effective anti-ratist endeavour. 

This sedion begins by sieuating this body of knowledge within the contemporary reaiities of Aboriginal 

people relaîing to the land. 1 also attempt to locate myself, as an outsider researcher, within the contexts of this 

m>dern-day Canadian society. 1 then proceed to outline the procedure 1 foilowed for the study. After lmking at 

some of the ethical concems 1 had about doing such work, 1 introduce the participants of this research project: 
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Kate, Ed, Mark, Ron. Helen, and Alex. Finally, 1 demonsuate how 1 anaiyzed and presented the data coilected 

in the interviews. The second half of this chapter deals with the lheoretical frarnework of the thesis. 

Situatin~ This Bodv of K n o w l e d ~ ~  

As already mentioned, the contextuaiizing of al1 knowledge is needed in an effort to produce anti-racist 

work Further, it is criticai to examine racism in a historically-specific way so that one does not get stuck in 

generalities and vagueness and once again lave the question of dominance and inequdity out of the picture (van 

Dijk, 1993: 173). As van Dijk aiso States, 

... one pedagogical and hence political problem wi th... generaiized psychological or sociological 
approaches [that do not historicize rarisrn] is that prejudice, xenophobia, resentment, and hence 
racism may be seen as universai or natural for any group - an argument routinely used by ail 
mntemporary racist groups and parlies. ( 173) 

Thus, it is key that the racism described in this thesis is placed within a historical context. 

Contemporary forms of racism in Canada began histoncally, as we have seen in chapter one, with the 

cvltural genocide of Abonginal people by federai and provincial governrnents. This culturd genocide was 

enacted in several ways, one of which involved the breaking of a senes of agreements or treaties made with 

Aboriginai peoples to share the land equitably between Native and non-Native people (Ministry of Supply and 

Services, 1996: 1). The politicai situation at the c m t  time within the liberai, democratic nation of Canada with 

referenœ to Native issues is a v e q  cornplex one and cannot be examined in great detail in a Iimited study of this 

kind. At the same time, however, there are several events which cm provide a general overview of Canada's 

airrent emnomical, political, and socid climate within which the current thesis is located. I will now briefly cite 

some examples of those as they diredy relate to Aborigmai people's srniggle for the land that was taken forcibly 

h m  them 1 also refer to some of the resistance mounted by Native peopIe in an attempt to ident@ their active 

agency in these stmggles. These events are cited in an attempt to provide insight into some of the forces 

impacting upon Aboriginai people in the nation-state of Canada at the curent time. 
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h 1990, there was Ymed confiict between Native and non-Native forces at Kanesatake (Oka) - an event 

*ch the Royal Commission referred to as having "tamished" Canada's reputation as an exuemely "tolerant" 

Liberal democratic state, boa  abroad and in the mincis of many Canadian' citizens (Ministry of Supply and 

Services, 1995: ix). A group of non-Native townspeople who owned land beside a First Nations community 

wished to expand an already-existing golf-course ont0 an ancient Aboriginal sacred burial ground. indigenous 

people from Kanesatake, across Canada and around the world, protested ihis move and refused to have their 

burial grounds dug up and removed. Non-Native rnilitary forces were sent in to 'rectify' the situation. Many 

Aboriginal people, including those who were not directIy involved with the ordeai, were treated as terrorists, both 

by the non-Native military operation that was called in and the media reports and court cases which foiiowed the 

event ' 

in 1993, another incident occurred that again, directly related to Indigenous people and their land. The 

Chippewa "indians" of the Stoney Point Fit Nations began to move back on to land they were forci bly removed 

f?om over frfty years earlier. in 1942, for rnilitary purposes, the residents of Stoney Point were removed from 

their land and their homes bull-dozed with a parantee that they could retum with the ending of World War II. 

Their land was never returned. Then, during the summer of 1995, after rising tensions between police and 

unarrned protestors, Dudley George, an unarrned Aboriginal protestor, was shot and kiIled by police. Police 

reportedly told George earlier that same day that when the shooting began, he wouid be "the fust one to go." A 

police inquiry into his death is currentiy underway, although a public inquiry is being requested by bis brorher, 

Gerald George, family, and other Native comrnunity members (Scott, 1997). 

In January of 1993, the severely ixnpoverished living conditions of the lnnu of Davis inlet gained 

Wdwide attention when national anci international reports mvered some of the problems residents were facing - 

1 The term "Eu-&s" may be more appropriate here. EudaOadjatls. who are often considered to be "me" 
Canadians within this nation-sbte because of theu whiteness. have the privilege of believing that Canada is "toterant" 

Aianis Obomsawin's Th. Kanesatakc: 200 Yean of Raisrancc (1993) by the National Film Board of Canada mven the 
event in detail 
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especiaily the extremely high incidence of solvent abuse among Mushuau h u  çhildren. Three decades earlier, 

in 1966, the Govemment of Newfoundland and Labrador relocated an entire community of Mushuau IMU to 

Davis Met, an island designed for 150 people, approximately five kilornetres off of Labrador's mainiand. As 

the population grew, the community Lived in conditions poorer tfian those of other Native cornmunities in Canada 

The island community, which is now severely overpopulattxî at 500 people, has access to few econornic 

opportunities. It is also experiencing widespread health and social problerns and wishes to move to an 

appropriate site on the mainland which is closer to the original 'uaditional' hunting grounds from which they were 

forcibly removed three decades ago. 

However, in Decemba of 1993, and in Septernber of the following year, residents of Davis Inlet insisteci 

on changes to a racist and tnifair Provincial justice system and disalIowed the province of Newfoundland to hold 

mut in their cornmunity. Justice inquiries done into legal s ys tems and judicial procedures in other provinces of 

Canada such as Nova Scotia3 and Manitoba4 at around the same time supported the view that judicial and legal 

systems, in almost every area, were profoundly "raciaily prejudiced" against First Nations people, with the 

treatment of Abonginal people described as  unfair and "tragic" (Manette, 1992 in Poonwassie, L995: 41). 

Neverthelas, d e n  residents of Davis Inlet insistai that their concerns be heard on this issue through disallowing 

court to be held in their community, the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador imediately suspended 

discussions with the h u  on the mudi-needed relocation of their community, their land daim, and the devolution 

of provincial programs and services to lnnu control. Ln addition, upon the request of the Newfoundland 

government, the federal Canadian govemment agreed to suspend its talks with the innu on the same items based 

on the fact that the residents of Davis Inlet did not aiiow the provincial govemment to hold court in their 

community (Indian and Northexn Affairs Canada, 1995: 1,3). 

3 'ihe Donaid Marshaii inquiry, f 990. 

4 Report of the Aboriginal Justice uiquiry of Manitoba 199 1 .  
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As can be witnessed to some cxtent here, within conternporary Canadian society, Fust Nations people 

must endure great stniggles as they attempt to assert their rights with respect to land and resources that were 

taken unfairly from them in the past. However, Native people are insisting that their voices be heard on key 

issues such as land rights, education, self-government, the future of their children, and the appropriation of their 

art, voica, and experiences. In rnany ways, Aboriginal people are t a h g  their own education, land, art, and 

children back into their own han& from their white oppressors. in addition, dong with Indigenous peoples 

around the globe, Fust Nations people are inaeasingiy claiming and asserting their human rights regarding these 

and other issues, and are stepping forward to rnake it clear that "their domination and subjugation is no longer 

acceptable" (Coon Corne, 1995: 16). In Canada, Abonginal peoples have mounted resistance against recent 

evenrs such as Hydro Quebec's proposed Great WhaldJames Bay hydro-electric project. Quebec's sovereignty 

referendum, the Canadian federai govement's low-Ievel military training flights and mineral exploration in 

Northem regions of Canada, the abuse enmuntered by Native children in former residential schools, and a legacy 

of racist govemment and societal actions. As a privileged Euro-Canadian whose energies are not being used to 

combat such oppressive am, 1 now atternpt to situate myseif within the racist and white suprernacist society that 

enacts and condones such practices. 

Situatine Mvself 

As already staîed, 1 am 1ocai.d within the society whose violent racist acts 1 describe above. 1 arn, thus, 

coqlicit in the oppression of Aboriginai people. The dictionary defuiition of cornplicity is the participation or 

partnership in wrongdoing (Collins, 1992: 97; New Webster's, 199 1: 200). The concept of cornplicity raises 

important concm about the study of race by those who have not experienced racism thernselves. It cails 

attention to the privüege of many knowledge pnxiucers who write and publish on issues relating to Native people, 

but who walk out ont0 the street as whites and participate in a society fhat privileges them. 



In auernpting to do uuly ethicd and responsible work, it is important to examine the ways in which one 

oppresses and one is oppressed. Spivak calls this "try[ingJ to unieam p u r  privilege" (1990: 30). Althor@ it 

holds no guarantees, and although it risks the re-centring of whi tes and whiteness once again, for writers from 

dominant groups of society to examine the ways that they and their work is an integral part of curent interlocking 

syskms of oppression is a step toward creating a truiy equitable society. If privileged members of society who 

write and produce on margrnalized group members can see, articulate. and admit the ways in which rhey and the 

work they prcduœ acïuaiiy contribute to and benefit from the oppression of the people they study, only then may 

it become at least possible for them to rnake steps toward rectifying inquitable power structures in society.' 

Without such an acknowledgement of privilege and how it relates to the domination of subjugated group 

members, however, the system cm not and will not change. 

As is being argued here, it is through locating oneself and one's ever-changing positions within 

hegemonic structures that allows one to move beyond oppressor-victim categories in an effort to produce work 

done with integrity and with social responsibility, or to work out other ways in which to do so. As a white 

mearcher who has chosen to produce knowledge on Native issues in the mid- 1990's in Canada, therefore, 1 need 

to examine how 1 take part in hegemonic systems, both as one who is oppressed and as one who oppresses. in 

other words, besides seeing and stating ody how 1 may be disadvantaged in society, I must continue to Iook at 

"on whose backs ... my freedom rests" (Fellows and Razack, 1994: 1065).' 

1 am a first-grneration, hetetosexuai, able-Wed EumGmdian woman !?om a working- to middle-class 

background. As one at a graduate level of studies, 1 speak in many ways, from a privileged subject location, 

5 However. (and unfortunately), this does not necessady infer that they wiü do s a  T'here must be. what Karani (1 996) caiis 
"a cognitive shift" tbat takes place in the mincis and hearts of privüeged group members in society so that they can begin to perceive 
not only of how they are positioned in various ways thae oppress others, but how they might personaiiy begin to rectm overwhelming 
social inequities h m  which they now benefit. 

Furthemore. Feiiows and Razack state: "'Ihc Geedom to M autonomously very easiiy M mainfain rhe starus quo. 
leavhg many relations of domination untouched and even strengthened, because those who have choices and u n  pursue them most 
eady are invariably of the dominant groups ... we need to remind ouselves of  the diffennce impasse: to ask, in other words. what our 
responsibiiity to is to each other, and how each of us is implicated in the dominance of others" (1065). 
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especiaüy in relation to many Abonginal peoples. To obtain my university degree, 1 am rcquired to write this 

piece of work. a i i  the whde knowing that even the critical writing which 1 am attempting to produce reproduces 

tùe m e n t  unequal social arrangement. That is, as a member of a privileged group of society myself, 1 benefit 

h m  the oppression of Native people in numerous and often un-named ways, from educational and employrnent 

opponunities open to me as a Euro-Canadian to which marginalized groups including First Nations people are 

denied access, to not being mntinuaiiy conhnted by racism and white suprematism every day. To put it bluntly, 

1 am where 1 am within this racist and capitalist society because most Native Canadians are where they are. Thus, 

1 am compliat in the oppression of First Nations people and peopIe of colour. 1 cannot ignore the structures of 

racism and inequality, and hdeed have an obligation to name them. The goal of anti-racist work is to enable u s  

to devise strategies that disrupt patterns of domination. It is in this spirit that I pursued this thesis. 

One year ago, 1 collected the course outlines on classes taught on Abonginal issues at the site of the 

university. 1 g a t h d  every possible course outline and reading List relating to Aboriginal people, culture, poütics, 

language and literature, from York University and the University of Toronto at both the undergraduate and 

graduate levels. Having examined these outlines in detaii and conducted further research, 1 found (not 

smprisingly) that an overwhelming majonty of the courses were taught by non-Aboriginal people, and that the 

books and articles listed on course reading wete written primanly by non-Native researchers. In addition, 1 came 

across popuiar yet problernatic university courses like the following humanities course, entitied 'Religions of 

Native American Peoples', from the 1994-95 acadernic year: 

m a t i o n :  1n-m to the shtdy of non-Wes tem religions, and yzing prima1 cultures and 
earl y civllizattions using Amerindian examples, considering traditional (Ojib wa to inca) and 
contemporary (American hdian Movement, Peyote Religion) phenornena and their 
interrelationships with Westem religion. Canadian examples will predomina te... 

at this- CO- is not: This course is not an introduction to the practic. of any Native 
American religious tradition. Ijyou are interested in the pracrice of Native traditions. you 
should seek out Native eiàers. Ail students are highly recommended to the El&r's 



conférence held at Trent Universiîy in lare Febmary as weii as the Elder's Corference held 
at the Native Canadian Centre in Toronto in mid-March ... In this course we will not speak 
fur anyone other rhan ourselves. There is no pretense of gaining a Native understanding; 
the ortly expectation is tu gain an understanding of Native traditions fiom a comparative 
perspective. (2)  (ernpiwis my own) 

1 briefly interviewed the non-Native professor of this course, and he did not seem to find it particularly 

problernatic that he was not Native, the majority of his students were not, and yet they were, as he daaibed it, 

' ' ayz ing  prunal cultures and early civilizations" together using "traditional" and "contemporary" Amerindian 

and Canadian examples. 

Also, I found that the literature written by Aboriginal-centric writers was left off of the reading Iists for 

courses dealing with current political Native issues. This writing was aiso generaliy ornitted from courses dealing 

with "Canadian" literature. On one Canadian iiterature course description, it stated that one out of the nine 

&nadian authors listai would be Aboriginal, but no specifïc narne was given. and one out of nine was generaiiy 

an exception. In addition, through speaking to various faculty and staff members (although not Aboriginal f a d t y  

thernsetves), 1 discovered that not only were Aboriginal professors not generaily present at this site, those that 

wre, were hued on part-time and contractuai agreements, with their offices shared, and Iocated in the basements 

of buildings. 

As a non-Native outsider researcher myself, 1 began to wonder how non-Nativeloutsider knowledge 

producers iike univmity professors tachhg courses on Aboriginal studies and appearing on reading lists, might 

confront the problern of doing research, teaching classes and producing knowledge on marginalized people 

withouî repiicating old imperial stnictures with white people as 'experts' and Abonginai peopIes the 'object' of 

study. Having reviewed many of the course descriptions and reading Iists, and having examined some of the 

recommerided tex& closely, 1 was mnceffled that many Euro-Canadians repeat an irnperial gesture as they study 

Aboriginal peoples. 1 wondered how these white writers deait with issues reIating to their relative power and 

privilege in relation to the Native people they studied. 1 was interested in leaming about how they saw their role 

and themselves in relation to Abonginal people. FiiaIiy, 1 was interested in what it mi@t mean to work in 
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solidarity with k t  Nations people as a Euro-Canadian. As a result of such questions, 1 decided to interview 

mn-Native, E-an knowledge producers from three major sites of contemporary knowledge production 

m Canada: the university, the media (television, journalism) and film. In this way, 1 hoped to leam more about 

those who were studying Aboriginal people and 'drawn' to this particular area of knowledge production. 

1 contacted the six participants of rhis project, who are Euro-Canadians currentl y writing primanl y about 

Aboriginal issues, knowledge and experiences, by phone, in person, or by elecuonic mail. 1 had heard of the 

participants by word of mouth, and then contactai them directly. One participant was an acquaintance, but 1 did 

mt know any of the othu five participants- 1 amtacted each potential participant by leaving a message for them, 

either by phone or by cornputer- In the message, 1 introduced myself, described the m e n t  research project, and 

then asked if they wodd be interesteû in taking part in the study. Each person 1 contacted returned my cornputer 

message or phone cal1 and agreed to be in the study. 

Approximately four to six weeks before my interviews with hem, I forwarded a Participant Release 

Agreement (Appendix A), a series of possible interview questions (Appendix B), and a letter of introduction to 

each participant, dong with a self-addressed, stamped envelope. In the letter, 1 again introduced myself and 

describeci the study. 1 also asked the participants to review the enclosed questions before the interview, and return 

their completed ReIease Agreements to me by mail. Five of the applicants maiied their completed release 

agreement to me before their interviews, while one of the participants brought this completed agreement to the 

interview. Although the participants were infonned that they could choose their own pseudonym for this s tudy 

if they wished to, five of the s u  participants did not write a chosen pseudonym on the participant release 

agreement, or give me one during the interview. 1 did not ask participants about a specifk pseudonym. Since 

oniy one of the participants gave me a pseudonym voluntarily, 1 used this pseudonym for her, and assigned the 

other five pseudonyms to the participants myself. Before completing the project, 1 caiied the participants to 

iuform them of the pseudonym I bad chosen for hem, and asked them to contact me if b e y  wodd Like to have 

it changed. No one has phoned me with concern about the pseudonyrns chosen for them 
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The last three interview questions (Numbers 17- 19 in Appendix B) were not given to the participants 

before the interview, and were Ieft off of the original list of questions sent to them before the interviewhg began. 

This was not done intentionally. During and immediately after my fus t interview, I realized that these 1 s t  three 

questions were important ones that 1 had neglected to ask in my fmt  List of questions. Therefore, I asked one of 

them at the end of this fust interview, and then asked Kate, who was the fust intemicwee. the remaining two 

questions a couple of Rays afier the interview over electronic mail. For the remaining five interviews, 1 asked the 

three remaining questions at the end of the interview. Ironically, 1 found that the fact that number 17 and number 

19 were asked "on the spot" most baieficiai to the study, since, for example, participants could not have prepared 

a List of Native scholars or writers' names in answer to Question 17 ("What Native scholars or writers have had 

an impact or influence on you, if any?"). In my interview with Helen, however, 1 came back to Question 17 since 

she needed time to thuik about her answer. Because it was not listed in the possible i n t e ~ e w  questions mailed 

to hem beforehand, the answer to Question 19 ("Do you see any ways in which your work might further silence, 

oppress, or disempower Native people?") could not be formally prepared beforehand, thus reflecting a more 

honest and accurate account of how participants' viewed their own subject position and level of cornplicity. 

In the faii of 1996.1 conduaed the interviews. The length of each interview was approximately one hour. 

1 interviewed each participant once. One of the interviews was conducted at the participant's home, two were 

anducted in my office at the university, and three were conducted at the workplace of the participants. 1 began 

each with a short talk with each participant, so we could get to know one another a Little before the questioning. 

Al1 interviews were quite structured and foiiowed the list of interview questions which 1 had prepared quite 

dosely. If a response elicited an additional q u a  tion, however, 1 would ask it, Ail but two of the interviews were 

tape recorded on two tape recorders so that any questionable words could be deciphered. 1 transcribed each 

interview myself. The interview transcripts were read over b y myself and my thesis supervisor. One of the 

participants, who was concemed about the mntent of her interview, asked to see a copy of her transcripts in order 

to make editorial changes. However, after seeing the transcrip ts, she did not make any changes to the content of 
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the interview. I made the s d l  changes she did note in the final copy of the transcripts and gave her a copy of 

these. 

Som of the participants seemed quite interesmi and curious about what 1 would do with the information 

I had gafhered Most indicaîed to me that they would like to see the completed study. 1 indicated to each person 

that 1 would send them a Ietter once the study was completed, letting them know where the thesis was Iocated for 

viewuig. After the interviews, one participant asked me how 1 feft about issues of appropriation, a query to which 

1 responded vaguely at that time. Since I was hesitant that many participants would withdraw from the study if 

&y knew my position on the topic, 1 did not often state many of my own opinions outrïght. Many of the issues 

related to this 1 wiil raise in the following section, entitled, "Ethical Considerations." 

Ethical Consideratiorq 

Ethically, I was faced witb severai concerm in this study. As a cesearcher using qualitative research 

methods with human subjects, 1 was afkaid of the individuais in the study being identifiai, even with pseudonyms 

and other changes to the mataiai. The participants interviewed for this thesis are eli tes who hold qui te powerfid 

positions within society. My fear of the indiduah I intervieweci being recognizeû as a certain professor, sctiolar, 

reporter, writer, film-maker or journaiist and the possible negative implications of this in a nitical study of this 

kind was a constant concem during every stage. 1 had to proçeed çarefully with the information I had gathered, 

and I had to think carefully about how 1 chose to present it - namely, how to include it as anonymously as 

passible, aü the while making the important points that these individuals had made avaiiable for aii to read and 

Imow. 

Next, how my relationship with the participants of this study could affect the presentation of my frndings 

was, obviously, cxuciai for me to examine. Al1 six individuals are fiom a Euro-Canadian background, as 1 am. 

They are also dite knowledge producers, wfiich 1 am not Aithough 1 did not h o w  five of them before this study 

began, it is obvious that bonds are formed dirring the course of a study of this nature. Information and reflections 
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shared with me were sometimes personai and confidentid, and did not always relate to the officiai topic at hmd. 

In addition, the participants treated me with kinciness during my contact with them and allowed me in to their lives 

so rhat I. codd do this study. For those reasons, I was and remain grateful to them. At the same tirne, it is not 

always easy to p r o c d  in a study of this nature once those bonds are formed, particuiarly when the subjects being 

studied and spoken about are elites in society who can exercise a considerable amount of power. This became 

especially chailenging in the current study since the theoretical tramework of the research uses a critical 

perspective based on concepts of racism, domination and oppression. Because of the connections forrned 

between myseif and the participants during the course of the study, and the powerfui positions they hold withh 

society cumpared to me, presentiag certain evaluative interpretations of the data became quite dificuit at times, 

especiaiiy since many of the participants indicated their des ire to see the frnal product and would have relati vel y 

easy access to the study. Therefore, I knew that they would see thernselves in the Lines of this thesis. 

Nevertheless, I felt that these interpretations were most necessary ones to niake and educational for al1 involved. 

At the same tirne, however, I was especiaiiy mnscious throughout the analysis not to "blame" or "accuse" 

the participants for their involvement with Native issues and their obvious benefit from this type of work, 

especialiy for what codd be seen as an atternpt to absolve myself of any guiIt or install my own 'innocence' on 

the topic. Rather, 1 intend this study to point out the way in which ones' subject positions and investments 

personally, professionally, and sociaily, Limit one's ways of seeing hegemonic structures at work - constantiy 

regdahg our own lives and the ives of those around us. Spivak States that " we want to avoid the kind of simple 

reversal whereby the critic's han& remain cIean" (1990: 5 1). As noted in the preface to this work and in my 

statement of complicity, 1 myself am involved with work on Native issues as 1 study those who study Native 

peuple. For this reason, a series of parasitic-type relationships are formed in a study of this b d .  This type of 

project is mt efléctive wtien not considered to be within paradigms of guilt or innocence, therefore, but rather, 

oa the basis of ethics such as personal accountabiiity and social responsibiiity in efforts to intempt systems of 

domination. 
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Another major c o n m  I had during the course of this s tudy was the possible wiihdrawal of participants 

from the research project itself. Although chis is always a concern to researchers, it becomes more of one in a 

study of this nature. It is important to keep in rnind that this study is being conducted in Ontario, Canada at a 

tirne when there is inaeasing social unrest with regard to raciaiized and racist policies related to immigration, 

social, ducational and employment issues. As a result, confronting white elites individually and directiy asking 

thern about their knowledge production on a rnarginalized group can be unwelcomed. Noting this, 1 intentionalIy 

did not mention the words "race" and "racism" ouiright in my questions. I reasoned that inciuding interview 

questions on racism and sending them to potentiai participants weil before the interviews took place would 

seriously affect what participants said and how they spoke to me about their experiences, as well as perhaps 

prompting their withdrawai h m  the study. The choie to approach racism in this way - by not naming it outright 

initiaily in questions has its Limitations. Participants in the study may feel that they did not speak of racism 

because they were not asked directly about it. in my view, this risk is rninimized given that in raising issues of 

aaxss and appropriation, as well as in asking questions regarding the benefits outsider researchers receive and 

the challenges Aboriginal knowledge producers face, 1 was. in fact. directi y raising issues of inequality and the 

interaction between a dominant and subordinate group. This. 1 would maintain, gave participants ample 

opportunity to r d e d  on racial inequaiity as bey saw it. Finally, racism is often coded in liberai democracies and 

it is the deconstruction of these d e s  with which this thesis is concemed (van Dijk 1993). 

Lastly, the greatest ethical çoncern 1 had during this study emerged during and afer 1 i n t e~ewed  

participants. 1 found that the participants used maay arguments and statements which were ovedy as well as 

oovertly racist in my interviews with them. How to present such data as an outsider researcher without further 

subjec-g Fust Nations people bccame a diff~cult and problematic exercise. However. 1 reasoned that only 

through calling attention to aad attempling to deconstmd such arguments can racism and the implications of it 

be interrupted. 



Partici~ants of This Study 

As with m t  sampiing in qualitative research, the number of people included in an interpretive-type of 

investigation may be very Limited (Omery, 1983). The participants of this study include two females and four 

d e s ,  al1 of whom are non-Native (white), middle-aged (40 years of age or older) and living in urban areas of 

southem Ontario. To protect the anonymity of the subjects, I will not specify which cities the participants live 

in. AU of the participants are university educated, with chree having obtained at ieast one graduate degree. Two 

of the participants are scholars and teach as professors at the university level. two are film-makers, and two are 

joumalists. At the same time, however, al1 of the participants are writers, and have written and published 

materials relating to Native issues. Al1 of those who participated in this study are currently involved with 

producuig extensive amounts of bnowledge that directly deals with Native issues in some way, and have been 

mvolved with this type of knowledge production for at least ten years. Al1 are cunently employed to do work on 

Native issues. have been employed quite steadily to do this type of work for many years, and have travelled 

extensively across Canada for employment reasons. 

For reasons such as these. it was my impression that the participants might have thought considerably 

more than those from the general Euro-Canadian population about issues such as: the appropriation of Native 

mices and experïences; the empowerment of Native people; the challenges facing Native knowledge producers 

within syskm of domination in Canada; the desire of non-Native people that draws them to workuig with Native 

people; ancl finaily, their complicity in the oppression of Native peopIe with relation to their work as non-Natives 

on Native issues. Below are brief introductions to each participant in the snidy in the order in which they were 

interviewed Please note that many details have been changed in order to protect the anonymity of the 

participants, which. as mentioned in the ethical considerations for this study, is crucial in a research project of 

this kind. 
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Ka& 

Kate is approximatefy fifty-five years old is from a Euro-Canadian background. She is a university 

professor. She has been involved in Native issues for nearly thirty years. Kate began her work in Native issues 

as a teacher of English as a Second Language (ESL). She travelled abroad to teach ESL after complethg 

univetsity and then retumed to C d  to teach ESL to immigrants. When Kate returned to graduate school and 

completed a Maters &gree, she returned to work to fmd her position non-existent. in her words, "they kind of 

pushed me out" At this point, Kate saw an advertisement in the newspaper regarding a ~xmiculum position 

teachiag Engiish as a Second Language for Native people. She states that she applied for the job because it was 

"one of the more interesting-looking ones that was in the newspaper." She was hired and s ine  then has divided 

her interest between Native people and adult immigrants in Canada. 

Besides just having "fell into" work with Native issues, Kate states that she was aiso interested in 

working with people in other cultures, and that is why she is involved in this field. She has produced a thesis on 

Native people, has worked for the Canadian g o v e m n t  to produce materials regarding ESL learning for Natives, 

has produced papers on language policies, has edited a book regarding Native issues, and as a university 

professor, publishes papers regularly on  this subject. ffite also facilitates and nins workshops to non-Natives 

and Native people on various Aboriginal issues. 

Es! 

Ed is a male university professor who deals with Native issues. He is approximately 50 years old and 

is of a European background. He works with Native mmmunities dong with his duties as  a university professor. 

Ed began his work with Native issues approximntcly 15 years ago. At that tirne, he had been very much involved 

with what he called the mul ti-cultural "scene" and was interested in mui ti-culturai issues in education. He îhen 

found myself drawn to the special needs of Native. Aboriginal peoples. Ed has pubtished many articles and 
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conference papes on Native issues, and has organized conferences with Native people on various issues relating 

to thea in addition, he has written a book on the subject. 

Mark 

Mark is 45 years 014 is a fh-maker, writer and broadcaster, and is fiom a Euro-Canadian background. 

Mark got involved with Native issues about twenty years ago through his involvement with çanoeing and the 

outdoors, and through his meeting of some people near Temagarni, although he does not specify whether these 

people were Native or not Mark then took a job helping nin a group home in the wilderness setting of 

Northwestem Ontano. At the group home, Mark worked primad y, but not exclusivel y, with Native you th, some 

of whom came from two Native communities that were located nearby. Since then, as a journalist, and a radio, 

television and film producer, Mark has been involved dealhg "in one way or another" with Native and Northem 

issues and Native communities, and has traveiied extensively to do this work Mark writes, produces and directs 

television series and documentary fürns on Native issues, as well as writes magazine articles on this topic. 

Ron 

Ron is a male journalist and writer who is Euro-Canadian but who writes on Native issues. He is 45 

years old and has bem involved with Native issues for approximately 20 years. When Ron was young, bis mother 

wwked at a hospital where many of the Native people wouid corne and stay. He remernbers visiting his mother 

at work and seeing Native people in the hospital as a young boy, and the crafts they would make and sel1 there 

in the gift shop. He came to write about Native issues "a littie by accident," and states that aithough it was 

something he chose to do, it was mainiy circumstances that " threw mm] into it." However, later in my interview 

wiîh him, Ron states that one of the main reasons why he got involved with Native issues was because a non- 

Native iniiversity professor who had taught him wrote a book in which he appropnated Native voice. Although 

Ron saw this as justifid, others (he mentions Native people particularly) did not. 
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Ron began working as a jounialist for a news magazine in Eastern Canada soon after his graduation from 

Miversity. He had to wcite and report on "everything mder the sun," one of those thing being Native people and 

their situation. Ron's writing on this subject greatly increased ten years ago, however, when he took a job in 

Northem Canada. Because of his posting in the far North of Canada at that time, writing on Native peopIe "was 

just part of the job," since he was in an area that is predominantiy Native. Now, Ron is working as a journalist 

in an urban area of Ontario writing about Native issues. He has written extensively on Native issues and 

continues to do so as a joumalist for a new magazine at the m e n t  time. 

HeIeri 

Helen is a non-Native film-rnaker, joumalist and educator on Native issues. She is 45 years old, is a 

Euro-Canadian, and has been involved with Native issues for about fifteen years. Helen's interest in Native 

issues began when she returned to university as an undergraduate student studying art aimost twenty years ago. 

She wanted to get to know the people behind the art f o m  and began studying Native peoples and northern 

environment dong with Canadian literature and various other hurnanities and sociology subjects. Helen then 

began interviewkg Native individuals and publishing articles about hem, dong with related topics in the field. 

She has also reported on Native issues as a joumalist. Suice then, Helen has educated both Natives and non- 

Natives on undastanding the stereotyping of Native people in the media and elsewhere in society at conferences 

and in classmms as a &er. In addition to workshops, conférence seminars and teaching, Helen has published 

many newspaper and magazine articles on Native issues, has produced educational kits on this topic, and has 

written and produced a documentary film on Native people. 

LYS& 

Alex, like Ron. is also a joumalist and writa. He is approximately 45 years old and is of Euro-Canadian 

background. Aiex remembers that when he was a young boy growing up, there were al1 kinds of children that 
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W d  play hockey wiih Some of these children were Cree and Metis, so he States it wasn't particularly unusual 

to have a lot of urban Aboriginal people "playing hockey or whatever." Alex became a journalist over twenly 

p r s  ago, and iike Ron, lived and worked in Eastern Canada onginally. D u h g  that time, Aiex was employed 

to cover Native issues as a joumalist and reporter, so he would spend four months of the year travelling "aii over 

the country" to both urban areas and Fust Nations reserves to write on Native issues. N e x  continueci to write 

on Native issues as he changed to other newspapers. He is currently employed as a journalist in an urban area 

of Ontario and has written a very large nurnber of newspaper and magazine articles on the subject. He has also 

written a book that deais with Native issues. 

Analvsis of the Datq 

Using the data collected via interviews with the participants introduced in the previous section, I 

conducmi an analysis of the overall discourse(s) being used to examine Native issues. 1 was most interested in 

hvestigating whether: 

1) the predominant discourse used to study Indigenous issues is primarily one of anti-racism, or rather, one 

emphasizing cultural difference; and 

2) the implications of using a discourse of difference rather than one of anti-racism 

Discourse analysis is a useful anal ytic tool since it can "provide insight into the ways people write or t a k  about 

ethnic [or Indigenous] affalls'' (van Dijlr, 1 99 3,3 0). in addition, "sub tle text and content analyses often provide 

more or less direct access to what people believe" (32). For these rasons iike these, 1 decided that the most 

usehi method of analysis for this study was an informa1 systematic discourse onalysis of the interviews 1 

conducted informed by van Dijk's previous work on the enactment of eiite racism. 1 i n f o m l l y  examined 

elements such as the foiiowùig: 

1) The ~lec t ion  and variationg of words used by participants in the interviews (lexicalization): 
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Le., is the word "racism" used or is this term avoided and/or replaced wih Iess harsh renditions of it, 

such as "discrimination" or "prejudice"? What words are used to describe ïndigenous people? How are 

Westernlwbite people and k i r  culture presented? When are indigenous people called "Natives," when are the y 

cailed "indians"? Are there any times when this system of naming is particuiarly relevant or takes on special 

significance? 

2) The 1- and suate- used by the participants to create certain effects within while 

spealàng - various moves of innocence, semantic moves of positive self-representation, suategics of face-keeping 

for whites: 

is white negative agency often backgrounded or "explained away" to seem innocent, naturai, necessary 

or expected? What does this ailow to happen? Do the participants subtly or not so subtl y blame the victim, den y 

racism, andfor show a lack of interest in remaining inequali ties between the two groups? Do the authors descri be 

the chalIenges indigenous knowledge producers face in vague or general terms, relating to the whole Native 

ppdation? Do they explain these problems as being caused by the cultural background of Native people (not 

as a result of the oppressive processes of the Canadian society, education, or the racist attitudes of Euro- 

Canadians)? Does the participant acknowIedge hisher own complicity? Why are these moves of innocence 

particulad y signif~cant, especiaii y considering the population usuall y being addressed in the kno w ledge produced 

by these participants? 

3) Overaii forms of u e e d  used, including strategic uses of narrative, conversation, argumentation: 

In o k  words, how are questions addressed and why might they be addressed in such a way? Does the 

author use first-person narrative, for example, to create certain effects such as the exoticizing of certain 

"encounters" with Native people? If so, how and where is the white person(s) situated and how is the Native 

person(s) desaibed? What does this "we" and "them" portrâyai aiiow to happen? Are previous conversations 

between the participants and Native people referred to? If so, what is saidhot said, how is conversation frarned, 

and h y ?  Are there specif~c times when Native women are included/excluded? What tods does the writer use 
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to creak a scenario or argue a point; how does s/he back up what sfhe is trying to portray? Do the participants 

use certain discursive moves to distance thernselves fkom the question being as ked or the situation being ce ferred 

to? 

4) General discourse to- introduced and discussed: 

ie., Do the participants go into details of colonialism when dismsing the history of indigenous people 

in Canada and if so, do they present the posiuon(s) of indigenous and minority groups? Are the ment-day 

experiences of Natives and their experiences with hem separated from this histoncd past, or are they placed 

within historicai, social and politicd contexts? Are historical "facts"/data used to remove the impact of 

colonialism, rather than portraying the actual lived experience of colonization. oppression, and racism? Are the 

experiences of Native women included or given adequate attention? Are certain historical facts left out? 

(Omissions may be evaluated as negative if, in a given context of discussion, the information is relevant to 

understanding the events or the situation). Is an attempt made, by any of the participants, to reconceptudize 

notions of racism, prejudiœ, disaimuiation and interlocking systerns of oppression in a coherent h e w o r k  that 

looks at relations of power and dominance, so that conternporary forms of white r;tcism in Canada can be 

exarnined and put into question? Are Native people consistently associateci with certain stereotypicai 

topicslthemesltropes chat aiso occur among White people (i-e., bealing, deviance, alcoholism. abuse. the 

environment, tradition, tribes, hunting and gathering societies of the past and present)? Do the stereotypicai ways 

in wfiich Indigenou people may be religiously, culturaily and behaviourally diKerent receive more attention than 

their similarities or more than ethnic and racial inequaiities in past and present-day Canadian society? Do authors 

mution discrimination and racism in their own institutions or explicitly discuss racist traditions in their field of 

study? Do they mntion the resistance Indigenous groups have themselves been involveci in (rather than merely 

the wwk of baievolent whites)? In o k  words, what topics are included. what are excludedfoccluded, and more 

hpatantly. what do these specific inclusions and exclusions allow tu happen in the discussion on indigenous 

issues? 
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5) Relations between ~micinantg and Native peuple in the interviews - Lhat is. between the author and those 

peoples being discussed, written about or comrnented on: 

Have the insights and experiences of Indigenous scholars, writers. and other minonties b e n  quoted or 

referred to? Ifso. are Lhey scholars who are particularly popular to white scholars? Do they take a position that 

is more palatable to whites? 

6) Possible gomitive arocesses. strateeies. h~wleQge and belief  structure^ of production. reproduction, 

comprehension and leaming: 

What can be i n f d  about the author's beliefs from what he/she has said? What do the writers appear 

to believe about lndigenous people? Why are the beliefs being propagated by white witers relating to indigenous 

people important? 

As van Dijk (1993) has pointed out, racism is not rnerely a '41anguage or communication problem" (13). 

Racism rnanifests itsetf in rnany non-discursive practices and structures. such as discrimination andor 

exploitation in education, employment, housing, health care and social senices. or in overt acts of physical 

aggression. However, racism also manifests itself in discourse and communication, often in relation to other 

social pranices of oppression and exclusion In addition. amrding to van Dijk (1993). the social cognitions that 

underlie these practices are largely shaped through discursive communication w i h  the dominant white group. 

Therefore. even though discourse is not the on l y  form of raOst practice. it nevertheless play a substantial role 

"in the societal reproduction of the basic mechanisms of most other racist practices" (13). Thus, it is crucial that 

1 use a discome analytical approach to informally examine the words, thoughts and ideas of white participants 

in this study in or& to duamme whether the predominant discourse used to study Indigenous issues is primaril y 

one of anti-subordination, or rather. one emphasizing difference. and the implications of using either of these 

approaches. I w i l  now explain how I chose to present the data 1 analysed. 



Presentation of the Data 

The Oata cdleded in this study was assembted into two major thernes that emerged during the interviews. 

The thenies wexe not ody connected to one another but merged at times so that the physicai separation between 

ihem w;ts not a perfectiy distinct one. Rather than use pre-âetennined categories into which to fit the information 

gathefed in this study, I ailowed the material that s u r f a d  during my meetings with participants to determine the 

categories 1 used. in this way, 1 did not assume that participants would cover certain topics more extensive1 y than 

others. A s  participants expanded on certain topics, this was no ted, leadhg to the creation of themes. Using this 

methcd of data collection aiiows for participants to reflect to a greater degree on issues of most importance and 

relevance to them persondy. In addition, it alIows one to see the emergence of common thoughts and ideas 

expresseci by participants as a group. Glaser and Strauss (1967) explain the importance of this method of 

analyzing raw data: 

Working with borrowed categories is more difficuit since they are harder to fmd, fewer in 
number, and not as rich; since in the long run they rnay not be relevant, and are not exactly 
designed for the purpose, they must be respecified. in short, our focus on the emergence of 
caîegories solves the problems of fit, relevance, forcing, and richness. An effective strategy is, 
at fust, literally to ignore the iiterature of theory and fact on the area under study, in order to 
assure that the emergence of categories will not be contaminateci by concepts more suited to 
different areas. Similarities and convergences with the Iiterature can be established after the 
analytic core of categories has emerged. (37) 

I took the above approach with respect to the present study. My intent was to explore various areas of the 

participants' thoughts and ideas and ma te  categories according to what emerged in my interviews with them 

rather than force information into predetennined themes or sections. 

sJmm.u 

if was the intent of this section to concentrate on aspects of the current study methodologically. 1 began 

by situating this anrent body of knowledge within presentday Canadian society in an effort to demonstrate the 

multiple forces impacting upon Native people in areas such as land issues. As we saw in chapter one, Native 
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people are significantiy marginalized compared to their Euro-Canadian counterparts in areas such as the 

publishing industry. in the above section, 1 attempted to demonstrate that this occurs as a result of the 

contemporary racist policies and procedures of a greater nation-state that directly relate to access to land and 

resources. In rhis section, I also situated myseif and identified my own complicity in the oppression of Fust 

Nations people. Then, 1 speclficaliy explored the methodology of this study: how 1 proceeded to conduct it, the 

ethical concerns I had in relation to it, and who I included as part of the study. I introduced the participants: Kate, 

Ed, Mark, Ron, Helen, and Alex, who are Euro-Canadian scho t ars, film-makers, and journalis ts. Al1 six produce 

knowledge on Native issues, and have ai i  written on the subject. In the final two parts of this section, 1 outlined 

how 1 proceeded to analyse and present the data 1 collected for the study. 1 will now proceed to insert this thesis 

into a larger theoretical Garnework which specifically deals with racism, anti-racism and difference. 

[ntroduction to the Theoretical Framework 

In this study, as 1 discuss outsider research, I will draw primarily from the theories of Goldbcrg (1993) 

and van Dijk (1993) to define racisrns; Momison (l992), ducille (1994), Monture-Angus ( 199% Razack ( 1994) 

and Said (1979, 1989) to understand the use of cultural difference in conternporary Western society; and Dei 

(1995) and Frankenberg (1993) on anti-racism, in an effort to establish a broader discursive framework into 

*ch this arrrent work may be inserted. 1 wiil begin by identifying the anti-racist approach to be utilized in the 

m e n t  research project. Next, 1 wiii examine the concepts of race and racism and the implications of these in 

relation to power and dominance. Finally, 1 will pn>ceed to outline more thoroughly, the theoretical notions of 

modern racism witbin a contempary (post)cmlonial and (pust)modern context. More spmcally, I explore how 

a discourse of differeace rather than one of anti-racism id- much work done b y privileged rnembers of society 

on marginalized groups, and the implications of this. To üiusuate, 1 will trace the importance of race and 

difference in African- Americanism (Momson, 1 Wî),  the challenges facing A6ican-American and A bori ginal 

WDEIE~~ in sdiolarship (ducille, 1994 and Monture-Angus, 1995), cultural difference and how it is used in sexual 
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assault judicial cases involving Abmiginai people in Canada (Razack, 1994), and Orientalism (Said, 1979, 1989) 

in an effort to describe the broader discursive fiamework which infonns the m e n t  work Let us begin with a 

look at the anti-ratist approach 1 intend to use in this study. 

Dei (1995) maintains b a t  an anti-racist political project which 

W e n g e s  defdtions of what is valid knowledge, and how such knowledge shodd be produced 
and distributed, both nationally and internationdly, is oppositional to established hegemonic 
social, econornic, and politicai interests and forces. ( 18 1) 

He states that research projects that di into question established hegemonic systems and processes of control 

through their examination of knowledge - how it is organized, how it is produced, how it is managed, and how 

it is distributed are both usefui and necessary. An anti-racist project ultimateIy questions the oppressive 

structures which order the knowledge production within society - pnvileging knowledge producsd by members 

of dominant gmups while silencing or discountuig the knowledge produced and distributed by those belonging 

to rnargindized groups. 

In defining an anti-racist approach to airnbatting racism, Dei (1995) establishes anti-racism as "an action- 

orientai educational strategy for institutional and systemic change which serves to address issues of racism and 

mterlocking system of social oppression" (195). He states that anti-racism ''acknowledges the reality of ratism 

and other forms of social oppression (ciass. sexual orientation, gender oppression)," and just as importantly. 

acknowledges "the potentid for change" (180). Furthemore, Dei states that 

Anti-tacism moves beyond [an] acknowledgemnt of the mattrial conditions that structure societal 
inequality [in order] to question White power and priviïege and its accompanying rationale for 
domin ance... [Anti-racism] questions the marginaiization of certain voices in society and the 
delegitirnation of the knowledge and experience of subordinate groups ... (180). 

lt is withm nich an ami-racist disaasive f k u ~ ~ w o r k  cbat 1 wish to position the m e n t  thesis. 1 intend to question 

White power and priviiege by exarnining the thoughts and arguments made by non-Native knowledge producers 



Ïn an attempt to trace how the domination of marginalized groups within society continues. In addition, I wish 

to demonstrate the ways in which the disam-se of First Nations people is aiiocated a subordinate position within 

Canadian society. 

Ruth Frankenberg, in white women, race mutters The Social Construction of Whireness ( 1 993) argues 

that race shapes white women's Lives (1). In her extensive study of white women in the U.S. during the mid- 

eighties, Frankenberg examines and iiiustrates how what she cails "whiteness," structures the lives of the women 

she i n t e ~ e w e d  (1). Frankenberg defines whiteness as a location of structural advantage or race privilege, a 

"standpoint," h m  which white peopie look at themselves, others and society, and a set of cultural practices that 

are usually unmarked and unnarried (1). She states that examuiing the construction of whiteness is important and 

useful since it may heIp lead away from 'old' discursive elements into 'new' strategies (242). As she argues, 

we need to displace the colonial construction of whiteness as an 'emp ty' cultural space, in part b y 
refiguring it as constmcted and doniinant rather than as nom, .  Anaiysis of the place of whiteness 
in the taciai order can and should be, rather than an end in itself, oniy one part of a much broader 
process of social change levelled both at the material relations of race and at discursive repertoires. 
It is not, in any case, realistic or meaningfd to reconceptualize whiteness outside of racial 
domination when, in practicai terms, whiteness stiI1 confers race priviiege. (243) 

In this thesis, I intend to Ioo k at the role of wtiiteness and racisrn wi thin coloniai and pos tcolonial contex ts 

to trace how it has impacted upon and informed various fonns of knowledge production by dominant groups on 

marginalized individuais in society. It is hoped chat through an interrogation of racist bowledge, racialized 

kmwledge distribution and white krmwledge prochcm themselves - elements that influence, inform and structure 

oolonial and pustalonid societies which have previously gone unquestioned in various ways - this project wiii 

somehow contribute to a more equitable society. Thus, it is hoped that this m e n t  endeavour is considered to 

be an anti-racist one, 
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Defining Racism 

The importance of race in the orderings of society throughout the ages and still today is central to 

Goldberg's work Racist Culture: philosophy and the politics of meaning (1993). Goldberg States that in 

modemity, race, in itself, is irrelevant, and yet, a l l  is race (6). That is, race is a constitutive feature of modemity, 

and is responsible for "ordering conceptions of self and other," as well as "sociopolitical mernbership and 

exciusion" (148). Through hming concepts of self and other, of rnembership and exclusion, race has "identified 

exploitable individuals and populations for subjection, and ... has been used to rationdize md legitimate 

domination, subjugation, even extermination" of these so-called "other" individuais and populations (148). 

Furthermore, according to Goldberg, concepts of race have informeci knowledge production in the p s t  and 

continue to do so through reuivigorating racialized categories or subtly launching new ones so that certain 

populations can be exploited (149). 

Notwithstanding the constitutive role of race, the beginning point of liberai thought is that al1 human 

beings are equal. I examine ways in which the outsider research of non-Natives on Native peoples occurs within 

a racist society which has identified exploitable individuals and those who profit from the subjugation or even 

extermination of those they write about but which functions officially according to a notion of equality. What 

is particulariy relevant, insightful, even disturbing about GoIdberg's defrnition of race is that the ways in which 

race is used or expressed by the dominant society to subjugak non-white others are forever-changing. New ways 

of maintairhg racial hierarchies emerge. The result is that the same populations chat were exploited in centuries 

past continue to be oppressed, but the new f o m  of their oppression are naturaiized. 1 shaii examine ùiis 

phenornenon m e r  in this cbapta as 1 look at the discourse of "cd turai difference," and how it is used to jus tify 

the marginalization of Native people and people of colour in Canada and the United States today. 

h.i a Society stnidured by racial uiequalities, racism is a group rather than an individual p henomenon. As 

Teun van DijX explains, the privileges and interests of the white group 's members are protected through 

manifestations of racism Thus, "whites who bave M c  prejudices or engage in discrimination ... do so as gmup 



members" (20-2 1). Momver, Lhey do so to protect the resources on which their white group power rests, which 

are soci~ec~nomic as weli as cultural and ideological resources - defmed in terms of status, privileges. income. 

and access to better jobs, better housing, or better education (21). Using van Dijk's theoretical Cramework, 

manifestations of racism are not tied to individual personality structures, but rather to social and cultural norms, 

values, or idedogies of dominant groups (20). individuals and their discourses rnay not always appear racist at 

di - they may even exhibit tolerant or humanitarian values. Meanwhile, these same individuals, when they are 

employed or are rewarded by elite power structures which are founded upon racist ideologies, sustain these 

structures. Van Dijk reminds us, also, that "racism does not consis t of on1 y white supremacis t ideologies of race, 

cx ody of aggesive overt or blatant discriminatory acts" (5). These are examples of racism that are picked up 

on and most often referred to in mainstream conversations, the media, and in mucb of the social sciences. 

However, in addition to these f o m  of racism, there are 

the everyday, mundane. negative opinions, attitudes, and ideologies and the seemingly subtle acts and 
conditions of disuiminaiion agauist muiorities, namely, those social cognitions and social acts, processes, 
structures, or institutions that directly or indirectiy contribute to the dominance of the white group and 
the subordinate position of minorities [or Indigenous peoples]. (5) 

In this way, van Dijk's views on racism and the everyday signrf~cance and infiuence of it parallels those of 

Philomena Essed, who bas laoked extensively at the phenornenon of everyday racism in an effort to better 

understand it (Essed, 199 1). Everyday racism does not necessady get played out in white supremacist acts of 

violence. It is present in the everyday workings of society and in the sometimes subtle ways thai societai 

institutions and processes maintain the subordination of minorities. When we read "minorities" in van Dijk's 

and Essed's wwk, it is important to include Iudigenous peoples in this definition. since bey also expetience much 

d m  and dominaiion in society by the white group and yet do not usuaily consider themselves CO be minorities. 

Sine  Van Dijk argues that it is no longer blatantiy racist ideas of smaii extremist parties on the Right 

(howevex serious their aitihides and pradices may be) that make up the mainstream of scholarly research, he fin& 



it less relevant to focus on the obviously racist forms of modem scholarship or pseudo-scholarship. Ins tead. van 

Dijk is interested, as we are 

in the respectable mainsiream, in the ideas that are widely accepted, that is in the contemporary 
consensus regarding ethnic relations and minotities. Here we fmd opinions and ideologies that 
seem acceptable if not even i i i  and mostly far h m  wiiat is commonly called racist. The more 
subtle and indirectiy ethnoçentrist ideology of such contempsary scholarship needs the more 
sophisticated approach of discourse analysis, cornbined with a more critical look at relations of 
ethnic dominance as it defuies intergroup relations in Western societies today. (1 64). 

For tbis reason, as pointed out in the 1 s t  section, van Dijk's critical work focuses prirnarily on the more subtle 

discursive dimensions of modem elite racism (1 993). It is using such a critical theoretical and discursive 

fkamework that 1 have attempted to analyse the racist knowledge production and views of non-Natives in this 

study, ail of whom engage in the production of knowledge at key sites: the university, the media, and film 

Since we are investigating the impact of the knowledge production and beiiefs of non-Native elites such 

as writers, scholars, f i-makers and jownalists within Canadian society, it is important to analyse how these 

elites see racism and how they enact it. Van Dijk's definition of elites in society is particularly relevant here. He 

&fines elites as "white politicians, philosophers, historians, social scientists, psychologists, journalists, writers, 

the military, the clergy, [and] managers" within Westem society ( 199 3 : x). Thus. the participants included in my 

own study are considered to be elites according to van Dijk's definition. 

Van Dijk notes that even though it rnight appear, on the surface, that most schoIars only have relative 

power in their academic domain of teaching and research, further anal pis shows that in present-day societies the 

indirect innuence and power of scholars are, in actuality, tremendous (1993). That is, their ideologies, students, 

research, results, reports, and advice play a fundamental role in technoIogica1 advances and the management of 

axporations and the State, the management of social and political affairs, and an inneasingly powerful role in 

the support of other elites such as poiiticians, corporate managers, bureaucrats, and the media (Aronowitz, 1988; 

Bourdieu, 1984.1989 as in van Dijk 1993). Scholars, as producers, managers and brokers of knowledge within 

society are among the most prominent symbolic elites of contemporary society. 



The findings of van Dijk's extensive study of the knowledge production of white elites such as scholars, 

punialists, writers, and fihmakexs within modem Mety illustrate the contours of eIite racism The dominance 

of eiites in th& re-enactment of racism is a direct resuit of the great influence they have through what they Say, 

write and do (or do not do) about manifestations of racism withui society, as van Dijk explains: 

Many of both the subtiy and the blatantly racist events that de fine the s ystem of everyday racism 
are enacted, controlied, or condoned by white etites, that is, by leading politicians, professors, 
editors, judges, officiais, bureaucrats, and managers. if whites are not themselves actively 
involved in these modern forms of segregation, exclusion, aggression, inferiorization, or 
- m o n ,  then their involvement in the problem of ratism consists in their passivity, their 
acquiescence, their ignorance, and their indifference regarding ethnie or raciai inequality ... Much 
elite text and tdk about minorities may occasionally seem to express tolerance, understanding, 
acceptame, or humanitanan world views, although such discourse is contradicted by a situation 
of stnictured inequaiity largely caused or condoned by these elites. (6) (emphasis my owu) 

The ideas presented here are particularly important. What van Dijk States are rwo crucial things about elites 

within society. One is that even when elites are not actively involved in modem forms of racism, such as the 

segregation, exclusion, aggression, infenorization, or rnarginalization of minorities such as Native peopie, then 

their involvement in the problem of racism and racial inequality is evident through their passivity, their ignorance, 

and their indifference towards i t  In fact, and this is van Dijk's second point - much of what elites write and Say 

about minorities may occasionaliy seem to express tolerance, understanding, acceptame, or humanitarian world 

views. At the same time, however, such discourse occurs within a situation of stnictured inequality largely 

caused or codbneci by these eiites in this way, and therefore, what they Say directiy conflicts with how they live 

and M a t  they really are aii about (6). 

Perfiaps the raost imptant element of van Dijk's study is his examination of how these elites see racism 

and themselves in conternporary society. Most elites, accordhg to van Dijk's study, understand racism as only 

the overt fonns of racism (ie., the explicitIy, intentionally, or blatantly racist ideologies and practices of the 

extreme right) and perceive themselves to be somehow above or disassociated with such racist acts. 

Conveniently, theu definition of racism indudes evetyone but themselves as part of the problem and in this way, 



modem fonns of racism that they enact are denied. Van Dijk writes that when their interests are chailenged, 

however, as in the domain of ethnic affairs, 

such elites wili quickly forget the n o m  of tolerance and the values of equality that they 
supposedly e s p o d  This is not only tme for politiciaas or corporate managers. but aiso for the 
cultural or symbolic elites, for example, in education, scholarship, the arts, and the media (8) 

The ways in which this occurs in the current study with non-Native elites will be of central importance. 

The power of elites is primarily defmed by their privileged access to various forms of public discourse 

to which minorities are, for the most part, denied, Various forms of public discourse used by elites, such as 

reports, confmce papers, documentary films, and books are used to subtl y control the consensus that sustains 

white, European dominance over erhnic minorities (1 1). Van Dijk writes since most children and adults wili learn 

about other ethnic and Indigenous groups or Third World peoples first and sometimes only through the media. 

through textboo ks, thmugh scholars hip and through politics, theu knowledge acquisition is greati y influenced 

by such forms of elite-controlied discourse and communication ( I 1). 

Modem Racism: Usinn a Discourse of Difference 

As we have seen, one of the rnost important features of modem-day racism is the way in which it is often 

denied or assumed to have disappeared even as it "orders social formations anew" (Goldberg, 1 99 3 : 6). Gold berg 

(1993) States that the denial of racism in contemporary society can be seen most readily in the celebration of 

multicultwai diversity, which continues to simultaneuusIy rationaiize and rnask "the hegemonic control of 

ciifference, access, and prevailing power" (7). That is, although out-dated or traditional defrnitions of ratism more 

or less presuppose the inherent superiority of the white race, current, more sophisticated forms of racism, 

emphasize the culturai differenœ of otha groups (Barker, 198 I in Van Dijk. 1993 : 23). In accordance with this, 

George Dei (1995) bas remarkeû rhat the narait tirne in Canada is "an ma marked by cultural fragmentation and 

a celebration of difference" ( Khi), while Toni Momson (1 W2), in an Amencan context, has noted that racial 

difference provides a huge matenai and fmancial pay out in the process of organizing. separating, and 
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consolidating identity dong culturally vduable lines of interest (39). Said (1979, 1989). Razack (1994), 

Morrison (1992), duCile (1994) and Monture-Angus (1995) are some schotars among many who have addressed 

the various ways in which racism gets taken up as cultural and raciai difference in cunternporary society and 

presents challenges to those subjugated as a result of such a racist discourse. 1 shall now examine the ways in 

which they have done so. 

Africanism 

Toni Morrison has investigated notions of race and knowledge production b y tracing what happens when 

white writers work in a highly and historically raciaikd society. More specifically, Momson notes how a Black, 

African "other" has inforrned much of the American literature written and political policies enacted by whites. 

She investigates notions of race, how1edge production, and the discourse of difference using social, cultural, 

and historical Ievels of analysis. in her study, Momson looks at what makm inteliectual domination possible, 

how knowiedge is traasformed h m  invasion and conques t to revel a tion and choie. what igni tes and informs the 

literary imagination, what forces help establish the parameters of criticism, and how agendas in criticism have 

disguised themselves and impoverished the Iiterature it studies (Morrison, 1992). AIthough Momson's work 

Qes not include a F i t  Nations or Asian perspective, and is situated in the United States rather than Canada, it 

is relevant, nevertheIess, to the current study as it provides vaiuable insight into the workings of culture, politics 

and the knowledge production of white writers and scholars on minorities. 

In the work, Playing in the Dark Whitenas and the Literary Imagination (1992), Momson begins 

within an American historical and literary context, Iooking particuIarly at how a Black, African "other" has 

informed much of the American Literature written by whites. Momson found that "the culture [and] the 

imaginative and histurical iu-rain upoa which eariy American writers jowneyed is in large rneasure shaped b y the 

presence of the racial othei' (46). White Americans mnstnrcted the racial other so that they could see themselves 

a certain way. Momson writes: 



Deep wirhui the word "American" is its association to race ... American means white ... The 
Africanist other became the means of thinking about body, rnind, chaos, kindncss and love; 
provided the occasion for exerciss in the absence of restra.int, the presence of restraint, the 
mntemplation of fiedom and of aggression; permitteci opportunities for the exploration of ethics 
and rnorality, for meeting the obiigations of the social contract, for bearing the cross of religion 
and foilowing out the ramifications of power ... It was not simply that [the] slave population had 
a distinction color; it was that this color meant something. (48,49) 

Thus, White American people used Blacks to think about and see thernselves. The colour of Black African 

Americans came to identify h e m  as an exploitable population in white, dominant society. This was then reflected 

in the literature produced by White Americans. In much the same way, the term "Canadian," in many ways, 

means white in Canada Terms like Euro-Canadian or White Canadian are seldom use& For example, in the 

media when someone is *te, this is often treated as a neutrai category as if "true" Canadians are those people 

whose skin is white, This concept is also reflected in much Euro-Canadian literature, where Aboriginal people 

have served as took to reantre  the wtiiteness of the h m .  It is d s o  evident in the federal and provincial political 

policies of the Canadian nation-state. 

At the same rime, however, Monison states that "in matters of race, silence and evasion have historically 

ruied literary discourse" (9). She adds that the dominant group's habit of i g n o ~ g  race is understood to be "a 

graceful, even generous, liberd gesture" (9). However, Morrison notes the inherent dangers in the continued 

dismissal of the relevanœ of race informing of white American literary mind, and even more importantly, states 

that the remval of the iiterary mind h m  politid aintexts has negative repernissions. S he wri tes that "excising 

the politicai from the life of the mind is a saaifice that has proven costly ... A critiàsm b a t  needs to insist that 

Merahire is not only "universal" but aiso "race-fiez" risks Iobotomizing that literature, and diminishes both the 

art and the artist" (12). Furthemore, Momson argues that statements made that indicate the "meaninglessness 

of race to the U.S. idemtity, are themselves fiill of meanllig," and that the act of eaforcing racelessness in literary 

discourse and elsewhere is in itself a racial act, which has a direct impact on political decision-making (46). 

According to Morrison, the world does not become raceless or wiii not become unracialized by assertion" (46). 

Rather, the attempt to do so is a political act by white writers meant to oppress. 
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Morrison's work is pertinent as it examines the marked silence around issues involving race and Li terary, 

political and social discourses. Her analysis can help us think about how the identi ty of white Canadians was and 

cxwihues to be founded up the identity of First Nations people in Canada - the racial Other in this context. As 

we will see in the next two sections, race is not only an important feature of American literature, it is d s o  

èxuemely relevant in the experience of Fist  Nations and African American wornan scholars, like Ann ducille 

and Pauicia Monture-Angus. 

Mcan-American Wornen in Scholarshi~ 

'7 o n e  introduced myself at a poetry reading in this way - a Caucasianist. A stab at the constant 
imposition of the white Western expert on the rest of the world's peoples." (Philip, 1992: 69) 

Ann duCile, in "The Occuit of True Black Womanhood: Critical Demeanor and Black Feminist Studies" 

(1994), bas investigateci the ways in which &can American women and theu literature are recently being taken 

up in academe, and the impact that this has had on her as an Mrican Amencan ferninist scholar. in the 1990s, 

according to duCilie, the principal sites of the exploitation of the black femaie body are not only the cabaret, the 

speakeasy, the music video, or the glamour magazine. Black women are also exploited in the academy, the 

publishing industry, and the intellectual community (592). As one can well imagine, such exploitation presents 

particular problems for African American women in generaI, but it has a partidar impact on ihose wtio are 

scholars themselves. 

AIthough ducille's work, like Momson's, occurs within an Amencan context and refers to Afncan 

Amexicans, it is relevant to the current thesis because it provides insight into what may occur or is occurring in 

Canada as Native women's literature and studies become increasuigly popular as an academic pursuit. As 

Morrison has mentioned, Literature cannot be separated fiom political and historical rdities. Therefore, even 

thougb the Amencan situation involving Black women scholars is obviously not parailel to the Canadian situation 

involving First Nations women scholars, it provides insight into the dynamics between those minorities being 



studied, the outsiders h m  dominant society studying hem, and those caught in the middle, who belong to both 

mrids. In this way, then,duCille's reflections are usefui in understanding what actuaiiy occurs when this takes 

place. 

'Within and around the modem academy," writes ducille, "racial and gender alteniity has becorne a hot 

commodity tbat bas claùned black women as its p ~ c i p a l  sigBifier" (59 1). As a Black Feminist scholar herself, 

duc ille writes that the cornmodification of black women in the academy, both in literature and in history, has 

taken its toii on her, She writes: 

1 am alternately pleased, puzzled, and perturbed - bewitched, bothered and bewildered - by this, 
by the altemity that is perpetuaiiy thnist upon Afncan American women, by the production of 
black women as infini tely deconstnictable 'othered' matter, Why are black women al ways already 
Other? 1 wonder, To myseif', of course, 1 am not Other; to me it is the white women and men so 
intent on theorizing my difference who are the Other. Why are they so interested in me and people 
who look like me (metaphorically speaking)? Why have we - black women - become the subjected 
subjects of so much çontemporary scholarly investigation, the peasants under gIass of intellectuai 
inquiry in ttie 1990s? (59 1-2) 

Hae, duCilie mentions the proces of othering that occurs when she and other black women are studied by white 

scholars. She mentions that as subjects of scholarly hves tigation, B lacks have become "the peasants under glass 

of inteilectual inqurry" (592). DuCille's thoughts on tbis othering are similar to Marcia Crosby's insights about 

how Aboriginal people have ben  studied in the Canadian academy. Crosby (199 1) notes: 

The Indian was neatly contained within the institutional g l a s  case, carefidly locked away as a 
reposi tory for the unthinkable or unspeakable parts of those who created it. 1 began to understand 
that studying the Indian was rarely reciprocai. The academics get the M.A.s and the Ph.D.s - they 
are the ones whose prestige increases with their degrees in their own communities. Their research 
and publications, however, often only produce another Imaginary Indian. (287) 

in this way, then, ducille's reflections on how BI& women are studied in the U.S. are not entirely different from 

Crosby's hights about the studies of Native peoples by whites in Canadian society. 

Although ducille notes that the attention given to Black wornen in scholarship is not altogether 

unpleasant, especiaily after the neglect of BIack women in academe for generations, she notes that the reasons 

far this study are also not dtogether conunendabIe. ins tead of acknowledging B lack women's accomplishments 



and contributions to Arnerican civilization, the overwhelming interest in black women seems to have cenued 

around their difference as the m t  oppressed, most rnarginalized and most deviant group in a pluralistic society 

like the U.S. (592). Therefore, by virtue of their race and gender, Black women rernain what she calls "the 

Orher," in postmodem areas such as "deconstruction, feminism, cultural studies, multiculturalis m, and 

conternporary commodity culture" (592). Similarly, in a Canadian context, Aboriginal woman scholar lanice 

Acmse as ks: "1 often wonder why our very real contemporary Lives as pro fessors, doctors, lawyers, poli ticians, 

artists, university students, and nurturing responsible mothers are excluded from the pages of conternporary 

Iiterary texts authored by maay non-Tndigenous writers" (1995: 52). DuCille notes that aithough there have been 

various contributions to Black feminist scholarship by those who have been neither Black nor female, she States: 

The most important questions, I have begun to suspect, rnay not be about the essentialism and 
tantoriality, the biology, sociology, or even the ideology about which we hear so much but, rather, 
about professionalism and disciplinarity; about cultural Iiteracy and intellectual cornpetence; about 
taking ourselves senously and insisting that we be taken senously not as objectified subjects in 
someûne else's histories - as native informants - but as critics and as scholars reading and wiituig 
our own literature and history. (603) 

DuCilie h d s  the study of Black women in the academy especiaily problematic because there is growing evidence 

that suggests the presence of a kind of 6 4 ~ ~ l ~ u r  line" and "intellectual passing" with respect to who gets to speak 

for whom (600) and who is listened to. More ~ p ~ c a l l y ,  she notes that Black culture seems to be "more easily 

inteiiechialized (and canonized) *en transferred h m  the danger of iived b lack experience to the safet y of white 

rnetaphor, whea you can have that 'simiifying black difference' without the 'difTerence of sign.%cant blackness "' 

(600). As evidence of this colour line, ducille refers to a text b y a white feminist scholar narned Gerda Lemer, 

who stated in ha text that she was "aiIowing black wornen to speak" (60 1). To this, ducille responds in saying 

that "black women Liad been speaking for themselves and on behalf of eacb other long before Gerda Lerner 

endeavoured 'to let' them do so" (601). Because of statements iike Lemer's referring to white scholars 

"dowing" Black women to speak, duCiiie notes that the question of who speaks for her or who can write what 
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she refers to as her "sacred text" is a very emotionaiiy and politically charged issue as well as an enduring and 

controversial one (60 1). 

DuCiiie takes carefiil note not only of who speaks for whom, but who gets heard and who receives d i t  

for ground-breaking work done in such fields as Afro-American women's literature. She suggests that a recent 

explosion of interest in the lives and literature of black women among male scholars and white feminists, for 

example, has left whites once again reaping the rewards of black women critics of the 1970s who piowed the 

neglected field of Afro-Arnerican women's hteratue when such an act was academically dangerous (Christian 

et al. 1990, 61 in ducille, 1994: 601). In cases Iike these when White privileged academics become major 

cornmentators on this Iiterature and neglect the work done before t h e n  they display a bad case of "historical 

amnesia" which she States seems to be a feature of American society in general, as well as its uitellectual life 

(Christian et al. 1990.6 1 in ducille, 1994: 60 1). 

Aboriginal Women in the Canadian Academv 

The obstacles Aboriginal woman scholm in Canada face have been exp lored b y several of the Aboriginal 

scholars thernselves - Laitocque, Acoose, Monture-Angus and Armstrong, among them Emma LaRocque, for 

example, pubLished an article for the Aboriginal Women's Symposium from the University of Lethbridge entitled 

'The Colonization of a Native Woman Scholar." In reference to ttie article, she writes, "How else can one put 

these things? 1 am a writer, a poet, a historian, 1 m u t  teil about these things, about aii the abnomial 'obstacles' 

we, the Natives, face in our land. Intelleaial colonization cannot be spared" (LaRocque and Lutz, 199 1 : 190). 

Amrding to LaRocque, Native wrïters have been creating new genres in Canadian English iiteratwe, but tbis 

fad has been largely missed by readers and critics (Laitocque, 1990: xvüi). She writes that Native wciters and 

hteiiectuals have been shunned by the mainstream public and by Euro-Canadian inteiiectuals, and thus, have b e n  

speaking prirnarily in a vacuum - unheard, if not ignored by the white, dominant society. 
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Patricia Monture-Angus in her work, Tiiunder irr my Souk A Mohawk Woman Speaks (1995). has 

exptored the challenges she faces as an Aboriginal woman scholar in Canada She writes chat the under- 

represen tation of subjugated group members within Canadian universi ties has particular consequenca for the 

k t  few mernbers of these groups who are given access to previously forbidden positions, and to a great degree, 

i ronidy,  in those institutions that have a cornmitment to equity (56). Monture-Angus States that a great demand 

is placed on Aboriginal and other scholars of colour who must do uicredible amounts of work in addition to 

schoiarly duties sirnply because they are not from a dominant, white group. These include sitting on countless 

ammittees, being available to ail students, staff and professors personally and professionalIy, and speaking as 

an expert on ail things relating to their ethnic or culturai background. Such demands on these few professors, 

&tes Monture-Angus, "sends our quality of life Ulto an irreversible tailspin" (56). 

Monaire-Angus writes t h  naively, she used to believe that even as an Aboriginal woman, she would be 

q t e d  by white people as an qua1 once she had enough letters after her narne. However, this did not happen. 

Instead she writes, "As 1 climbed that ladder of success 1 never understood that 1 codd not climb to a safer pIace. 

1 now understand thai the Iadder 1 was climbing was not my ladder and it cannot ever take me to a safe pIace. The 

iadder, the higher 1 ciimbed, led to the source of my oppression" (69). Monture-Angus then realized it was much 

mxe tban &mic achievements that separated her from the others. She writes that it was always amazing to 

ber that she ended up in the academy in Kingston rather than the penitentiary down the road from her university 

where many Native w o m  are institutionaiized, being quick to add that the world of academe is not in any way 

mxe superior than the streef-life h m  whicb she escaped. This being the case, however, Monture-Angus writes 

that she does not share a cornmon personal history or a cornmon view of the world with her non-Aboriginal 

colleagues. Even ihough they may often choose not to remgnize that this is the case, this does not change the 

reality of her situation (69). As an Aboriginal woman, Monture-Angus knows b a t  she is an outsider to the 

academic worid in which she works, and that this experience of being an outsider is intensifïed by her attempt 



to maintain herseif within competitive, hierarchical structures and relationships. Al1 the while. non-Natives 

around her are employed to study her and her people: 

The great majority of Aboriginal law courses are offered by non-Aboriginal scholars who have 
developed an expertise in the area of Aboriginal rights as they are understood in Canadian law. 
1 have often wondered how women professors would respond to the suggestion that men can, 
axrld, and shouid teach courses about law and feminism It is so apparent that this would create 
quite a controversy. But when non-Aboriginal people teach courses on Aboriginal people and how 
Canadian law is applied to our Lives, this is sornehow an unrecognizable controversy. This speaks 
volumes to the power that women have s m e d  within law faculties or more importantly the 
degree that Aboriginal people have not, (60) 

Furber, writes Monture- Angus, "curricula at aii levels of education are grounded within a White, patnarchal, 

criiddie-class system of values. This reflects the understanding that educational phiIosophy was and still remains 

grounded in the idealism of the 'missionary' approach. This vaiue system bears little or no relation to local 

Monture-Angus was an undergraduate at the University of Western Ontario. She describes her experience 

as  an Aboriginal student taking a generai survey, anthropology course on the Aboriginal Peoples of Canada. 

Until some Aboriginal students in the class protested, d l  of the materiais presented in the course were written 

by non-Native people. In addition, aiI of the guest speakers were non-Aboriginal people. When the students 

oonfi-onted the non-Native professor about their mncerns, s he told them that she had no access to materials other 

than the ones she had presented. Writes Monture-Angus, "this thin excuse (which seerns to be closely related 

to arguments about academic freedom) mmpletely missed the point being made. The offering of only non- 

Abonginal auîhorities delegitimized Aboriginal ways of knowing and being. Even &ter expressing o u  concerus 

we were excluded, denied and rnarginalizeâ" (6 1) 

After becoming a professor hezseif, Monture-Angus' problems with the academic curriculum (or the lack 

t h c m 0  did ooi disappear. When she atîempted to m a k  materials inclusive of the Aboriginal perspective, 

especiaIly for subjeus tbat d d  directiy with Aboriginal law, for example. this approach usuaiiy backfied on her 

and the AAbongmal studuits in ha class. Non-Native students became mgry at Monture-Angus for "forcing them 



to study materiais that they [felt were] irrelevant," and took out their hos tility on the Aboriginal students in the 

dass, who were "not only more aa;essble but they also [had] little power within the institutional hierarchy" (63). 

This type of reaction by non-Native students in Monture-Angus's classes reflects the tacist dominant view that 

the Abonguial population of the school is seen "as one conglomerate," as  "that single Aborigind 'thuig' over 

there," rather than as individuals (63). This being the case, Monture-Angus writes that it is always difficult for 

her to decide whether it is better to include or exclude Aboriginal perspectives in her teaching to the dominant 

p u p ,  especiaiiy wfien an Abcriginai law course on the same topic is being taught b y a non-Native consecutively 

(63). She writes: 

1 knew from experience that when 1 am teachùig one section of a course and a non-Abonginal 
person teacbes another seaion, the non-Abonginal teacher and cIass becornes the accepted nom. 
1 am expected to c o n f m  to that n o m  If 1 do not, then the way 1 am teaching is seen as inferior. 
This is true (amazing as it seems) even when the substance of the course is Aborigind people. 
(6 1) 

Thus, white university students perceive the non-Native professor to be less biased and more objective, neutrai 

and professionai than the Aboriginal professor, even when the course is technically an Aboriginal one. 

Patricia Monture-Angus 's experiences wi thin the Euro-Canadian universi ty structure iif ustrate the degree 

to which the dominance of Aboriginal students and scholars gets played out rnaterially, socially, personally and 

professionally. In her attempt to change and resist such a structure, Monture-Angus stresses the importance of 

al1 races beginning to collectively defule social relations, institutions, and values in an inclusive as opposed to 

exclusive way (27). White scholars must recognize their complicity and cease their habituai "clinging to the 

processes which establish traditional powed' (27) because this is not oniy dangerous, but antidemocratic. Thus, 

Monture-Angus's purpose as an Aboriginal scholar in Canada is to challenge the ways in which these scholars 

think and pnx;ess so that inclusive and just legal and educational institutions can be created within society (27). 



Cultural Difference and Sexud Assault Judicial Cases in Canada 

Directly dong the lines of how a racist discourse of culture and difference continues to inform other social 

discourses, Razack (1994) has studied the implications of using notions of culturai difference outside of a context 

of oppression and domination in juditial cases involving Canadian Native peoples and sexual assault, In the 

article, "What Là to Be Gained by Looking White People in the Eye? Culture Race, and Gender in Cases of 

Sexual Violence," Razack (1994) writes: 

It cuntinues to be primarily white male judges and Iawyers with little or no knowledge of history or 
anthropology who interpret Aboriginal culture and its relevance to the court. Wrapped in a cloak of 
sensitivity to culturai differences and recognition of the consequences of colonization, the 
anthropologizing of sexual assault continues to have gendered overtones and to maintain white 
supremacy as securely as in dqs of more oven racism and sexism ( 903) (emphasis added) 

Accordhg to Razack, when elites who are primarify white and primarily male interpret Aboriginal culture outside 

of histofical and anthropoIogica1 contexts of white domination in Canadian court roorns, culture soon becornes 

the discursive framework used to preempt and to jusw both racism and sexism (897). 

Not only are cultural and ehnic differences spoken of to a much greater extent than race and class 

exploitation and oppression (896), but the notion of culture is often taken to mean "vdues, beliefs, imowledge, 

and customs that exist in a tirneless and unchangeable vacuum outside of paîriarchy, racism, imperialism, and 

colonialism" (869). in examinhg the importance and influence of culture and difference in the contemporary 

wrkings of society, Razack (1994) warns against the dangers of accepting or propagating a belief that d t u r e  

is m l y  sometbing that exists in a timeless vacuum (869). As soon as dture is placed into this "timeless and 

unchangeable vacuum," she States, the effect is that the senousness of oppression is "reduced to a symbolic 

construction in which there are no real live oppressors who benefit materially and no r d  oppressed people to 

iiberate" (Bittan and Maynard 1984: 19; as cited in Razack, 1994: 898). 

The process of concenbratulg on the dtural dinerenoes of minorities and F i t  Nations people rather ban 

interrogating the continued white domination of marginalized groups within society is one which Razack rcfers 

to as the culturalization of racism (897). The culturalization of racism occurs in contemporary Canadian society 



when culturai and ethnic diffèrences are consistentiy taken up to a greater degree than issues involving race, class 

exploitation and oppression. Razack writes that it is in this way that "cultural differences are used to explain 

oppression; if these diffèrences could somehow be taken into account, oppression would disappear" (897,898). 

The danger of this approach, however, is that the question of domination which group members profit from it 

once again gets left out of the picture when one Iooks only at the cultural differences of marginalized groups like 

Aboriginal people. Furthemore, the subjugation of Aboriginal people is again neglected in a discussion of group 

cul twal difference. 

instead of expiaining away differences in this manner, Razack writes that it is important to examine the 

ways in wtiich cuitirralized racism gets piayed out within a hegemonic society Like Canada. In doing this, one is 

better able to see and understand a major feature of how modem racism works: acting out ratisrn primarïly 

c o v d y  through a seemingly innocent discussion of difference rather than overtly through blatantly racist acts. 

in this way, Razack's (1994) discussion on modem forms of racism closeiy pardiels that of van Dijk (1993), 

Lauren (1988) and Ryan (1990). For exarnple, Razack (1994) States that"in its modern form. overt racism, 

which rests on the notion of biologicdly based inferiority, coexists with a more covert practice of domination 

mcoded in the assumption of cultural or acquired inferiority" (896), while Lauren ( 1988) and Ryan ( 1990) s tate 

that: 

in more respectable, maiostrûam thinking where white supremacy has largely been declareci 
obsolek.. we find simiiar idmlogical orientations, formulated in the less crude tenns of "cuitural 
difference," which is the seemingly neutral facade of what is usuaiiy rneant: cultural 
incompatibility if not white/Western superio &y. International poli tics and diplomacy, as weii 
as national ethnie policies are thus imbued with ideological and cultural frameworks of which the 
elements continue to be suppiied by academics. (Lauren, 1988; S. Ryan, 1990 as cited in van 
Dijk, 1993: 163) (emphasis rny own) 

Razack's interrogation of racism, however, d i f f a  fiom Lauren, Ryan and van Dijk's in that it is informed by a 

series of interlocking oppressions, including notions of gender and class and how b e y  are relevant to an 

understandhg of racism, especially with specif~c reference to sexual assauit in the Fust Nations context. Thus, 

Razack's work is most invaluable when attempting to trace the implications of using the currently dominant 
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discourse of culture and difference versus an e ffecti vel y anti-racis t one which examines oppression, dominance, 

and privilege in sexual assault cases involving First Nations men and women in Canadian courtrwms. 

Onentaiisrq 

Onentalism is a mode of discourse that is used by Western society to express and represent the Orient, 

both culturally as weU as ideulogicaliy for materid gain. It is cornpriseci of vocabulary, scholarship, irnagery, 

doctrines, bufeaucracies and institutions that support a colonial approach to study of the Other (Said. 1979: 2). 

Although, on the sudace, it rnay seem irrelevant to discuss the prolific study of the Orient in relation to the study 

of F i t  Nations people in Canada, the two are actuaiiy linked in several ways. 

Said's work, Orienralism (1979), shows how European culture inmeased tremendously in strength and 

identity by settuig itseif off against the Orient ushg the East "as a sort of surrogate and even underground seif" 

(3). Without the examination of Orientalism as a discourse, "one cannot possibly understand the enormously 

systematic discipline by which European culture was able to manage - and even produce - the Orient" (3). 

However, Orientalism does not only inform us  of how European culture was able to produce and manage 

knowledge about the Orient, it also indicates what European culture proceeded to do to other societies it 

colonized, including Native peoples in North Amena. 

Orientahm is several things, al1 of which are interdependent on one another. One is that Orientalism is 

an academic doctrine, involving the teaching, writing about, or researching of the Orient by anthropologists, 

sociologist, historians, or philologists. This, accordhg to Said, is the one definition of Orientaiisrn that is most 

readily acceptai (2). However, ûrîentalisrn is much more than just mher academic doctrine. It is an entire style 

of thougbt, which is primarily based upon a clear distinction made between 'the Orient' and 'the Occident* and 

a reflection between the two based on unequal power, domination, and varying degrees of hegemony (5). It is 

out of such a relationship of unequal power coupled with a fascination with the East that a very large mass of 

white writers, including poets, novelists, p hilosophers, political theorists, emnomists. and administrators, 
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produced an extensive body of howleûge on the East, These writers constructed an accepted grid through which 

almost ai i  howledge about the East was filtered into Western consciousness and culture (6). The knowledge 

includes elaborate theories, epics, novels, social descriptions, and political accounts concerning the Orient, its 

people, custorns, 'minci,' and destiny (3). In effea, these howledge producers have b e n  dealing with the Orient 

not only by making statements about it, authorizing views of it, or describing it, but dso by teaching it, settling 

it, and ruling over it ( 2, 3). In addition, and perhaps most important to note is that through such extensive 

knowledge ptoduction on the Orient, Orientalism rnanifested itseif into a powerful corporate structure with vast 

matenal resources and authority for white knowledge producers over the Orient, and as such, was involved in the 

dominating and restmcturing of it (3). 

Orientalism and the study of the East by the West is of particular importance to the m e n t  study as it 

reflects, in crucial ways. the outsider knowledge production related to extensive investments politicaiiy, 

sociologically, militarily, ideologically, scientifically, and irnaginatively into Fust Nations people in Canada by 

EmKanadians for the past five hundred years. in reflecting on the ways in which the Orient was and continues 

to be dominated by colonial expansion, we can note parallel endeavours within North America. As we have seen 

in Razack's work, Said states that "ideas, cultures, and histories cannot seriously be understood or studied 

without [examining] their force, or more precisely, their configurations of power" (5). Thus, it is not merely 

knowledge on the Orient that is to be studied, but the domination, hegemonic conrrol and submission of the Other 

that are enabled through the production of this imowledge by Euopeans. 

Perhaps the most relevant and important point in Said's argument on Orientalism as it applied to the 

arrrent thesis is that Orientaiism is much more than "a structure of lies or of myths which, were the tnith about 

them to be told, would simply blow away" (6).  Instead, Orientalism, as with any knowledge produced by a 

dominant grwp on a subjugated one, is a sign of European power over another. Knowledge produced, therefore, 

has very close ties to the enabhg of hegemonic socio-economic and political institutions (6). Similady, in a 

Canadian mntext, knowledge produad on Aboriginal people coostitutes much more than Euro-Canadian 
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fantasies about these individuals, communities, and their cultures. Rather, non-Native know ledge production is 

a created body of theory and practice in which, for many generations, there has been a considerable material 

mvestnient and in which the mntrol of Aboriginal people has been a central goai. Using a basic structure base. 

on a collective notion idencifving 'us' Europeans as against a i I  'those' non-Europeans, the idea of European 

identity once again manifests itself as "a superior one in cornparison with al1 the non-European peoples and 

cultures" (7). Furthermore, according to Said, "the general Liberal consensus that 'me howledge is 

fûndamentally non-political (and mnversely, that overtly political knowiedge is not 'tme knowledge) obscwes 

the highly if obscurely organized politicai cir~umstances obtaining when knowledge is produced (10). 

Julie Emberley (1993), in taicing up Said's Orientalisrn with reference to a Canadian context, explains 

how Europeans violated not only Eastern and 'Third World' pmples, but also indigenous peoples around the 

globe. The West's ideologies of so-called civilization justified a mission of imperial expansion and colonid 

controls, so that the ruiing nation could set about to dominant indigenous peoples econornically, politically, 

dtumlly, religiously, and legaiiy. AH the while, the subject position allotted to the indigenous populations by 

the imperial nations was that of 'colonial other' (6). Thus, the imperialising Western epistemology responsibie 

for "forging the 'Third Worlding' of countries in Africa, the Middle East, Latin Arnerican and Asia in order to 

legitimte the continucd economic exploitation of these countnes [known as post-colonialism]," also occurred 

m North Atnerica with respect to Aboriginal peoples (5). Native peoples face historically and socially-specifk 

oonditions, however, as they are f d  to iive as mùiorities on their own land within the stnictures of a dominant 

society that has mlonized, exploited and oppressed them 

In refleauig on the ways in which the Orient was and continues to be dominated by colonial expansion, 

we can note paraiiel endeavours within North America. As we have seen in Razack's work, Said States that 

"ideas, cultures, and bistories cannot sexiously be understocxi or studied without [examining] their force, or more 

precisely, their configuraiions of power" (5). Thus, it is not merely knowtedge on the Orient that is to be studied, 
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but the domination. hegemonic control and submission of the Other that are enabled through the production of 

this howledge by Europeans. 

Conclusion 

in conclusion, it can be said that liberal modernity, through its insistena on progress from past forms of 

racism, blinds itself to contemporary forms of racist expressions that celebrate culture and difference, for 

example, but that do so within a racist culture with Little or no benefit to oppressai groups of society (Goldberg, 

1993: 7). As Homi Bhabha writes, "minorities are invited to keep their culture but enjoy no greater access to 

power and resources" (Bhabha, 1992: 232 as cited in Razack, 1994: 898). Thus, theoretical work that begins 

to "formulate the relationship between empire and culture" is necessary to create a rupture in or raistance to 

hegemonicstnictures (Said, 1993: 60). It is evident rhat van Dijk (1993), Said (1993). Goldberg (1993). Razack 

(1994), Momson (1992) aU agree on the great importance of inciuding "the history of Western expansion, 

conquest, colonialism, and imperialism" in any anti-racist endeavour so that the concepts of culture, race, 

difference and contemporary white racism cm be fully understood (van Dijk 1993: 174). 

The ways in which changing concepts of racial and cultural difference gct taken up are particuiarly 

relevant to this thesis since, as we have seen, Fust Nations people and theù culture, like African-Arnericans and 

Asians, are often çonscnicted as different or foreign, leading to the enactment of policies that contribute to their 

on-going oppression. The above examples are partidarly relevant to the curent study, since they provide 

insight into how to identifv modem forms of racism within contemporary Western society. More spacaily, 

they provide the groundwork on which to examine the issue at hand - that of the discourse of difference which 

informs much outsider research on Native peoples in Canada 



CHAPTER THREE 

Analysis and Presentation of the Data 

inuoduction 

As we saw in the previous chapter, an emphasis on culturai difference often displaces past and present 

racial subordination. This chapter, which is divided into two main themes, continues to use such an argument. 

The 6rst theme describes what a dismurse of differenœ within the amtexts of present-day Canadian society looks 

like, how it operates, and the implications of using this discourse, one of difference. versus using one of ami- 

racism Section one begins with a look at the benefits participants cited for working with Native people, their 

culture and their communities - a major theme that emerged from rny interviews with them. Next, the ways in 

which participants in this study view Native knowledge producers compared to non-Native writers, scholars and 

fïim-makers like themselves, are e x p l d  Third, the participants' levels of awareness with respect to the ratism 

and uiequity present in contemporary Canadian soçiety is examined. 

I argue chat participants fmd their work on 'Native issues' beneficial in ways that are often describai 

ming a colonial paradigm in which Aboriginal people, their culture and society serve as a resource for outsider 

researchezs to tap into through personai contact with them A continuai emphasis on these differences alIows the 

material gains of outsider research in this area to go unexamined, obscuring issues of pnviiege and unequal 

mataial relations between Euro-Canadian howtedge producers and those they study. In addition, such a focrus 

aids in reproducing the overaii structure where Native people are the 'object' of study to be known, examined, 

and enjoyed whüe non-Native people rernain the investigators and 'experts.' As a result, most participants do 

not see Native people as writers and scholars in and of thernselves, and generaiiy do not emphasize the 

importance of Aboriginal-centric writing. Instead, participants see the conversations and interactions they have 

with Aboriginal people in their communities of centrai importance. Furthemore, Native people are seen as 
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needing 'help' in telling their stories and experiences. It is argued that Euro-Canadian howledge producers 

generally espouse such views because the existence of Aboriginal writers and scholars directly chdenges the 

work they do as outsider researdiers. That is, the presence of Native knowledge producers upsets the role white 

icnowledge producers play in the imperialist paradigm in which white w t i  ters, scholars, journalis ts or film-makers 

are 'bridges' between the 'Native' and 'mainstream' cultures and societies, with Aboriginal people no longer 

simply 'native' informants for white 'experts.' 

The second major section of this chapter pments the theme of responsibility and the outsider cesearcher. 

1 investigate participants' views on the effects of outsider research, including their own work, and how the 

participants envision thernselves and their roles as outsider tesearctiers. 1 argue that although these six knowledge 

producers see some of the detrimental effects of outsider research, their views centre around the 'açcuracy' of 

representation, rather than an overail system of dominance and subordination. Furthemore, they see themselves 

and their own work positively and not oniy jus@ but remain seemingly untroubled about the problematic work 

that they do in ihis area. Conctuding remarks on the thesis are found at the end of this chapter. 

Theme One: A Discourse of D i f f e r e n ~  

The Benefits of Work in~  with a "Different" Culture 

I asked ail six participants directly about the ways in which non-Natives thernselves might benefit from 

their involvement with the Native movement/individuals/~~~~ltnUnities. I also asked if there might be any 

disadvantages to their work with Native issues for them. According to Ed, with respect to the benefits of outsider 

research, "there's something to be gained by Native people, and there's a heck of a lot to be gained by non- 

Natives." Seeing how non-Natives benefit fkom this exchange is cornmon-sense in his view. because "in any 

interaction, if thae's good wiii. there's inaeased unders taading." Suice the non-Native knowledge producas 



I inienriewed are al1 employd and seem to be Living well above the poverty line,' I expected that some of the 

benefits mentioned by the participants might be related to the actual materiai rewards or prestige they receive for 

the work they do in this area. However, this was not the case. For most of the participants, the benefits 

mentioned nearly aii dealt with how Native culture and exposure to Aboriginal peoples enhmced their lives as 

non-Natives. The ways in which they profit h m  ihis type of work fmancially or professionalIy was not explored 

by participants. 

Kate, who traveiled to Thailand many years ago before retuming to Canada to work with Native people 

and immigrants, notes that she was always interested in working with people from other cultures. Near the 

begirining of the interview, she explains how working with people in other cultures "aiiows you to get to 

unders tand yourself" : 

My teason for going to Thailand was I wanted to be outside of Canada and see it from outside 
looking in. Since then, working with immigrants and working with Native people have also 
k e n  a way of looking in at the way in which life in rny sort-of natural setting is organiz ed... I 
niean it gives you diffant  parameters for amlysing pur own culture. When you're inside your 
own culture it's like the fish in the water, you are not aware that it is there. But when you are 
in another dture,  and you rwi into ways in which they do thùlgs differently fiom you, it makes 
you be analytical of how people do things, how it's possibIe to do things differently. 

According to Kate, non-Native people could benefit from being involved with Native issues "in any way - from 

just pasonal fiiendship d o m  to being very involveâ with [practical or politicai] projects." Kate mentioned that 

when you "spend some time with Native people and watcb them," you can see a lot of how Native cultures do 

things. She points to story teiling, for example, and how Native people teach each other by t e h g  storie-s, and 

how "they don't get told in the end whaî the moral of the story is. They draw from the teacbiag at the level tùat's 

appropriate for them." Kate explaineci how this difference rnakes it challenging for some Native people Iike a 

student she supervised who had to "speil" things out in a graduate thesis. This gave the student a double-problem 

i I did not + d y  ask participants what their incorne was. However. 1 would beiieve tbat the participants. ai i  of whom 
are employed, universiCyeducated (three out of the six holding graàuate degrees), Euro-Canadian pmfessionals, e m  more than the 
geai majonty of Native people m Chada. 1 would a h  think that the independent f i -makers  in the study might make considerably 
bs than the tenured university professors and wcktablished journalists I intemiewbd but are stiii living weii above the poverty line. 



to solve - "she wanted to express herseif in a Native way and stiii had to jump through the academic hoops." Kate 

stated that "it's sti i i  a h o s t  dways the case that Native people have to learn the white people's way of doing it 

is order to break through those barriers," but added: "Fortunately there's plenty of people with that kind of 

capacity to do that." 

Kate stated that diffaences in the Native culture are aiso chalIenging to white people, who keep waiting, 

in the story-telling instance, for Native people to make themselves expiicit and when they don't, "you're left to 

sort-of puzzle out what they're telling you." Kate stated: "tf I'm going to train, I'm going to educate Native 

people. it's notjust a matter of just teliing them that this is the way white people do it, and you'd better Iearn how 

to do thai- It's also to appreciate that they do things differentiy and I'd better learn how to do it their way, in the 

same way." Kate gave other examples of how Native people are different: 

Or another one is this business about chastising you through a third party. How it is that when 
you've broken some kind of d e ,  that rather than telling you to your face that youTve b e n  
offaive, that rhey'll get a third party to do that and it's up to p u  to then sort-of negotiate how 
p u  fuc that up. Or another one is to criticized by humour, which is, again, a way a lot of Native 
cultures do things. And, you know, I've been tembly hurt untii I've reaiized what it was that 
happened. Or another thing 1 raised earher was remernber I rnentioned that 1 had got bawled out 
for something or 1 got rnyself into a scrape, and that somebody had corne and saved me but 1 
wasn't very sure. in one case I got saved in a situation that I was very frightened in. It was 
aaually, sort-of a physical confrontation, and somebody came and saved me and at that point, 
1 actually saw it happen, but normally, 1 wouldn't have seen myself getting saved. Somebody 
would have just corne in and sort-of handled this in a much more subtle way. But you've got 
to see that happen to p u  in some kind of way in order for you to then redly appreciate what 
people say. .. are realiy saying, when they're saying, "I'm going to ta& to you through both sides 
at the same time." 

Kate stated that even if Native people are speaking Engiish, their communication patterns are different, and if 

''people don? get in thm" and realiy see such things, expenence them and be confuseci by them, they can never 

L W  îhe other participants, Kate, whom I interviewed in her own home, did not mention any material or 

finaciai benefits or prestige she gains as a result of her beiag a non-Native university professor involved with 

Native issues. Instead, Kate saw the enriching aspect of her involvement with "other" cultures and people "who 



are culturaily and experientiaiiy different" from her as a major benefit of her participation with Natives, and 

strongly and enthusiastically advocated this position for others: 

Oh, absolutely everyf>ody needs to be involved with people who are cultwally and experientially 
diffetent fiom îhem, and I happen to have chosen Native people or 1 don? know, sort-of, fate 
kind of chose it fot me, but 1 think that anybody's life is impovenshed if they don? have some 
kind of r d  contact, 1 don't mean superficial contact with people wbo are different fkom hem 
in aN kinds of different ways - you know - racially different, ethnically different, 1inguisticalIy 
diffe~e~lt, different in abilities - a i i  that kind of SM. Now, this is not to be negative about the 
kinds of qualities that Native people have - 1 mean. they've just got a fascinating, they have 
many fascinating ways of understanding the world and that sort of thing, as a group and then, 
of course, as individuals. 

Kate sees Native people as very different from Euro-Canadians "in al1 kinds of different ways"- raciaily, 

erhnically, linguistically, and different in abilities - "and ad that kind of stuff." She states that there are many 

fascinating ways that Native people as a group and as individuals have of understanding the world that enhance 

her own life as a non-Native. Without hem, she feels her own life and any else's would be "impoverished." 

Helen also states that she has benefitted fiom her involvernent with Aboriginal people. The primarily 

gift she has received h m  Native people is a spirituai one. S he has learned to unders tand spiritudi ty as different 

h m  religion Native people gave her an understanding of what spintuality really means, which she states gives 

her "more grounding and more of a clear purpose." The second benefit Helen explained for being involved with 

Native people parallelied one of Kate's. According to Helen, "You can l e m  a lot about your own society when 

p u  reaiiy start to take the time to explore and investigate the situation of Native people." Being involved with 

Native people is benefiuai, says Helea, "because it helps you to kind-of Iook into your own life and yourself and 

pur own identity." Like Kate, Helen uses Native society, culture, and people as a type of mirror in which to see 

and defme her own self and her own society. 

H e h  also explains how she, before getting involved with Native people, saw how ber own society had 

fallen, in many ways. She saw many broken up relationships by those who "just wanted to make money," for 

example, and claims that it had occurred in her own Me. She explains what she calls a "motivating fore" for 

becoming invoIved with Native issues: "Befm 1 got involved with Native people, 1 was chailenging materialism, 



and the greed of our society, and lookhg at relationsbips falling like bowling pins... so I was questioning my own 

society before 1 got involved in Native culture." When asked about the disadvantages of working in this field, 

E len  stated: 'The disadvantage is rbat you never corne to terms with your own stuff because you're always kind- 

of out there uying to be a White Knight or whatever, (Laughter) And you don't ever figure out about what 

Working as a reporter on Native issues gave Ron "some sort-of insight into a culture that 's very different 

kom ours." Non-Natives "can l e m  from Native people," and Ron asserts that there is "something poignant" 

about seeing the way Native groups iike the Inuit have had to adjust to tremendous change in a very short period 

of time. According to Ron, when one works in this field, one cm also see how some Native groups have adapted 

"bette? than others, and some have been able to retain their culture "better" and theu language "better" than 

others. In addition, Ron says: 

Ijust think it's a fascinating area because you're seeing ... 1 mean the cliche in the North was the 
Inuit have gone h m  the Stone Age to the Space Age in a matter of 30 to 40 years, and it's true. 
When p u  talk to, even, people who aren't that much older than me, their childhood mernories 
are of living on the land and dog-sledding everywtiere and it's a completely sort-of life that their 
own children, or, in that case because they rnarry so Young, grandchildren, are living today. 

Although he mentioned having "some rnildly negative experiences with huit people," in general Ron found the 

Inuit to be tremendously open, generous and patriotic, even "given some of the pas t experiences they' ve had wiih 

our govemment" As he put it, "It's not just with Native people, but the more exposure people have, non-Natives 

with, I don't want to categorize them, but people of other cultures, I think the better off they are." When 

explainhg how this might emich bis own Ne, Ron s ta td  that it provided bim a view of a "different way of iife" 

and "a diffefent way of looking at things." However, 'hot eveqbody has that opportunity of just getting to know 

some Native peuple to begin with. You can't just sort-of walk up on the street and Say, iisten, I want to know 

you," but "if you're lucky enough, then you might get some insight that way." 

Mark states that as a non-Native knowledge producer, and as someone who has "always managed to get 

ax.ess" to Native commirnities, he has benefitted in many ways. Through his work with Native issues, Mark has 



got to imow people, seen parts of the country thar are "off the beaten trrick" and "gotten into" cornmunities that 

be might otherwise never have visited Mark &O states: " 1 might not even have known [the Native cornmuni ties j 

existed to the extent that they penetrate the Canadian collective consciousness, so that's been a tremendous 

apportlmity for me." Mark describe. his work visitiag Native cornmuni ties as "incredibly rewarding" and "the 

rnost h r l f i g  aspect" of bis professional life: 

Whether it's in Old Crow in the Yukon or in Temagarni, I've just been privileged to visit people 
m these d e r  remote places at ail times of the year and been welcomed and that has been very, 
very rewarding. I'm grateful and humbled by the, by having had that opportunity, for sure. 

Travelling to various Native cornrnunïties and meeting Native people is rewarding because "you're meeting 

people, you're getting inuoduced to their culture" which "are dways good things." Mark also noted the great 

sense of humour Native people have: 

When you are in the Native community, and it doesn't matter what story you are doing or how 
despairing the situation may be, the amount of time that you would spend laughmg or that 
people spend Iaughing is reaily quite extraordinary. And if you've e x p e r i e n d  if, you'll know 
what i'm talking about, but you have to sort-of experience it and there's a whole sort-of airnost 
code of laughter or taking the piss out of each other and of other people, but, it's just ... it 
seems... it's quite, it's quite amazing. 

There is aiso, according to Mark, "a lot of wisdom about this particuiar part of the planet present in the Native 

cornmunities around Canada that one can get in touch with." 

In addition to their wisdom and humour, however, Fit  Nations communities show Mark sornething that 

I think that [long pause) the sense of community that one fmds stili at the reserve level is 
somelhlllg that, in the sense of identity. .. You know, Native people, as you've probably realized. 
have a powerfuI attachment to these places. A lot of people will work in a place tike Toronto 
oc Loodon or Montreal or Ottawa and SU, on the week-ends, it 's back to the Rez. And I th& 
thai's sotmhing that we, at this point in Canadian, in so-ded mainstream society have really 
bst We don't.. we are immigrants to begin with, but not oaly are we immigrants fiom Europe 
or Asia or wherever, often we're, we may be here, our parents may be on the West coast, our 
siihgs may be on the East coast, wfiereas the one thing you see in the Native communities, that 
inaedible attsrrhment to family and community and that people have that sense of home. And 
mtaidy that's been a powerfiil thing for me to witness. 

Mark's description of the a t tachent  Native people have to their family and cornrnunity as sornething we Euro- 



Canadians have "lost" evokes a kind of imperialist nostaigia here (hooks, 1992: 189). He sees that something 

impoTtant to him has been desttoyed in his own society and in mourning its loss, has found it again in the Native 

cornmunities he visits which have somehow managed to escape the ravages of "so-called mainstream," 

Tanadian" society. 

Alex was the oniy participant in the study who stated that he did not benefit from the "different" cuiture 

of Native people: 

So, implicit in ynir question is the idea is there some kind of cultural thing2 or as a researcher, 
as an individual hanging around with Abonginal issues or people - what's that do for you? I 
don't know. I'd rather taik about the other side of it ... Because as an individual, 1 don't know - 
it's just hanging around wiîh interesting people. But 1 never think of it as an area of pursuit for 
some kind of personal growth or whatever. It's my job, it's my craft. And 1 just find it very 
mtemting. If you can do interesting things with people you fmd interesting, that 's a pretty good 
life, it seems to me, so, in that sense, I guess, it's fulfdling. 

Even though Alex saw his work as very interesting and fulfilling - involving '(iust hanging around with interesting 

people," he stated that he never thinks of it as "an area of pursui t for some kind of personal growth or whatever." 

However, at another point in the interview, Aiex States that his interactions with EIders in communities are not 

only "very different" from his own culture's way of looking at the world, but they are "tembly exhilarating." 

After giving an example of such an exchange, he then stated: "You taik to a grandmother or a grandfather for 

an afternoon when they're actuaily trying to teach you something and it's a very interesting world-view. And 

they're al1 different ... It's just very different from my own culture's way of looking at the world and I frnd it 

iî became very apparent in my interviews with participants for this study that interacting with Aboriginal 

people and 'encounte~g' their culture as a non-Native person was highly beneficial for outsider researchers. 

Every participant felt they had benefitted fiom their work with or on Aboriginal peuple. They described theu 

experiences using words Iike "firlfiilling," "interes hg,"  and " tembl y exhilarating" (Alex), as weii as "incredibl y 

2 
Mark assumes this, but 1 was actuaUy thinking of the materiai bendits participaais might gain h m  their involvement in 

this area of siudy, research. and knowledge production. 
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rewarding* (Mark) and "fascinating" (Rite). Furthermore, they considered themselves fortunate to be working 

with Native people, using words like "lucky," "grateful," "humbled." and "privileged to describe themselves. 

Also, participants mentioned specific benefits they received from their work with Aborigind people, such as 

obtaining "more grounding and more of a clear purpose" (Helen), as well as learning "different parameters for 

andysing [one's] own culture" (Kate). Some participants claimed that they could € i d  certain positive elements 

in Aboriginal mmrnunities that their own society had lost or was lacking, such as a sense of humour, spintuality, 

and a sense of family and community, versus the materialism, greed, organized religion, and family and 

relationship break-up they saw around them in 'mainstrearn' society. As a result, participants recommended that 

other non-Native people also get involved with Aborigind, as well as 'other' cultures. Without this exposure. 

they c lahd ,  the Lives of EmSanadians wouid be, among other things, less grounded and more "impoverished" 

(Kate). 

One of the main rasons participants rmrnrnended "exposure" (Ron) and " r d "  versus "superficial 

oontan" (Kate) wiih Native people related to the differeence that participants perceived Native people and their 

dture ernbodying. At the same time, materiai rewards were generail y no t mentioned b y any of the participants 

as a benefit of fhis type of work For example, Mark was the only participant who mentioned "making a living" 

as one of the goals of his knowledge production And aü of the participants, including Mark, asserted that Native 

people had a 'different' view of the world, a 'different' way of doing things, a 'different' maMer of expressing 

themselves, and/or possessing 'different' abiiities. In Kate's words, they are "racialI y different, ethnicall y 

different, hguistically different, different in abilities - ali that kind of stuff." With such a focus on difference, 

the participants of this study clearly reflected an anthropological view of the Native people they study. 

"Anthropology," Edward Said writes. "is predicated on the fact of othemess and differene, on che Lively, 

infimutive thnist supplied to it by what is strange or foreign" (1989: 213). It involves an unexamiLled view of 

the investigator with a detaüed look at the object of study. Furthermore. anthropology is intimately tied to 

intpaialisrn Tbat is, it is both ùIfOcmed b y and serves io reproàucc a dominant global power which radiates out 



from the great meuopolitan center (213). Thus, it is not possible to examine difference outside of such 

iqeriai ist  contexts. 

The Report of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples ( 1 99 6) states that even though Canada may 

enjoy the reputation of being a "special place" where human rights and dignity are guaranteed, where the d e s  

of liberal dernocracy are respectted, and where diversity among peoples is ceIebrated, "this rcputation represents, 

at best, a half-truth" (Minister of Supply and Services Canada, i). in fact, Marcia Crosby writes that many 

depidons of F i t  Nations people in Canada paraiiel Spivak's description of the 'Third World other' - "exploited, 

but with rich intact heritages waiting to be recovered, interpreted and circularized in English" (Spivak, 1990 as 

in Crosby, 199 1). AIthough difference can be used to join forces and rïse up against the hegemony, she states, 

ciifferenm. "in the face of popdar culture and an ever-shrinking globe" can also be "a sdeable commodity" (267). 

Moreover, the Euro-Canadian desire to exnbrace the "difference" of First Nations people is neither a recent 

phenornenon, nor a necessarily positive one: 

Historically, Western interest in aboriginal peoples has reaily been self-interest, and this 
Eurocentric approach to natives - in ail its f o m  - takes up a considerable amount of space 
within academic discourse. .. Despite the West's recent self-critique of its historical depiction 
of "the other," 1 am not entirety convinced that this is not just another form of the West's 
cxrious interest in its other; or more specifically, the ultimate colonization of "the Indian" into 
the s p a m  of the West's postmodern centrdrnargin cartogrsphy. (267) 

LiIa Abu-Lughod (199 1) has argued that in the twentieth-cenhxy, it is culture that is the essential tool for 

enforcing inequality ( 143). B y mrtkiag subjects under study "other," the concept of culture operates much like 

its predecessor race by retauiing some of the tendencies to freeze difference in order to op press ( 144). S imiiari y, 

Sherene Razack (1994) has written that this twentieth fonn of racism distinguishes itseif from its nineteenth- 

century cornterpart "by the vigor with which it is consistently denied" through what she cails culturalized racism - 

the discussion of the culturai difaences of minorities outsi& of contexts of domination (896). This d o w s  for 

racisa sexism, and other forms of oppression to continue (896). 

When the participants of this study continually focussed on the cultural differences of First Nations 



people outside of systems of domination, it became dacuit, if not impossible, to then speak about the substantiai 

material differences between the outsider tesearchers thernselves and the Aboriginal people they study. The direct 

relatiomhip between outsider research and the larger hegemonic and imperialist structure it aids in reproducing 

was dso obscured. And, as participants took the focus off of themselves, the object of their gaze continued to 

be on Aboriginal people, who were described as, among other things, story-tellers, heders, humorous, cheerful, 

fascinaîing and family-cenued people, people who have recently 'progresseci' from a Stone Age of dog sledding 

and Living off the land to the Space Age, people who 'chas tise' through a third party, an J s tudents struggling to 

preserve their culture and express themselves expiicitly on paper while preferring to do it a 'Native' way. If this 

set of characteristics defmes those belonging to the category 'Native people,' then the question becomes: who 

are the Aboriginal people who do not do things in this way? Are they not Abonginai people also? Or are those 

who are mt these W g s  or who do oot behave this way not "reai" or "authentic'* Native people [sic], a dangerous 

question which, as we have seai in chapter one of this thesis, has made its way into Canadian govenunent policy 

and has resuited in specific materid and violent consequences for First Nations people (Crosby, 199 1: 279). 

As Bhabha (1990) argues: 

It is the force of ambivalence that gives the colonial stereotype its currency: ensures its 
repeatability in changing historicai and discursive conjunctures; infonns its strategies of 
individuation and rnargindization; produces that effect of probabilistic truth and predictability 
which, for the stereotype, must always be in excess of what can be empincaily proved or 
logically consuued ... To recognize the stereotype as an ambivalent mode of howledge and 
power demands a theoretical and politid response that challenges detenninistic or functionalist 
mdes of coaceiving of the relationship between discourse and politics, and questions dogmatic 
and moraiistic positions on the meaning of oppression and discrimination. (7 1) 

The point of intervention in such colonial discourse, writes Bhabha "should shift from the identifcarion of 

images as positive or negative, to an understanding of the processes of subjecti'cation made possible (and 

plausible) through s tereotypical discourse" of this kind (7 1). 

By itself, a language of difference does not conclusively indicate colonialism. However, it is not only 

that the participants of ihis study see Native people as different, it is what Lhis difference means. in this study, 



difference apparently means that participants, as non-Natives, can effectively exuact both themselves dong with 

Native people h m  existing systems of domination and proceed to use them as a resource to be sought out, known 

and erijoyed personally, professionalIy, even spirituaily. The contact between Native people and the non-Native 

participants of this study is often described in ways that run perilously close to Marcia Crosby's view of 

mlonialism - that there rernains, in con temporq  Canadian society, a continuation of the West's assumed right 

to use Nmve people and society for various purposes - including the colonization of Native culture - in a search 

for its own "roots" (272). Foster describes this phenornenon in an American context with white youtti: 

Masses of young people dissatisfied by US irnperialism, unemployment, tack of economic 
opportunity, affiicted by the postmodern malaise of dienation, no sense of grounding, no 
redemptive identity, can be manipulated by cultural sîrategies that offer Otherness as 
appeasement, particuiarly through coLnmOdif~cation. The conternporary crises of identity in the 
west .. are eased when ihe "primitive" is recouped via a focus on diversity and pluralism which 
suggests the Other can proviàe Me-sustauiing alternatives. (Foster, 19 85 as in hooks, 1992: 25) 

it is apparent thrit in the m e n t  study, dthough in a Canadian context, and aithough not dealing with white youth 

but middle-aged Euro-Canadians, the perceived difference Native culture offers is something comforting and 

intriguing which participants do not see as available within their own culture. As one listens to the benefits of 

outsider research described in the previous section and the disenchantment of some of the participants with the 

materialism. greed, and family/telationship break-down of ' their own ' socie ty, one wonders if the Euro-Canadian 

people here are feeling that their culture is  "so stained and depleted that [they] long to escape it, or at least 

rnitigate it with the newness of another culture" (Warland, 1990: 64). if this is, in fact, the case, Warland writes, 

"we m u t  be vigilant about the possible connection of this urge with colonialism" (64). 

Views of Native Knowlede Producers 

As we have seen in chapter one, cultural decolonization through the written word of Native peoples is 

a highly effective method for their raistance as a rnarginalized and oppressed group within a racist society like 



Canada Adams (1993) writes, "Who will write aboriginal centric histocy and culture? Those Metis, hdian and 

lnuit persans with an authentic aboriginai consciousness and sense of nationhood" (252). He cites writers such 

as Ron B o u ~ g d t ,  Maria Campbell, Jeannette Armstrong, Lee Maracle, Emma Laroque, and Duke Redbird as 

some examples of those who have pfodliced such culturaiiy decolonking work (254). In addition to the iiberation 

of Native people as a group, Janice Acoose has stated many contemporary Indigenous writcrs "write from 

cularrally distinct positions that challenge non-Indigenous wx-iters* stereotypical images of Indigenous women" 

(1993: 29). She names Jeannette Armstrong, Beth Cuthand, Lenore Keeshig-Tobias, Daniel David Moses, 

Jordan Wheeler, Emma LaRocque. Beatrice Culleton, Thomas King, Lee Maracle, Tomson Highway, B a i l  

Johnson, Ruby Sîippejack and Marie Annharte Baker as some of the Indigenous writers who do so ( 29). Other 

crucial scholarship done by hdigenous writers and scholars such as Marcia Crosby, Janice Acoose, Patricia 

Monture- Angus, S Wos/Mary Bruce, Deo Poonwassie, Connit Fife, Kateri Damm, Ardith Walkem, Grcg 

Young-hg, DL. Birchfield, Ward Churchill, Howard Adams and others on various critical issues relevant to the 

m e n t  thesis topic has been indispensable.' 

In this section, I investigate the degree to which non-Native knowledge producers acknowIedge the work 

of contemporary Indigenous writers and scholars who, as we have seen, have no t on1 y contrïbuted substantiall y 

to the field of Native studies, but have empowered many Native people through their writing. My reason for 

Qing so is to demonstrate rhat dong with seeiug Native culture, language, food, communication patterns, history, 

race, echnicity and abilities as decidedly different, participants of this study aiso saw Native people as different 

m another revealing way: Aborighl people were generally not seen as vaiuable writers, scholars or film-makers. 

Ualike the work of non-Native knowledge producm. the written work of Native wri ters and scholars was much 

less emp hasized and thereby seemed to be of considerable less importance than actual personal contact with 

These are but a few of the Aboriginal howledge producus amntiy creaiing culturally decolonizuig work in Caaada 
Please see b o b g  ar the Words of o w  People: Firsr Nutwnr Analysis of Uerahcre, edited by Jeannette Armstrong (1993) and 
v-us volumes of Gathcrings: Thc En'owkin Jouml of First Noah Amcrican Peoplcs meyms Books W.) for a more indepth 
bok at the innucntial and tiberaîiug work of numecous contemporary ïndigenous hters ,  scholars and film-makers. 



Native people, especially with those Native people who are not considered to produce knowledge themselves in 

the way that the participants of the study do (ie., in universi ties, through films, in news magazines). in this way. 

the participants' desire to bt directly 'exposed' to 'authentic' Native culture and people, which i demonstrated 

in the iast section, continued to be a central theme in the interviews and as such, reinforced the cotonial paradigrn 

between Euro-Canadiari knowtedge producers and the Aboriginal people they study. 

During my interview with Kate, she spoke extensively about the work of W.P. Kinsella, which she 

appeared to be very familiar with. When Kate was then asked what Native writers and scholars had influenced 

her work', she answered: "Real stuff wasn't happening on paper, it was in schools and cornmittee rooms." 

Although Kate states she has read "aIi the Native reports like Indian Control and the Red Paper, and stuff like 

that as weU as Harold Cardinal, etc.," she says her influences fkom Native people that redly made a difference 

to her came fkom her personal contact with t h e n  not through their written work She adds, "1 codd try to list 

some names, but 1 think that the point is that we were working together." Kate mentioned no Native woman 

writers or scholars who had influenced her work when asked to do so.' 

When speaking about ways she saw as the most effective in which Native people could empower 

themselves, dong with the political strategies they should take, Kate stated that Native peuple have "got to get 

the nerve" to do humorous things in public "so it's not aii just being ta-jerkers." She mentioned jokes like 

preferring to eat Kool-aid and Kraft dinner, even when offered sornethùlg else, or actuaiiy Iiking to Wear one's 

pants 'out at the knees.' Again ating the work of WP. Kinseila as  an excellent portrayd of Native humour, she 

said: "1 think that they (Native people) have to write the way they see those kinds of things and put it out and 

4 
U&e the other participants, Kate aaswered this question a couple of days after the interview took place. She was the 

first person 1 intemiewed in the sbdy and I neglected to ask her tbis and the rernaining two questions (nurnbers 17- 19 in Appendix B) 
during my visit with her. I asked her these over electronic mail and she responded to aii three also over the cornputer. 

' At another point in the hetewiew. Katc menbond the Native wo- xholar, JoAnne Archihaid, who, along with Tciry 
DaFoya, mte about a "traditional Native" way of Iearning in the way they write in non-native purnais. However, Kate thea stated, 
"But 1 don' t think you really appreciaîe thaî unkss you spead some time with Native peopIe and watch them actuaiiy do that" 



p p l e  are just going to have to cope with it" "People" referred to the Native population- She said, "One of the 

those jokes in the community, but they wouldn't see them on television, or they aren't used to seeing them in 

print, or something like chat." In response to my question on the most beneficial way 1 could contribute to the 

social justice of Native people as a non-Native, Kate stated: 

1 think the most important thing is for non-Native people to inform themselves. And this means 
readmg and otherwise getting information about Native issues both fiom materials produced by 
people like myself, who's inclined to write it in son of descriptive docurnentary types of ways. 
But needIess to Say, 1 put my own slant on things. But dso, from Native people who are putting 
forth information about that. And also getting actualïy personally involved. 

When 1 asked Ed about any Native Literature that he had read and which had iafluenced him in some way, 

he pointed to a textbook on the book case near me which he uses for a course he taches. The text is a 

collaboration of Native and non-Native authors. He also stated that he iiked to read the poetry of Art Solomon, 

and that Joe Couture is his major influence. He mentioned no individual Native women authors, however. in 

xkiition, throughout my inteniew with him, Ed reitetated the fact that "there's no substitution for ... that personai 

contact with Native people and Native cornrnunities ... there is no, no substitution for that." Ed also stated in his 

final comments at the end of the interview. "1 guess 1 would just have to reiterate the need for relationship, 

involvement that goes beyond the academic - personalizing, even better." 

Ron, wben asked which Native authors or scholars have influenuxi him, stated, "1 have to admit that's 

one area where I'm weak on" and couid not name any Native writers or scholars. He attempted to name one 

Native woman author he had read "back in b s ]  university days." but was unable to remember her name. He 

stated that he knew that she is a weii-bown Metis writer in the West, but her name slipped his mind. in Ron's 

words: "1 don't have a lot to contribute there." 

Ron speaks about how he leamed from huit  people at anotha point in the interview, however: 

A lot of the Elders 1 talked to when 1 was up North. I mean. they were just interesting to begin 
wiîh, had a lot of intaesthg stories. but they were very thoughth<l, they had thought a lot about 
wbae they cam b r n  and they had a lot of c o n m  about where the young people were going, 



and so I just found it a leaming experience. 

in ihe intemiew, Ron ais0 spoke at length about the benefits of appropriation and described how the non-Native 

writer Rudy Wiebe had inspired him to start writing on Native issues: 

Actually, now that 1 think of it, one other way 1 ended up getting interested in Native issues is 
througû a professor 1 had a t  university who was a novelist. 1 was taking a creative writing 
murse fimm him. His name is Rudy Wiebe. And he wrote things like, "The Temptations of Big 
Bear." It was a novei that he got the Govemor-General's award for, and it's, it's an incredible 
attempt to try to tell the story of Big Bear and the, the ... I'm trying to remember the names of 
the ... there's a batîie of. .. WeU, anyways, Big Bear was involved with the whole Riel Rebeliion, 
and there was this Chief who had a Iot of dignity and was standing up to the white people at the 
time. 

Ron continued: 

And Wiebe himself, over the years, has ken cnticized by some Native leaders for appropriating 
Native stories, appropriating Native voice, and 1 think it's a, 1 personally think it's a totaily 
rrtisguided argmmt. 1 think that he's somebody who spent years researching these stories and 
1 think what he does through those stories is, if anytbg, open up people's eyes to Native issues. 

When asked if he believed if Native writers. scholars. and film-producm face special challenges compared to 

their non-Native colleagues, Ron responded, "1 can't honestly Say that I can think of specific examples of people 

1 know who have faced speciaf challenges as writm or directors or whatever." Then he mentioned the residential 

school experience of an Abonginai person who he had spoken to about it and added: "But he's overcome b a t  

and he's moved on" Asked if he saw how the challenges facing Native howledge producers might be remedied 

or eased, he responded, "1 don't b o w  exactly. 1 haven't really thought about that too much." 

1 skipped the question asking to name the Native knowtedge producers that influenced Helen the fust 

tirne it was asked of her so that she muid have the tirne she requested to think more about this question. When 

asked again at the end of interview, Helen did not name the written work of any Indigenous writers or scholars 

who had influeuced h a  or her work. Like the mjority of participants in this study. Helen emphasized that it had 

m t  been Native writers and scholars that have in f luend  her. but "just the regdar people" she had inteniewed: 

1 a n  probably think of more6 if 1 thought about this for a while. because 1 sort-of have to bring 

She had no< astuaûy oamed a deserihd anyone ai this point 



to my memory some of the numerous conversations I've had because I've often spoken to 
people for hours on end, sometimes al1 night long. Sometimes this is for an interview, and we 
do one hour or so on a tape recorder and al1 the rest is off the record, and ITve b e n  taught so 
much by many Native individuals, but some of hem, and 1 must say, more often than not, it's 
not been the scholars and the writers, it's been just the reguIar people that I've learned fiom 
And 1 thmk I've leamed much more from people who are not the known professionals than the 
people who are. 

Helen na& one of the Native women she had interviewe& and described in detail what this wornan had toId her. 

When asked ifshe had any additional mmm~rits she would like to make at the end of the interview, she once again 

reiterateû the theme of personal contact with Aboriginal people: 

1 guess it's just to Say that it's reaiiy the, so many of the off-the-record conversations I've had 
whm people have poured out tbeir hearts - 1 mean, 1 have just been so humbled, so often, over 
the years of what, how personal people will be with me, and my learning experience has been 
those Elders and those young people telling me about the things that happened to them in their 
lives which have just touched me to the a r e  and which continue to teach me and motivate me 
to look at the big picture of why this is important, for the future of our children. So, it's al1 of 
those stories. Now fhat's how, that's what's influenced me and made the impact on me. 

SimiIarIy, when Alex was asked to name any Native scholars or writers that have had an impact or 

auence  on him, he stated it was not Indigenous scholars who had irifluenced him, but people "in the schooi of 

the world": 

(Long pause) The only ... (Pause) 1 would define scholars including a lot of Elders in Native 
comrnunities - Grannies, Grandpas. And you taik to a grandmother or a grandfather for an 
aftemoon where they're aceually trying to teach you something and it's a very intereshg world- 
view. And they're al1 different. A Tshimsharn Grannie wiU have a worldiy different view of the 
universe than a Quebec Cree. 1 mean that's part of our mythology, that there's a sameness to 
these tfrings and, of course, there isn't, but it's just very different fiom my own culture's way 
of Iooking at the world and 1 find it terribly exhdarating. So, you'd Say what scholars, 1' d Say 
those people. They don't have parchments after theu names or anything, but in the schwl of 
the world, 1 think they're triple Ph,D.'s. 

Thus, Alex, like most of the 0 t h  participants in this study, stated that Aboriginal people in the communities 

who were not sdiooled as writers or scholars were the ones who had Muenced him - not those who had written 

materiai on the issues. Alex then cited one Native journalist/writer as having infIuenced him: Brian Maracle. 

At another point in the interview, Alex explained at great length that most Native jowalists face an 

"additional burden," because "the pool of stuff they'il report on is so srnail in terms of the size of the 



communities." He stated that: 

if p u  want to promote home-grown journalism, it's very hard for me, with my big-àty attitudes 
anyways, to see how they'd overconie ail the accusations of bias and confLict of interest because 
of the reach of which these public policy issues get into everybody's pocket and bedroom and 
doorstep because of the Jhdian Act and al1 it's evil works. 

Alex went on to explain in great detail an example of this: one Native woman jomalist who "works about a 

hundred hours a week," and who was previously employed by "a big paper" to write on her home town, which 

Alex refmed to as "a cornmon joumalistic goal." However, he found her to be "confücted as hell just because 

of the facts of her Iife," which Alex stated included being romantically involved with someone in a position of 

power in her home community. In addition, the other problern, according to Alex, is that in small Native 

commuuities, there is an inaedible amount of political power invested in a very small group of people, which he 

describes in the following example: 

So, it took a very bold bunch of budding Native journaiists to run a series on the graft and 
corruption of the three families that run the band council. This is the Band Council that hires 
and fires their ass. in a direct way, they wouldn't be tolerated outside of Native Canada Again, 
the differences between that world and the broader world. So, the problem again of any 
objective journalism being done that might take a critical look at some of the institutions being 
built by the small group of what passes for power in Native Canada is a very difficult thing to 
turn the media into an effective watchdog in any of that - never mind as an effective 
communicator. We tend to get a fair bit of propaganda and stuff fdmed, and those who tried 
had quite heüish fights, very tough tirne. So, it's another reality that we don't think about in the 
broader community. 

Mark, on the other hand, although he cited ody one Aboriginal wornan howledge-producer by name 

as someone who had influenced him,' showed a greater Imowledge and respect of Native writers. He aiso, 

however, spoke very highly and at much greater length than other participants about outsider researchers and 

tbeir work, even thou* not spedficaiiy asked to do so. With respect to infiuential Native howledge producers, 

Mark cited Gill Cardinal and his documentary, Foster Child as having infiuenced him tremendously. He aiso 

nientioned Tornson Highway - "one of the few bonafide geniuses staying in right now," Drew Hayden Taylor - 

"an extremely funny man, good writer," John Kim Beii - "1 don' t h o w  his work that much as an artist, but bat' s 



the sort-of impresario, certainly someone who is quite amazing," and Brian Maracle - "a wonderfui wricer, was 

a great radio host, good journalist, g d  teacher of joumalism" At another point in the interview, Mark also 

stated that he has not b e n  abie to do justice to the " ind ib l e  humour" that some writers like Tom Cane and 

Drew Taylor have done in their fiction. As already mentioned, and although he does not describe her when he 

brielly describes the Native male îmowledge producers, Mark was the oniy participant out of the six to mention 

a Native woman howledge producer - Loretta Todd, as having been an influence to him.' 

Even though listing and complimenthg Native knowledge producers when asked directly about then  

wiiich other participants could not or did not do, Mark, like many others in the study, also spoke positively and 

at much greafer tength about the non-Natives in these capacities - even when not explicitly asked to do so. For 

example, he described Duncan Campbell Scott, his life and experiences, and referred to him as "an exuaordinary, 

cornplex, and controversial figure" and "aiiegedl y one of our fus t great poets, but also, the effective Head of the 

indian Department for close to 30 years ... a non-Native Canadian confronthg Native life and Native peop te and 

gaguig what ic  was that the government had done." Mark also spoke at length and in great detaii on numerous 

occasions diiring the interview about other non-Native knowledge producers besides Scott and the positive 

aspects of their work, as is evident in the following examples: 

h the 1970s, there was one joumaüst in Canada intereste. in t e b g  the story of the James Bay 
Cree to the rest of Canada - Boyce Richardson, originaiiy from New Zeaiand, who left the 
Montreal Star so he muid make films for the National Film Board of Canada about the Crees. 
1 mean, ask the Crees what they think of Boyce Richardson. He's a foik hero in the Nmaimo, 
Cree communities of James Bay. 

A gentle man... [whose] work I love immensely - Hugh Brody, who's written a fabulous book 
about the Wans of North Eastem British Columbia calied, "Maps and Dr-," and has made 
a film about the indians of Nipkasound called, "A Washing of Tears," and a füm about the 
Nisga'a cded, "Time Imrnemorial," among others. 1 know for a fact he's moved around the 
country and whether its the higfier Arctic or whether it's British Columbia, he and his work have 
ben embraced by the cornmunities where he's worked. 

8 At anotber point in the interview, Mark also mentions and demibes the "wonderfui" work of a young Native woman 
director who he does not name. 



And even that film, "Where the Spirit Lives." There was the scene of the ceremony with the 
diiIdren that some people found offensive. but there were a lot of other people who defended 
the frlrn, and the fad is, up until that time, no other film-makers in Canada had the wherewithal, 
be they Native or non-Native, to get a fiim about the residentid school experience fmaced. So 
my hat is off to those people at tfae Film Works, 1 believe it is calIed, for having had the courage 
to rnake the film, because as we know now, what happened in the residential schools was 
hm@ing... and that film took a few big bricks out of the wail of officialese that the govemment 
and the churches have ban able to keep up for decades. So 1 think that film did tremendous 
service to the Native community in Canada 

Thus, diffèrence within the mntext of this study also ultimately means that Native knowledge producers 

-particulariy Aboriginat women and Aboriginal-centric writers and the knowledge they produce - continue to be 

extremel y rnarginalized and discounted b y Euro-Canadian intellectuals Iike those interviewed here. When as ked 

to name Native writers who have influenced them and their work, if able to do so at ail? five out of the six 

participants stressed that it was not the wriiing of Abonginai people that had had its greatest impact on them or 

theû work, but personal contact with them - especially ~o ruen , '~  children, and Elders in communities who they 

had inte~viewed, watchd, or with whom they had othenvise spoken ancilor been involved. They used words like 

having been "touchai," "motivat&~* and "taught" by Native people. Four out of the five participants who stated 

that conversations and encounters they had had with the Native people influenced then  however, did not or could 

not name those to whorn they had spoken, Although he also spoke about meeting, getting to how,  working with 

and rnanaging to "gain access" to Native people in their cornmunities at different points in the interview, Mark 

was the only participant out of the six that concentrated on naming Native knowledge producers when directly 

asked to do so without explicitly re-emphasizing at this point in the interview that making "reai, personal 

contact" with Native people in general was more important than acknowledging them or theû workL1 

Some m î s  werc no t abk to namc anyone or simply did no t do m. 

'O One partinpant rpokc about the stories of streogth he hwrd [mm Native women who "jus weren't gohg to taLe it 
anymon." However, 1 cannot rernember which of the participants this was. 1 believe it was one of thepurnaiists - either Roa or 
Alex. 

" ï h i s  d a s  not necessady conclude that Mark bekves the woir of Native imowledgc producm ta h more important 
&an pecsonal contact with Native people, however. Two things implicitly indicate &a! this may acniaiiy be quite the opposite. Fîrsf 
not oniy when asked to name Native knowlBdge producers but also at other times during the interview, Mark often refers to Native 



Since the participants in this study contiDuaIly emphasized personal, actual contact with Native people, 

it seemed to them that a non-Native person couid 'gain' oniy by being in dose proximity to Abonginai people. 

ï he  vaiue of Native people was not in their written work or the knowledge they produced in scholars hip, in the 

media or f h  but in their role as teachers, story-tellers, and 'native' inforrnants. Participants, in their 

descriptions of 'gaining acçess' to Native communities and 'making contact' with Aboriginal people, appeared 

to be similar to anthropologists: 

The anthropologist-nativist who seeh to perforate m a i h g  by forcing his enuy into the Other's 
personal r e .  undertakes the desperate task of filling in al1 the fissures that would reveai the 
emptuiess of knowledge. On the lookout for "messages" that might be wrested from the object 
of study, in spite of its opacity or its reticence in sharing its intimacy with a stranger, this 
howledgeab te man [sic] spends his time sp ying on the natives, in fear of missing any of these 
precious moments where the latter wouid be caught unaware, are still living. (Trinh, 1989: 68) 

Trinh refers to the phenornenon in which outsider researchers seek out and gaze upon those they study as "legai 

It also appeared that the 'shared intimacy' between the outsider researchers and those they studied 

generally occurred with a 'specific type' of Aboriginal person: one who was Iiving within a First Nations 

mmmunity and not considered to be a knowledge producer at the site of the university, media (television, news 

magazines, newspapers), or in film. Kate described these three sites as "non-Aboriginal ways of expressing 

purself." Therefore, Abonginal people who did not produce howledge at these "mainstream" sites appeared 

to be sought out by participants perhaps because they did not suffer of a "loss of authenticity" (Trinh, 1989: 88). 

That is, when speaking but not wciting, when observed in the 'naturai environments' of their communities and 

the 'wilderness' versus in the "mainstream" sites of howledge production, when not expressing 'inteiiectuai' 

thought themselves but acting as story-teiiers speaking through myth and thereby 'preserving' their culture, these 

Native people were seen as "authentic"and "natural," and were deemed somehow more 'acceptable' b y 

people, communities and knowkdge producers he has personally worited with. spokeo to. met or "gotten to know." Second, in the 
previous section, The Btncflts of Working wiri, a " D i ~ o t n t  " Culture, Mark describes meeting Native people in their wmmunities, 
especially those in remote places as "very, very" and "incredibly" rewarding and the "most fuifJliagW aspect of his professionai life. 



participants (Crosby, 199 1: 268). They wcrc "'red' InJians" [sicl Iègitimized insidc an acadernic franxwork 

and a colonial paradigm (268). 

Kateri Damrn writes that such stereotypes conrinue to pmade the consciousness of those who have bcen 

'educated' through Western institutions, and have had negativc consequences for Aboriginal knowlcdge 

produccrs. She argués that 

Historically, [Western] institutions have actéd as tools of the S tate. often in concert with the 
Church, to civilize and control Indisenous peoples white nunuring and preserving the 
righteousness of imperialist attitudes. Consequently, stereotypes, maintained through the 
edudon  system, are the points of refcrence for many readers who make numerou faulty and 
at tirnes damaging assurnptions about "Native" writers and the types of literature we produce 
or ought to produce. T m  often, the image of the indigenous writer which cornes to mind will 
be one of a "storyteiier," "traditional" in appearance and dress, dark s h e d ,  raven haircd, who 
uses "legends" or "myths" to teach the audience about his or her culture. This highly 
romanticlzed image discounts those who do not fit easily within it. ( 13) 

Damm writes that rnany hdigenous writers have had the "unpleasant experience" of not meeting a non-Native 

person's stereotype, and cites one exarnple of this: 

hietis writer and prokssor Emrna LaRocque tells of her experience with a CBC radio journalist 
who afier an hour long interview during which she regaled him with "cultural sorts of 
information" suddedy realizes that she is ri professor and ends the interview asking, "Could you 
tell me whére 1 could tïnd a real Metis storytellsr? ( LaRocque, 1990 in Damm, 1993) 

A similu phenornenon occurred in my i n t e ~ e w s  with the non-Native participants of this study. 

This being so, the scholarship of indigenous knowledge producers appeared to be, in many cases, of 

ansiderable less importance to the participants of this study than the work of outsider researchers. This couid 

be scen by the arnount of time and the detail with which participants spent discussing the work of non-Native 

knowledge producers compared to their hdigenous counterparts, even though, unlike Native knowledge 

produan, 1 did not directly ask hem to do so. Mark and Ron did this especially. In addition to the length and 

âetail to which they described them, the participants' positive view of Euro-Canadian writers and researchers was 

dso evident by the rnanner in which they described hem, using words like "folk hero," "courageous" enough to 

teil the story, and s o m n e  with whom they have feit "honoured" to work No participant other than Mark used 



rrqork produccd by outsider researchers oftsn in great detail which, rigain. was not done in rcference to Native 

people. Thcy u s d  words and phrases like "an uicredible rittenipt to tell the story.'* a "uemendous scrvicc tu the 

Native community," and work that "1 just love immensely" to describe outsider rcsearçh and howledgc. In 

~unuast, when one Native joumalist was mentioned, shr: w a  dsscribed as being exuenicly biascd ruid "conîlictcd 

as hcll" (Alex)." Fellows and Razack (1994) remuid us lhat in the context of "First World/Third World" 

academe, privileged acadernics' responses to the work of scholars who are women of colour or to womén (rom 

the "Third World" have becn characterized by opposition in order to ensure that these white people and others 

Like thcm can maintain theu "First World position of donunance" ( 107 1). They write: 

How do some voices corne to be constnicrcd as illcgitimate'? w e ]  ... see an important 
relationship between those who can speak and those who cannot. The suiking feature of this 
rclationship is that it is syrnbiotic: those who cm sperik can do so only on the condition that 
suppressed voices stay suppressed Third World narratives would invalidate the stories that are 
told in white. Western academe.,. Because uncomplicated others do not exist and so cannot 
speak. the sprice must bc filled - and it is filled by thosc who have set the standards. ( 1070- 
IO7 1) 

Fcllows and Rrizack state thrit it is crucial to remember that "a solid material base - potitical and economic power 

- underlies the practices of exclusion and inclusion. M a t  is increasingly at issue is livelihood (197 1). 

It could be argueci chat participants of this study, as knowledge producers themselves on Native issues, 

cannot acknowledge the written work and films done solely by Aboriginal people because to do so would 

seriously question the participants' own personai and professional involvement with Native issues and perhaps 

jeopardize the material benefits they derive from this type of work The existence of influentid knowledge 

production by Abonginai writers, scholars and film-makers inherently challenges the role and function of the 

'outsider researcher.' if Native people are writing and speaking, no one is needed to write and speak for them 

or on their beha4 In addition. the presence of Aborighal-centric knowledge producers not only challenges the 

12 Mark. as I pointcd out was an exception to this - he mentioned Aboriginal knowledge producers and referred to them 
positively. for the most part 
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assumd nccessity of non-Native's input un this topic, it raises dic stmdards of the stories being told. Materials 

written by outsiders like cwrently best-selling wtiter Rupert Ross (1992) which he hirnself desc-ribcs as 

"unsophisticatcd guesswork" on his part must suddenly stand beside the story of an Aboriginal person's lived 

testimony. This, in turn. nnt only ltlads to the possible re-evdurttion of the accuraçy and efficricy of outsider 

rcscarch and writing, but cffcctively puts non-Native writtlrs 'out of business.' In other words, for non-Nritivc 

knowlcdge produccrs like those in this study, such a shift could seriously jéopardize the materiai benetits they 

praentiy derive tiom such work Thus, the possible negative implications of acknowledging the inîluential work 

of Abonginai-centric scholars in particular proves to be far too great for participants. They therefore use an 

oppressive move to deny its very existence and inîluence. Spivak cdls such inarbitrary oversights as "sanctionsd 

ignorances" or "blind spots" (Spivak, 1988 in John, 1989: 55). John describes this process as one which occurs 

in ducation, whereby "we Icam to avow and remember certain knowledges and devalue and torget others" (55) .  

This occurs "within an intellectud ticld that by no means arbitrarily crcates disinterest and oversight in some 

arcas whiie dire~xing desire elscwhere" (55). in ûther words, WC rejèct howing certain things in favour ut' "what 

wi11 set us aherid" (55 ) .  

Jemette Armstrong (1992) in the article, "The Discmpowerment of First Norrh American Native Peoplcs 

and Empowerment Through Their Writing," writes that "the so-called 'social probiems' of Native peoples are 

causeci by domination, disempowerment and aggression wrought by foreign peoples who sought to damage and 

destroy them" (209, as cited in Damm, 1993: 95). Native people, she writes, c m  dispel the "lies and the telling 

of what really happened until everyone, including [Indigenous] people understands that this condition did not 

happen through choice or some d t u r a l  defect on our part" (95). However, she argues, Native writers who 

attempt to do so through examining the past and culturaily affirming thernselves and other Native people must 

aise out of "powertiil and positive support structures that are inherent in the principles of CO-operation" (2 10, 

as in Damm, 1993: 95). As we have seen here and in other chapters of this thesis, however, there appears to be 

vcry little spirit of CO-operation, to put it mildly, or more accurately, the presence of a spirit of antrigonism 



betwc.cn N ~ L ~ V C  UJ non-Native howledge prociucérs in Canada rit thc current tirne. We arc rcrninded of the 

words of Aboriginal-cxntric writer Emma LaRocque who ciescribed this "colonial phenomenon" swen )cars rigo: 

The lonely echoes of our own words have becn amplified by a strarige but perhaps predictable 
colonial phenornenon: white intellectuai jucigement and shunning of Native intcllectuds. The 
dearth of Native intellectuai voices and artists in the media and in Cmadian mative pursuits 
makes one wonder if the media is aware of ouf existence. Or are they avoiding us? Or is our 
invisibility rin indication of the extcnt to whicli WC arc ghéttoized? (LriRocque, 1990: xsiii) 

As I havc arped, much of tfie influentid (and independent) work of Nativc Cnowlédge producers is Jenieri by 

the majority of participants in this study. This denial serves in thc intercst of participants themselves as, to not 

cio so. ultimtely challenges their rde as outsider researchers and the purpose, éffeçtivencss and accuracy of thcir 

own work on Nativc issues. At the same time, ignoring or diminishing the scholarship of contemporary 

Aboriginal writsrs. scholars and film-rnakers results in highly stercotypicd md inaccurate pomayais of Native 

people that serve to futher rnarginalize them. 

Four out of the six participants in the study spoke to a considerabic dcgrec about racism and injustice 

as they viewcd it within contemporary Canadian society. The words "racism" and "racist," wcre seldomly, if 

ever, used by any of the participants except for Helen and Kate, however. For most participants. inciuding Helen 

and Kate at times, racisrn and the racist acts of othcrs are often implied, but not named outright. This indicates 

that their views are informed by a Liberal standard in which "nondiscrimination necessarily entails a cornmitment 

to nonraciaiism, to ignoring race" (Goldberg, 1993: 2 17). 

Alex acknowledged the paterdistic approach of rnany non-Native people who exoticize Native people: 

1 f i d  some of the most infuriating lobbyists on this stuff is little Quaker ladies, or United 
diurch men or people who ask you, "That's a lovely sweater. Did you dye the wool yourseff?" 
Bccause 1 fmd they, too often, tend to faiI into the same cliche of, "Ah, there's a brown-faced 
person - a woodsy savant, my gum to my roots, rny definition as a Canadian living on top of the 
worid." So, again, some of these hangers-on around this stuff 1 think are worthy and well- 
intentioned, but they're a bit twee, and as a result, 1 don? LW they're effective agents for 
change. 



Xc'c'i~rding to Mcx. the dcuimcntd cffwts of outsider research includc %c n~si~liprcssions anCf just f u z y  bullshit 

of rnovies." and Germrui authors who build up a notion of "the noble savagç ba t  the Swiss and hem tlock ovcr 

here to eat up." He states that such images build into an overrill idea of "poor little indians, need more 

oovcmment uough money." - 
With respcct to thc ciisadvruitrigcs thcre might be to him working with Nritivc pcoplc as a non-Nrttivc. 

Personally? No possible downside for me ... I get to have fun and it's intcrcsting, so I think 
that's prctty rewarding. 1 don't think the question really applies to nie. 1 will continue to gct 
paid handsomely, whcther 1 do it well or badly, etc., etc., etc.. so, compared to the people I'm 
reporthg about in Native Canada [Iaughter], it's almost a laugh to ponder if therc's any losses 
for me in the equation. ['Il remain a comparatively rich White guy who's well off with al1 the 
benefits of the world, no matter what happens. 

Hencc. Alex was able to see and state that he is privileged compared to the Native people he writes about. 

Helen, who, as we saw exlier, felt that she has benefitted spirituaüy frorn Native people. stated that many 

non-Natives "fiel a certain cmptiness" in their Iivcs and they "go running afier Native people to tilt it up." Shç 

'itatd that wnlc of thcs~ people in mainstrcarn culture arc "su hungry, scarching fur somcthing," lhat thcy will 

bèlieve "al1 kinds of crap", and they won't "taktl the time to rcally find out." She also cornrncnts that somç of 

thas  people are ones that aren't informed snough themselves, and others are only aftcr what is going to sel1 and 

be marketable, and added that Native issues "is uendy stuff." Even rhough Helcn sees the benetï'its that she has 

obtained h m  working with or getting to h o w  Native people, she states that she is concemed about other non- 

Native people, not herself: 

What 1 worry about is I think some non-Native people are very wrong-headed because they'll 
go running, and ITve seen this so much over the years when 1 see some people at Native 
gatherings and these non-Native individuals want to totally disown their own identity. One of 
the classic kind of labels are "wanna-be." For sure that's something 1 never was, 1 can Say that 
honstly. And I was never seen as that, or nobody would ever have spoken to me, believe me... 

Helen recalls a radio show where non-Native writers were saying that they were so boring and Native people were 

so interesting. This upset Helen, who thought this was "ridiculous" and stated, "our lives are what we make of 



them." 

Helen aiso saw chat romanticizing or settinz Native people up "as a somchow niore perîëct ris a group 

of human pcople" is detrimental and a disservice to evcryone. and explains why: 

Fust of ail, it's not healthy, and it doesn't solve your personal, healing stuff that you have to 
deai with in your Iife, ruid number two, there is a lot of brokemess and confusion among a lot 
of Native pcople, too. Thcy have a lot o f  things that they have to work througli. su it's redly 
an unfair burden to put on then~ Anci this whole romantic illusion of putting them on a pedestai 
- that doesn't serve anyone well. h d  it's so convenient whzn we put them up there, then they 
tàll off, and then we c m  ridicule them and Say, "Oh well, thcy're not redly lndian anymore." 
Because the roniantic notion that wc have in our imaginations doesn't lit with the rcality. 

Hclen states chat the niotivatinns of non-Nativc people who work with indigenous pcople niust be vcry clear. 

According to her. non-Natives must ask thernselves questions about why they are working with Native pcuplc, 

who will benetit. and they "have to have their otcn integrity in these issues." 

Helen also spoke about the damage caused by systernic ra~ism within North American society, espcciaily 

the rncdia Helen discovercd systemic racism &ter rcading "Bury My Heart At Wounded Knee." be fore returning 

to university and rcdized thrit nimy tiiings relateci to Native people and injustice she did not know about or l e m  

about in schtml. in this way, Helen. as a pri~ilegccl non-Native person. expericnced an "rtwakcning or corning to" 

to the injustice facing Nativc people wcIl into adult-hood, unlike Native people who have the lived experiencc 

of raçism since their birth (Frankenbcrg, 1993: 16 1 ). Then. Helen stated thai she lcarned about the chdlcnges 

at'fecting Native people at various film festivals and conferences: 

Defitely,  systemic racism exists, and 1 would Say that because I think too often, and for too 
long, Native creators have been pushed to the margins and as  they've said, at this one film 
festival 1 was at, that they are used as scouts. Now, they are today's scouts. In a sirnilar way, 
analogical way to the nineteenth-cenhiry, with the Indian scout helping the US calvary. And so, 
they're tired to being used as scouts by white producers and other white people whose credits 
are going to be the ones and they are the ones who are going to be making the money, and 
getting the narne and the profile. The time has corne for them to have their particular abilities 
and their part idar experiences and their particular knowledges to be given respect, and for 
hem to be hired in those capacities. but not just as props, and not just as back-up people, that 
validate the white man's, 1 mean, using that quote, unquote, story. 

in describing the issue of access for Native Imowledge producers. Helen again reiterated the point that the 



tiiri~ianiental challenge for Sative writers and journalists is that therc is still that sqstcmic racisni in socicty: 

Bccause the olher one bat cornes up is, the other excuse they [Native knowlzdge producers 1 are 
given by rnainstrearn media is that. oh wcll, a Native ~vriter is going to be biascd in reporting 
on a Native issue for a newspaper story. I mean, excvse me? As if non-Natives are not'? 1 
mean, 1 have deconstnicted in many workshops and in many media analyses that I have donc, 
the incredible bias and racism in non-Native reporters witing on certain issues, and ir's so 
hidden and so invisible and so un-named and this is part of the work that 1 do to expose that. 
So, it's that insidious kind-of denial md racism chat's thcre. It's just so pcmasive throughout 
media and throughout our institutions that they're going to biased, but we're not. It's such a 
contradiction. 

Helen says that everpnr has "to understand we're dl on this planer togethrr and we al1 arc affectcd by the same 

forces, but some people are affected differently from othen becausc we're not equai players in the playng field 

of this planet." However. Hrlen dso stnted that Native people should not always uy to blamc racism on not 

getting the skills and the training needed to meet "that speciai challenge" in ordcr to he able to hc t ion  as a 

professional, which she ot'ten sees. Many Native people she has mct "want the huwledge instantly" but thsy 

should be wiihg  to invest rhe time, says Helen, "to train propedy in sornething." She states that too many Native 

people. in her view. are having success coming "too soon" and it's not p n d  for theni. Sht: cited a Native witer 

shc bows who is draid that Native professionais in the aeative arts are too protective of thcmselvcs and can't 

tdcc any ciitiasm so thzy crui't grow. Helen stated that cven news reporters will not touch certain issucs %th 

a barge pole*' because thcy are afraid of being accused of racism and so, according to Helen. "some stories lire 

not being told that need to be told." 

Mark referred to the challenges of limited access to education, funding resources and professional 

contacts that would further one's career that Native people faced. He saw not only Native people, but any 

"diçfavourd marginaiized group in society" facing those types of challenges. Mark also cited rcsidential schools 

as a cause of family breakdown, social problems and alcohol and drug use. At anolher point in the inteniew. he 

states, "what happened in the residential schools was homfying." He mentioned that being restricted to the 

English language was also a "huge barrier" for Native people and then stated that it would be very difficult to 

get a Native language program funded and broadcast on prime-time Canadian television. 



3,frtrk was also able to miculrite the impact of  gcnocidc on Native people. Although hc tcnds to mix 

nostalgia, romanticizing and respect about the attachmnt of Native people to their families and comrnunitics. 

it is clear that Mark is able to see that Fust Nations communities have ariscn out of historically uniàir 

circumstances in Canada as is evident in this statement: "The reserves wcrc very confining and were the end 

m d t  of a massive rip-offof land and resources and oftcn extrcmely torced relocations." When aked what Jrcw 

hm to this arca of involvement, Mark again demc'nstrated that he saw clearly saw the injustice facing Native 

pcople in Canada: 

It seemed to me and it seerns to me that Aboriginal people still present Canada with its numbcr 
one human rights challenge. That, if we want to see ourselves as an active Jemocracy that puts 
our actions where our words are. then there is a huge issue still out there. 1 mean, the Native 
peoples of Canada were under assault for the first hundred years, at l em,  of this country's 
history, post-conîëration history. Very clearly, we had and still have Iaws on the books that 
were adversarial to hem, and whether it's education or resource policy or Ianguage or health, 
to this day, there are stilI, dl across the country, a huge amount of work to be donc to have a 
situation in which Native people c m  be fdly part of Canada whiie being fully Native. 

When he worked in a govemment-run group home in Northwestem Ontario nearly iwenty years ago. 

Mark filund thc expcricnce to bc "an incredible eye opensr" for him as far as Native issues were conccrned. Fur 

example. many of the Native youth at the g o u p  home came from two nearby comrnunities which were "in a lot 

of difficulty at the time" and suffering the effects of merLury contamination in the river system Mark was 

expected to agree with the attitude of group home adminisuators that it would be inappropriate for the Native 

1y~ui.h to speak Ojibway at ~e group home, and that links between the Native youth with the Native comrnunities 

were not a good thing and were not to be enoouraged - things that seemed to Mark and to some of the other people 

with whom he was working as "very obviously the things that would be positive for the children." Like Helen, 

Mark learned some things about Native issues as a young Euto-Canadian a d d t  that he States "no one at 

highschool or university had ever introduced me to." Kis experience w o r h p  in a government-run group home 

with primarüy Native youth in Northwestem Ontario was. in his words. "a big awakening" for him politicaily and 



Whcn Kate. who as wc saw carlier nanicd nunisrous hcnetits of differcnce. was askcd what challcngx 

she saw Native knowledge producers as having to face, she stated that she bslicved Canada to be pruiuundly 

raiist. She said that racism was one of her biggest womes about Canada, and stated ba t  "we are getting more 

and more strongly di~ided arnong those of us who think that the racial and cultural complexity in this country is 

the best thing that's cvcr hrippcncd to us, and thosi: of us who think it's a big threat." Whcn 1 asked Kate how 

the racism she had previousiy mentioned might get played out in Canadian society with respect to Sative 

howltxige prrxluirrs. ffitr: respondd refening to Lhe environmental conditions facing Native peuple which Ica& 

to thtlir 'underdevelopment,' rrtther than to actual racisrn in Canadian society: 

I just think that people havcn't been. haven't had thc opportunity to live in the kinds of 
anditions that would give them the freedom to develop that aspect of themsdves. In terms of 
Maslowe's hierarchy of n&, you've got to work out some of the more basic things before you 
cm get at some of these personaliyueative kinds of thines, and if people have been uneducated, 
not only towards these kinds of creative things, but towards things that would help thcm make 
a living or any of those kinds of things, then it just makes it harder. 

According to Katz. another major challenge for Native knowledge produccrs is the fact that 

... if you Iwk at wntcr, scholar, and film-producer. what you sce arc three non-Aboriginal ways 
of expressing purself. right? in uiat Aboriginal Ianpages. for example, have only been w7itten 
for a maximumof several hundred years, ri@t? And so. it's the case that any Native person that 
wants to be a writer, a scholar or a film-producer. has to corne into a non-Native medium and 
in general, non-Native culture and particularly, non-Native educrition has been a real barrier to 
Native people. 

&te aiso saw that Canada had progressed as far as "patcmalistic" attitudes were concemed: 

In faa, Canada has changed h m  this very much "we Anglos are in control here" and "we don't 
see any need to introspect about the way we understand things and so our job in deding with 
).DU immigrants and you Native people is just to give you a nice sort-of blue print of how to be 
like us and we'll develop a few teaching techniques to do this and then we'll fix you." And I 
think that our approach to those kind of things has changed radically. 

Whcn asked for ways in which Canadian society has changed to become "less paternalistic," Kate tned to work 

through aloud how she saw Canada's societal ciirnate becorning this way: 

ï'm trying to decide how much it is that 1 think our own culture becarne prepared to listen and 
how much other cultures got more assertive. 1 do think that, 1 guess 1 never thought about this, 
so 1 couldn't Say why, but 1 do think in some ways in the 70s, that Anglo main-sueam 



Canadians werc somehow disposcd to Men. Now n i q t x  it was bccziusz of the 60s and dl of 
that kind of rebcllion against the sort-of mainstream vdues, if you will, and the youth culture, 
and the drug culture, and hose  kinds of ttrings ... For exmple, 1 gaduated frrini university in 
1969. And a very large proportion of my ~~Uertgues went overseas for CUSO. And 1 think that 
that whole generation - thcre was money for travel for the fùst time. There was that kùid of 
facility for travel - 1 mean. you could get on an airplane and fly to Thailand. Whercas in 
previous generations, that was impossible. 1 rncan, just Iiteraily wasn't physically possible. 
You got on a slow boat to China or something Iike that under very heavy duty circurnstances. 
But the money was thcre. the economies were booming, and the transportrition had improved. 
There was the tlower-chiid generation, and al1 of this enthusiasm about india and other Eastern 
religion and that sort of thing, and so young people were travelling like crazy and then 1 think 
they carne back to North Arnerica with some of these mind-opening experiences. 

Whcn askd how Nritit't' knowledge producers facing special challenges rnight have barriers broken down, Kate 

rcsponded: "Well, 1 think the more exposure that Canadians as a whole have to Native products. Native cvltural 

prduc't~ like this (refemng to a Native comrdy "spoof' on the Momingside radio show). the lcss they'rc p i n g  

to seem marked or as part of, Canadian lifc." On the hmd, she stated, Native people "want thernsclvcs to 

continue to be marked to some extent." 

Thsre is an awareness arnong s o m  of the participants like Aiex and Helen thrit m i n c g  to 'Iritivc culture 

ruid people in an effort to "iïll up" one's own Iife as a Euro-Canadian occurs in some relationships betwccn 

Native and non-Native people and is racist. There are also varying degrees of recognition by the participants of 

the systemic racisrn and incqudity operriting within Canadian society to the detriment of Native people which 

the participants' testirnonies indicate. However, the Ewo-Canadian elites in this study clearly distanced 

themselves from such acts of injustice using def i t ions  of racism which excluded them as part of the problem, 

evèn while continuing to use racist expressions and ideologies thernselves, which are woven throughout their 

didogue and which dcnigrate First Nations people. As seen in chapter two, this ailows the modem forms of 

racism which participants thernselves enact to be denied or go uninterrupted. In using limited, traditional. and 

Liberal definitions of racism, not only can elites like these continue to se themeIves as mord leaders withm 

socicty, they can "generaiiy dissociate themselves h m  anythmg that has to do with racism as t h q  def ie  it" (van 

ûijk, 1993: 8). This type of Iiberalism, writes Goidberg: 



is iderilized in the scnse that it refuses to ricknowledge, let donc wnfront. the cxclusionv 
practices and concerns that in a variety of fashions will continue to be racialized by social 
subjects, though now less formaily than before. Further, it ideaiistically presupposes that racism 
assumes a single form that may be constitutionaily IecgisIated out of existence, here one Jay. 
zone the next. (2 16.2 17) 

"For the liberal," argues Goldberg, "the standard of nondiscrimination necessarily entails a cornmitment to 

nunracialism. to ignnring race" t 2 17). However, the a,ncr.rn of anti-racism is to cnd racist exclusions ruid the 

conditions that give risc to and sustain b e r n  however and whenever they manifest. Therefore. one must not only 

cail attention to race, but one must 

recognize the possibilitics of multiple manifestations of racist exclusions, of cxclusionary 
rcsurgmes md redefinitions, of newly ernergent racisms or expressive recurrences, of different 
discursive impositions or tenninologicai transformations ... so ideais for the antiracist are 
nothing else thm the b a t  available, the most warranted, gui Jing principles for social action md 
uansformation. (2 1 7) 

1 explore. in the next section of this chapter. how the pmkipants interviewed see their role as outsider researchcrs 

studying First Nations peuple in Canada and the possible effects of their work 

Resncinsihilitv and the Outsider Rcscarcher 

Sccine the Effects of Outsider Research 

Participants were directly asked to comment on whether or not they could see any ways in which 

publishing or film producing by outsiders could be derrimentai to the empowement of Native people. even by 

ihose who "mean well." Participants were aiso asked if they saw producing, publishing or making films as an 

outsider on Native issues as an effective way of empowering Native peoples. Their comments and reflections 

in response to these questions are outlined in this section. 

Kate, iike many of the participants, was aware of the risks of outsider research. Kate's view of the 

&triment of outsider research and knowledge production dedt with a specific evaiuation of an individuai piece 

of work rather than the overail unequai and racist power stmctures around employment and access to fùnding 

and publishg for Native writers and film-makers in çomparison with theû non-Native colleagues in Canada. 



Shc answcrecl the qucstiim about the possible ricgritiix implications of outsider work stating: ".4bsolutcly, 

absolutsly. For one thing, it's hi+@iy possible that non-Natives could do a bad job, in the sense that ihey wouldn't 

understand Native perspwtive md consuit Native pcrspcctivc and thrit sort of thing." She again rcfcrrcd to W.P. 

Kinsclla's stories like "Scars" and "Dance LMe Outside," and said she * ' g t  very mixcci feelings" readine thtlm 

bccriuse she did not like the Imguage the author uscs. In htlr wrds:  "1 think it's very inauthcntic. You'vc got 

tfiis cvtcsy Ianpuagc that he has rfiat guy writing in." She also stritcd. howevcr. that Kinsella's use of humour was 

xcwate: "one of the things where W.P. Kinsella is yuite good. is he's very gooci at poruaying Native jokcs, the 

sorti'if tricks that Tom Fcncepost plays and things tike that are ... resonate with my experïencc anyhow about the 

kind of jokcs that pc-opic play." Kate continued to hcus on different evaluations of the work of non-Native 

writers and indicritcd that she was quite farniliar with non-Native literature: 

I've read a lot of that stuff, and I've got two min& about it. One, quite a long tirne ago, callcd 
"1 Heard the OwI Cd my Narne," which isn't exactiy speaking through a Native person's voicc. 
but it's kind of romanticizing, if you will, B.C. West Coast cdture and that. And 1 hate in 
sveral of thcse cases. the fact that they're taking basic human stories and romanticizing them 
by putting them in a Native setting - that bothcrs me a lot. 

But Karé also stated that pubhshing by non-Natives could be positive: 

On the orhcr hand. I think that if the only way thrit you are going to break down sorne barricrs 
is to start by slightly smarmy kind-of stories like this, if that would lead for somcbody to go 
beyonri that and get into the more authentic stuff, then it's not the worse thing... if it docs mean 
bat ihcy're raising any kùld of respect for Native culture and Native experience, yes, it probabIy 
does some g d .  But then, I'rn the kind of person who doesn't s e  things in black and white, 
anyhow. 

Katc saw non-Native literature as a kind of 'stepping-stone' to someone exploring Native culture "from a more 

authentic point-of-view." She a d w  however, that if non-Native or appropriated literature is dl that people read, 

then that would be "dangerous." Kate also noted that publishing or film-producing by Outsiders could contribute 

to a view of Native people "that they can't do it thernselves": 

You know, if Native people are seen to be doing al1 of these different things, then that's very 
irnportan t... 1 mean, White people have done it for Native people for so long that it's just tirne 
that in some ways we go a Iittle overboard, 1 think, and make the most of opportunities in 



crlebrotion of Natiw production of hoivkdge and art and al1 thuse liiiids of things.13 

Kate describes the support of Native knowledge production as a "ct.lebration" and going "r i  little overboard." 

It is then 'thrown in' with art and "al1 those kinds of things." 

Eci also viewed the cfcuimental aspect of Outsider work as ri question of how accurately an individual 

pcrson cvuld dspict whrit hc rekrred to as the "forcign" and "diifmnt" culture oT Sritivc pccylc. Ed. likc Katc. 

rcfcrred to singular and sp&c c a s  of accurate representation. not the overail racist systcm of domination that 

rtlgulates who c m  study whom and the impact of this work on Native people. in addition, when Eci, who is a 

scholar. answered the question, he referred to film-makers b e k g  the ones unable to do outsider research properly 

riri opposcid to scholars: 

So. if I'm a fih-rnaker then the issue is obvious: How do 1 capture the esscncc or the sensc of 
that really foreign, different, that culture that I donTt h o w  anything about, rerilly. For me, 
presumptuously'? To believe chat 1 understand some things on the basis of what 1 see on the 
surface, not knowing the language, not Cnowing the history, not howing the food. it's absurd, 
it just doesn' t make any sense. 

It is note~vorthy rhat Ed, likc the othtr participants in this study, saw the risk of 'gctting it \\.rune' as an individuai 

foiling which implicitly declares that one c m  'gct it right' and that outsiders do. in fact. have something tu 

cr)nuibute. Once one pursues this approach, thc systemic issues of acccss and culonid subjugation throush 

howledge production tend to get lost. 

When Mark, a white film-rnaker, was asked about the possible detrimental implications of Outsidcr 

research on marginaiized populations, he responded by saying that Outsider research would be harmful "when 

the work sucks" or "if the work is bad and untruthfüi andor is done in a way that's disrcspectful or hannful to 

the subjects." He also stated: "I h o w  that ttiere's a lot of work out there which has offended the Native 

cmmmunity, and if the work is mly offensive and it's a stereotypical or ahistorical or sexist or racist portraya1 

'' Noie K;iteVr usage of the stmsnire "for" Nyive people nther thm ?o.' Native people with respect to ou rsider rcsach 
invoLvinp Aboriginal people here. En snting this. Kate implicitiy deciares thrit r w c h  and writing on Native people is. in itself, a 
usc.fuL nwessary, and justifieci endeavour. Moreover. the problem then moves from one of Aboriginal people k ing  studied. gazcd 
upon. denied agency and access. to one where Aboriginal people baving allowed non-Native people to do al) the work for them "for 
sa long" i n s d  of doing it themselves. 



of Native pcoplc then thrtt's awful." But when askcd what he thought about non-Xativès k i n g  askd hy severai 

people to stop writing about Native people's experience, Mark said: 

If I've made a film and people don't think it's any good. and it's distoned the uuth, bey 
disagree with it, please ieil me and hopefully we c m  have a mutually respecthl discussion about 
it. but don't teii me 1 can't do something because of the colour of my skin or my gender because 
1 wouidn't make those prohibitions and 1 think that we're getting on really, really scary ground 
here. 

Mark then ~ i t d  Tomson Highway, a Native writer and playwright who. according to hiark, in Ihe niiddle of the 

appropriation debate stated, "The only judge is - is it any fucking good? is it any Lùckin$ good'?" and said he 

q e e d  with Highway's position. Mark said, "you have to have an cxpectation that people will malce thcir best 

ct'fort to tell the tmth and be respectful." but then, once a iilrn is made, it is really is a question of whethcr it is 

rr " g c d  t?1mV or not. In Mark's words: "I donTt thhk anyone, including the Native audience, gives a shit who 

made it. If  it rings me, it doesn't rnarter if 1 made it or Gill Cardinal or Loretta Todd made it." Mark thus 

reiterated other participants' views bat  a key risk in outsider research is 'getting it  wrong' - that is, the accuracy 

of the rcprescntation of Native pcopk is more important than the racist structure that supports outsider howlcdgc 

production on Indigcnous penplês and people of colour within Western society. 

Mark also went on to say that hè is not any more or lcss likely to misrepresent Native people than 

anybody else. Rcferring to anothcr discipline besidcs his own. Mark stated that not only film-makcrs but othcr 

"cultural workers" such as anthropologists could do damaging work - sharùig the vicw of severd other 

participants like Ed that disciplines other than their own are just as or perhaps even more implicated in thé 

detrimentai aspects of outsider research. Ed, a scholar, referred to film-makers doing detrimental research, and 

Mark a film-maker, referred back to scholars doing so." Tt seemed much easier for outsider researchers to look 

to others than to look to themselves hcre. In addition, Mark stated that not oniy Euro-Canadian "culturd 

14 Since the impact of outsider resmchers iike these are siiencing and senously damaging, it is incrcdible lbat the 
pYticipantS. supposediy responsible researchers. both figuntively pointed a fmger of blame back at one another at this point. as if CO 

say, "He did it" - thus superficially dsolving [hem of any responsibüity for the effecfs of their own scbolarship ruid knowlrdge 
production. 



workcrs" but Ycitivc people thcmselves could do damaging work. Hc stritcd: "1 don* t rhink that bcing Native 

or non-Nativc nidies you more immune to doing that," and added, "You could bè ri Native director and be an 

insensitive son-of-a-bitch, right?" Here, Native and non-Native bowledge producers bricfly becorne sirnilar in 

Mark's cyes. Howevcr. thcy are dcscribed as such only when the negative implicatiuns of outsidcr rcsearchcrs' 

involvement is bcing interrogated. This redireçts the focvs away from the qucstion being riskcd - the possible 

harmfui effwts of outsider research by nori-n vu ri se knowl~ge  producers - and focuses instead, on the persondity 

of a ticxional Native director. Such a move also obsives the fact that in the overall he_gcnionic systcm reglating 

and rnanaging who will film who, the great majority of tilms on Aboriginal people are by witten. produced. 

directcd md fundcd by non-Natives. 

When asM whether or not he saw publishing or putting out tilms as an 'outsidcr' on Native issues ris 

an cffcctivc way of empowering Native peoplcs. Mark responded: 

(Long pause) Well, I think it can be empowering for those communities who have prtrticipated 
in the mriking of a film, and people when they dlow you into their comrnunity. they know why 
pu're therc. They do approve of your being there. I'vc certrtinly secn conununities use those 
films latcr on and show hem and kel t h ,  "Hey, this is our story. This is our ... you know," so 
F. in that sense, it's important for those people, it c m  be empowering. Hopetùlly, if the films 
arc used in Native education, it would be empowering. I think it's ernpowering in the tilm- 
mriking cornrnunity in that I have worked with lots of different, well, with a Native director on 
a couple of occasions. with a Native camera-pmon on rnany occasions, and with various people 
h m  trainees to interpretm, to different people helping at the comunity-level: anything [rom 
helping us move the equipment to boat operators to instant set-construction. You name it. So, 
p. it's empowering. Is it as empowering as the Native people making the films thernselves'! 
1 think it depends on how the film was made and who's rnaking it. 1 can't do what 1 do welI 
without close collaboration with the communities where I'm making the film. So, it becomes, 
by d e f ~ t i o n ,  sort-of, there's mutual consent there. And at the community level, I have never 
heard, "Why are you here, why are )ou doing this?" And once the word is out that you are there 
and that you're doing it, then, people are incredibly helpfui. 

When 1 pointed out the difference in power there exists between a boat operator and ô film director and asked 

Mark how that power might get pIayed out, Mark stated that this was o d y  one example, that "the beast" - 

meaning the film industry - was collaborative to begin with, and that the debate over appropriation was one 

relating to authorship. At the sarne time, however, Mark then compard the difference between someone like 



himsclf rnaki~irig a film versus a Native person m a h g  the film. and saw ilic pot~.riridly snipowering aspcc't o Ï  

having Native directors making films thernselves: 

In the rnaking of the iilm, m d  you know, 1 have produccd Native directors nlaking films. but 
I've nevcr been on location with them. I've always béen in my office. 1 think at that moment, 
in the communities, and in terms of for youns people to see... You b o w ,  I've workcd in the 
past, on a couple of occasions with a wonderfui director by the name of Loretta Todd. a Metis 
wornan onginally from Edmonton now living in Vancouver. h d  1 c m  iniaginc i t  ~vould be 
very, very powerfiil at the community level to see this younger. Native woman bchind the 
camera And that's great, you know. But once rigain, 1 support Lorctta in her work and others. 
and she's supported me in my work. I wouid hope. I think it would also be extraordinarily 
empowering for Loretta to make a film about Jean Chretien, or for her to do a film about 
something non-Native, you know. But 1 think that at the community lcvcl, that could be vcry 
powerful, for sure. 

M e n  Ron. a non-Native journalist, was asked about the possible detrimental aspects of outsidcr rcscarch 

on Native pmplc. he began by answering: "Well. yeah, 1 suppose there is. 1 mean, there's this whole arpment 

made over the idea of, 1 think it's called appropriation of voice, right?" At this point, instsad of naming any of 

the possible deuimental effecrs of Outsider research or appropriation on Native people, Ron retiamed tbe issues 

to spcrtk at length about his rights and the rights of other non-Native knowlédgc produccrs writing on Native 

issues. Ron saw Native people as the oncs responsible for the exploitation that occurs through outsidcr rcsearch. 

He stritd: "You alwaqs take 3 risk people aiways take this risk when thcy invite eirhcr docurnentary Mm-niakcrs 

or journalists or whoevcr to listen to their stories." To this, 1 responded, "When the Native pcople invite them, 

sorry?" and Ron then replied: 

Yeah, yeah, or permit them to or whatever. 1 mean, 1 think that there are good journalists and 
there are bad journalists, there are good documentarians, there are bad ones, there are good 
people and there are bad people, and you can't, you know, spend your whole life making these 
d e s  because some people bum you and some people do. 1 think on the whole, the risks of that 
are worth it if you want your story to be told and you want some, it's not sympathy, but it's 
empathy, 1 guess. You want people to understand where you're coming from. 

Here, Ron implicitly States that in order for Native people to get the empathy of others, they must take risks and 

let " g d '  or "bad" non-Native journdists, documentarians and people listen to and then attempt to re-tell their 

stories. Only this type of telling will allow "people to understand where [they'rel coming from, " but it is not 



guarantccd. Such a structure convcnicntty places s~iniconc likc Ron. rt non-Salive joumalist, in thc rolc as story- 

ttliler. If Native peuple are swn as not being able to tell tiieir own storics thèmsclves, Ron becomcs indispensable 

to the prwess. He effectively (or ineffcçtively as the case may bc) becornes their voice or, in his words, "a 

Ron also srrited thrit: "You have to show sonie respect t'or your subjccts and your materiai." Here. Ron's 

argument paraI1els that of Ed and Mark's, in which they refcr to "being sensitive" as important to howledge 

production on Native people. At the end of his interview, Ron reitcrated another view also hèld by Ed and Mark: 

the importance of riccuratc represcntations of Native people: 

Oh ycah. I think that one of the things and I'm sure I've been guilty of it as much as mybotiy, 
that people do. and it's not got to do with Native people, but there's this grerit tradition in 
Northcm Canada of the joumalist who cornes up from Toronto or whatcvér and in ri couplt: of 
Ilays, daides that they're an cxpen on Northem Canada and northem communities and Native 
people and this sort-of thing. 1 think the real danger is presurning that you know too much and 
1 îhink there is the danger of rnisinterpreting and giving a false impression of what life is like 
or stereotypicai unpression or a superficial impression. And part of journaiism is unfortunately, 
a supd~cidity. We deal with thing to a certain degree on the surface and if you're an outsidsr 
to the cwmmunity, p u  c m  go in thme and you can end of taking to the, you know, the Chief and 
the Band Council and geuing one side of the story. and if you don? spend long enough dieging 
around, you might be getting deceived about what the reai story is. So. 1 think that's a rcd 
concern. and 1 think that's. where you're talking earlier about Native people being upset or 
fëeling that their story hasn't been told properly, 1 think there's becn a lot, a lot of crises where 
that's been justifid because people either are, presume too much, or don't do enough research. 

Here, although mentioning the danger of "misinterpreting" and "giving a fdse impression of what life is like" 

as things he is sure he has been "guilty" of as much as anybody, Ron appears to be relatively unrroubled by the 

prospect that he produces such detrimental outsider research. 

When asked if he could see any ways in which publishing or film producing by outsiders couId be 

detrimental to the empowerrnent of Native people, even by those who 'mean well', Aiex, who is a journalist like 

Ron. answered, "Yeah, well, sure. Cuz we screw it up." When asked who the "we" meant, Alex responded: 

Anybody who doesn't h o w  in their bones and their genes what it is to grow up in Native 
Canada in the 90s and the 80s. What the heli do we know? We're voyeurs. We can safely go 
back to our whatever we came from with none of the baggage or restrictions, either culturaily, 
sociaiiy, with ai i  the strange social engineering resuits of the past hundred years or frnancially, 



etc. Su, it's cilnivst likè bcin,o a tourist in yriur own land. And that's whrit's wong tvith us. 
Because we don't livc on a reserve. Weil, some of us do, but the point is. it's not something that 
our tamilies done for a hundred years. And its, what the hell do WC h o w ?  

Hm, Akx s a s  that non-Native knowledge producers have ccnain privileges. He rcfers to outsider resemhers 

as "voycurs" and '?ourist(s)," who are able to "safcly go back to our whatever we came from." wîth none ot Ljlc 

cultural or social "ba_pgage or restrictions" [sic] that Native peoplc carry. Lattx in the uitcrvicw. when again 

s k e d  what disadvmtages Native people might experiençe as a result of outsidcr rescarch, Alex statcd: 

The disadvantages to the Native side is that I might slrew it up, get it wong, do damage, al1 the 
other things the media does al1 the time. But that's tme tor anybody who's unîbrtunate enough 
to get under our Little microscope. Good, bad, or indifferent, it's a bit of a... it's a bit of playing 
a roulette wheel to know what the bloody media is going to do with you. 

Again. like nearly al1 of the othcr participants, Akx saw the potentially destructive aspect of Outsider rcscarch 

as a question of 'right' and 'wrong' portrayais of Native pcople, and Jid not go beyond such a focrrs. 

Helcn. like Aiex, was able to see how privileged whites assumcd b a t  they could study, write about. and 

film Nritivc people whcn and whercver they wished to Ihrough outsider ressarch. in this way. shc posscssed a 

nxxe hcightcned awareness of  h c  dangers of white scholars appropriating Native voice and culture and blocking 

access for Native pcople: 

First of dl ,  there's the arrogance of just assuming that just bccause you want to do a tilm on 
somebody else that they're imrndiately going to welcome you. It's very patronizing and 
arrogant - as if they're not able to kind-of do it thernselves, because there are a growing nurnber 
of Native creators in fiIm and writers and ai1 of the arts, al1 culturai productions. 

At the same time, however, as we saw in a previous section, Helen did not mention any of these "Native creators" 

Helen's other focus, like al1 of the other participants of this study, was one of accurate representation, 

individual motivations, and how Native and non-Native people were equally responsible for the detrimental 

eftècts of outsider research: 

So, again, it gets down to the attitude and the motivation behind why are you choosing Native 
people. Because sometimes I've seen films, even in recent years, done by non-Natives that, 1 

again still rornanticize Lhem And they go CO people who are some of these high-profile 



Native people and it's p d y  thc rcsponsibility of Native individuds as well. right'! It's nm i d  y 
the fauit or the weakness of the non-Native, but it's Native psrlple catering to thrit out of their 
own egos and out of their ego wanting to be in the Iimelight. 

Argumenrs prcsented by participants throughout this section, in response to what, if any, detrimental 

effects thcy could see as a resdt of outsider research on Aboriginal people invariably concenrratcci un the 

rtccuracp of representation. As we saw, participants d l  ageed that 'getting it right' - that is, trying one's best 

tu tdi 'the truth' about Aboriginal people was crucial to research in this area. Howcvcr, Trinh Minh-ha ( 1989) 

a r p c s  that outsider knowledge production on or about Native people, whèther it be Jone by a non-Native 

photographer, filnimaker, choreographer, musician, speaker, writer, or acadernic, can never relay 'the uurh' t 5 6 ) .  

[nstead. and as 1 have notcd mlier in the chapter, outsider ressarch is unvaryingly "stained with anrhropotngicril 

discourse, the only discowse in power when it is a question of the (native) socicty" (56). According to Trinh, 

outsider representations are l a s  about fact, and more about ticrion. This is not to say that they are fictitious, but 

ttiat thçy are largely infiuençed by the one doing the describing, rather than the one being descx-ibed: 

The dilemma lies in the fact that descriptions of native life, although not nccessarily fdse  or 
unfactud. are "actor-oriented," that is to say, reconstmcted or fashioned according CO an 
individual's imagination. It also, however. lies in the fact that descriptions are actor-oriented 
by their very nature ... They assume, through a system of signs, a possibility as a tact, 
irrespective of i t s  actuaiity as a sign ... Descriptions or clinical inventories, whatcvcr the chosèn 
mode of utterance, are fictional because language itself is fictional. (70, 7 1 )  

Similady, Homi K Bhabha ( I W O )  writes bat: 

Colonial power produces the colonized as a fixed reality which is at once an "other" and yet 
entireIy Lnowable and visible. It resembles a form of narrative in which the prociuctivity and 
c2rculation of subjects and signs are bound in a reforrned and re~o~pizable totality. It employs 
a system of representation, a regime of tmth, that is structurally sirnilac to redism. (76) 

Outsider research is emuiently flawed because it is embedded within colonial paradigrns that dlow dominant 

group members to paint portraits of marginaiized 'others' that are then seen as photographs. As a result, Lila 

Abu-Lughod (199 1) and Ratt (1986) argue that it is crucial to go beyond the so-called 'accuracy' or 'inacniracy' 

of ethnographical representations into investigating the "larger agenda of European expansion in which the 

cthnographer, regardless of his or her own attitudes to it, is caughr up, and that determines the ethnographer's 



own matcrial rclationship to the group undèr study" (Pratt. 1986 in Abu-Lughod 199 1). Furthèrmore. Abu- 

Lughod, in refercnce to her own responsibility as an outsider researcher argues: 

We need to ask questions about the historical processes by which it came to pass that peoplc 
iike ourselves could be engaged in anthropological studies of peopk like those, about the curent 
world situation that enables [outsider researchersj to engage in this sort of work in this 
particulor place, and about who has preceded us and is even now there with us  (touists, 
trriveiiers, missionaries, AiD consultants, Peace Corps workcrs). We need to ask what this 'will 
to howledge' about the Other is connected to in the world. (148) 

Abu-Lughod dso assens that such questions cannot be asked in generai: they should be asked about and 

answered by uacing through specific situations. confi_mirations. and histories ( 148). Again, close parailels are 

ctrawn between oubider research and the imperial quest for knowledge on and about 'the other' - knowledge that 

has been and continues to be uscd to further oppress. mqinalize and exploit those pcoplc dsemed -diîYerentT 

or 'other'. 

envi si on in^ Oneself and One's Work as an Outsider Rcsemher 

As non-Native knowledge producers writing about Native people, how did those in this study sce 

themselves? The partinicipmts were asked several questions in relation to l h i s  including: How would you describe 

p u r  involvement in this field? For example, in wha~ if any, aspects of your involvement changed'? in what ways 

have you andor your ways of thuiking about it changedlremauied the samr?: if you have produced howledge 

in ~s area. what do you see as the goal of this knowledge production?; 1s the ernpowerment of Native people 

che ultimate aïm of the knowledge you have produced in this ma?; Have you attempted CO encourage, in any way. 

Native people themselves to write/produce knowledge about their or their people's experience'? ffso, couid you 

please outline these for me?; Do you see any ways in which your work might M e r  silence, oppress. or 

disernpower Native people? These questions, which at times. overlapped one another, were asked at different 

points during the interview so that 1 was abIe to see if and how participants' views of themselves and their work 

remained consistent. These questions also indicated whether or not the non-Native participants of this study 



Lund thcrnsclvcs to bc sirnilar to or Jiffercnt tiom the outsider rcscarchcrs which they hsid dcsiribed in thc 

previous section. 

ln my intcniew with her, Kate stated that she has "tried to be a focd-point, 1 don? mean a h a 1  point, 

1 mcan. a facilitator of Xritive people taiking to each other about issues." Shc sccs her work as "trying to raisc 

some riwarencss" and sees the knowledee she produccs as empowering to Native people. Ktitt: devclops 

Lunidun materid for Aboriginal studics, supen~ses studcnts, and writes, edits and publishes articles and books 

on Native issues. She statcs that it is important for hcr to "work togcther" with Native people anci that she is 

comfortable with that h d  of arrangement. Kate gave several examples of how she and Native people have 

worked togethzr to produce howlcdge. One was that she gathered quite a few articles together on a book she 

was editing and in sevcral cüses, approached Aboriginal peopIe who "weren't particularly comlortable as 

writcrs." in icn iwd  thcm and then "wrote it up as an article to put into the book. as well." Kate stated that she 

"J'ust fxilitated getting it  down on paper"15 and added: "1 would like to use the position I'm in to help facilitate 

conversation on thcse kinds of things." espscially as a professor at a university. Thc book she cdited. which 

cimaincd a majority of articles by non-Natives aiso served a dual purpose: 

[t was thcrc to get some [if niy acadernic colleapes, my White acridemic colleaprs, to put 
someLhlllg practicai down on paper that wouId be useful Cor Native and non-Native people who 
were working on the writing systems. But it was also a place to help Native people put down 
rheir own views, and put those things in the same book, so that it wasn't a rnatter of white 
people always having access to being published acadcmically with theu viewpoints, and Native 
peopte never being able to voice t heu  perspectives on these issues which are hotly debated in 
a lot of Native cornmunities about the writing systems. the use of them 

Also in her role as a university professor, Kate supervises the work of Native students, and States that while this 

is not different from working with anybody else, it is special in some ways: 

... because in some cases, some of our Native students have had perhaps less contact with 
middle-class sort-of language and power structures and that sort-of thing. in other cases. the 
students are panicularly interested that. although they have to jump through the thesis hoop, 
they also want to do it their own way. And so, we have to sit down and negotiatc how it is that 

lS Here. Kate. iike Ron did exlier. impiies thai sbc is merely the 'whicle* for Aborigind people to teU thsir stcry - 
underrnining the impact of her whiteness and privilege on those she sees herself as "belping." 



thcy are going to succccd in jumping through that hoop and do it thèir way, which niems thrit 
they've got an extra burden and 1 consider it my job to try to help them do it that ~vriy. 

Gtr: riddui that tfùs being the case, she again serves as a resource, this time for her students: 

I was having quite a talk with my research students yesterday, about unting for riçrtdcrnic 
purposes and how that was a very special ski11 anci how people had to leam how to do it ... in 
addition to what I've Iearned about language teaching, I've lemeci how to be an acadernic and 
ri professor. and so 1 would like to make those skills available to anybociy whu wants to use 
hem. 

Continuhg ~vith the theme of "working together" with Native people, Kate, who has becn hired as a 

"facilitatnr" on several different occasions, talked at lcngth about thc irnponmcc of this role to her: 

I've b e n  a facilitritor in a couple of places - in workshops where I've just becn there to sort-of 
facilitate the ~onversation'~ and t've been very tlattered to be asked to play that role whère. 1 
pcss  it's I'm cuiious as an adult cducator to help people corne to decisions and thrtt sort of a 
thing, and in some cases, 1 would be asked for my own input in terms of the content, but 
otherwise it was just facilitating people making decisions with other people. 

M e n  1 asked if she " fxilitated" the conversation between Native and non-Native people, between Native peop lé 

thcmselves or between only non-Nrttivc people. Kate respondcd that in the onc case thrtt shc was "always thinking 

of." it was just Native pcople. 

In another instance, Kate was employcd as an evaluator working with Native pcoplc. but statcd that she 

wrts much more cornfortable seeing hcrself as not evaluaring: 

What 1 wanted to be was a conduit for the Native teachers and the Native community to talk 
about their position on this teacher training program, their experience with it. And 1 do, I really 
like doing evaluation work that way. And actually, I've done a number of evduations of Native 
programs of various sorts and again, it's your job to go in and listen to them and perhaps put 
their viçwpoints, organize their viewpoints in a way that that then relates to the white people 
who are organizing something like teaching training program or running a school or doing 
somethmg. 

Here, Kate envisions herself as not an evaluator but a bridge between what she considers to be two different 

cultures, with the white people as organizers and the Native people as  those will who have their viewpoints 

"organized" by her. On this particular occasion, when hired by a non-Native organization to train teachers and 

16 "Just" being there to "sort-of* facilitate the conversation does not accuniely describe Kate's aciual role in this scenario. 
She uses "just" in conjunction with "fcicitiiriting" once again later on in the same sentence. 



cvaluatt: Sative tcrichin,a-uriining programs, b t e  was paired with a Native person from the Nritivr: conimunity, 

which she stated was an arrangement she much preferrsd. She stated "it was clear that 1 was thert. ir my 

expertise in teachcr-training, and hc was there bécause he has links with the cornrnunity ... what 1 was doing thcre 

was very clear." 

Katè States that she "startcd off' with very pauonizing attitudes and had been taught by 'latiiPi: pcoplc 

that shc worked with that she "had no right to patronize." On several occasions when involved with Native 

people, Kiite mentioned having been "told oft7' or "told to stand down" by Aboriginal people. 1 a s k d  how Katc 

dealt with that - if she remembered the certain incidences. thought baçk to them and was "horrified that you said 

rn did t h a ~ "  1 rcferrçd to an article 1 had read on "liberai, white guilt" (Ellison, 1996), and said: "Bccriuse you'rc 

still w o r h g  in thé iiclcl. you stiH remember how you've changcd, does that you at ail - remcmbcring 

back?" to which Kate responded: 

Oh, 1 was tembly hurt severai times by people realIy telling me to stand down. In most cases, 
1 didn't, bccriuse 1 was in a vcry cornplex situation the various times that 1 can think of. And 1 
just sort-of hung in there, and what surprised me w u  that 1 expected then for t h m  to be a 
negative follow-through and there wasn't. So, I'd sort-of gct bawled out and then that would 
be the end of it. But it still was a very solid rerninder that whatever 1 was doing 1 was takuig a 
hi-ghly politicai stance and that I'd better be aware of what that political stance was and who the 
stalieholdcrs in that stance were. And 1 had bcen very naive about that bdore. And that in a lot 
of cases, some of the things 1 had gone into, 1 had been not very knowledgeable about whose 
stakes were there and was it any of my business being there doing those things. 1 think in a lot 
of 1 got protected and often, 1 don? think 1 know who protected me ... somebody had been 
aware of the fact that we'd be told to stand down and chat somebody unbeknownst to us had 
gone and stuck up for us. Because that's the way a lot of Native things work is chat a lot of the 
negative sniff is run through third parties rather than is directed face-to-face ... [It was] a Native 
person (who protected me). OnIy a Native person could have done that. 

When 1 asked if it was a Native person who said, "Look, 1 don? appreciate you doing this or that." Kate 

responded: 

Weil, 1 think that if this happened, the person that stuck up for me wodd have said that 1 was 
bringing sorne kind of d u e  to the situation, and they had stuck up for the value 1 was bringing 
rather than the, perhaps, the power that I was leaking away from Native control. See if 1 was 
in there, then it would dirninish Native control. And 1 think if people would have stuck up for 
nie, it wodd have been because they thought that 1 was bringing some kind of value added and 
that that was worth whatever risk 1 was to this Native control situation. 



So you think that ... personally, you think it was worth the risk then? Like, powcr to Native 
people in this ... Bcfore you go into the work, you think about that risk? That it isn't total Native 
conuol, perhaps, once you step in as a professor or a linpist but that risk outweighs ... that the 
fact that you corne in outweighs the hct  that you're not Native? 

To wtiich she simply answered, "Thar's right." Now. Kate's policy is, and this ha been since the mid- or late 

80s, that she wnuId never propose to do a piece of Native education work She wriits for it to corne to her. In 

ffite's words, "A lot of people iaow me, and if they want my help, they c m  ask for it. This is sspeçialty thc case, 

shc statcs, for anything that's got funding attachcd to it. In addition. Katc cxplains mothcr way in which shc is 

careful about hcr knowledge production in this area: 

1 would like to say at this point, that 1 woulrin't undertakc anything that 1 thought was producing 
knowleûge about Native stuff, I would only facilitrite othcr people expressing the howledge that 
they were developing. If the kinds of things that 1 h o w  about can be useful, 1 wouldn't make 
statements about things mysclf. Now, one of the things I've bern writing about quite a lot 
mently is govenunent poiicy. And in that case, I'm not producing knowledge, I'rn commcnting 
on policies that people have created, and mostly, I'rn just trying to raise these things because 
again, most of the policy is kind-of local, and most people don't h o w  about it. 

At another point in the interview. when askcd if she sees the howledge she produces as cmpowering to Native 

people. Katc answcrs, "Yes, I would say so." 

Ed publishes articles in the tield of Native issues, supervises graduatc students. and h a  also organizcd, 

CK "hclped to organize" with his Native "fncnd~,"'~ conferences across Canada that deai with cducational issues. 

Thcse c-nfcrences. according to Ed, are typically attended by Natives primarily, but many are attended by non- 

Native tcachers. He describes the confaences he organizes as  "an opportunity to bring people again to try to get 

doser to solving sorne of the very real problems that face educators in Native communi ties." In re ference to who 

initiates his involvement with the conferences he has organized or "helped" to organize, Ed stated: 

17 
At muiy times throughour the interview. Ed exchmges the word. "coiieagues" whcn referring to Native people with the 

word "friends." 



In thé Indian [sic], things are dune more on (i bais of rsputation and who h o w s  who. 
so it's not so much that you present your resume (Iriughter) to a Native community to dcscribe 
wtiat p u  do. They would have to h e u  about you from st relative, tiom a tiiend, someone they 
respect and uust. so it's very much an inside sort-of nctwork in that respect - who you let into 
your comrnunity is a very sensitive issue. 

This rnelhod of hiring might explain why Ed consistcntiy rcitcrates the importance of "establishing a relationship 

dtrust'' as a non-Native with Native people. ui a Euro-Cru~ridian context, hr: is lctting me know that that is how 

'to beef up my rcsurne.' 

Shortly before beginning to work with Native people, Ed déscribes hirnself as having been "vcry much 

involved" with the multicultutaI *'scene'' and multicultural issues in cducation. However. hc then stated that hc 

t'ound hirnself "drawn to the spc~ial ~ic& of Native, Aboriginal pcoples." As a ncwcomer to the area, EL1 stated 

that wris nrtive in =nain respects. in particdar. he thou_ght Native pçople were ''niore passive'' because he "surt- 

of bought into sorne of the stereotypes that are still prcvalent."" 

Ed even though he is employed to do assessrnents in relation to Native students, statès thrit, like Kate, 

he tria tu "sort-of act as a fricilitator,""' especiaily in "nègoriating a bettsr ded for [Native] kids." Since Ed is 

involmi with âssasing Native children with special needs. I asked him if racism is one of the special chrtllengès 

i'rtcing Native childrcn. He responded: 

It's kind of a mixai pime." There's a lot of interaction between those things. those variables 
many times. For exampie, fetai alcoholism c m  affect a child's ability to learn, so  there can bé 
sornetimes a physical determinant of the dysfùnction in leamhg but many times, and probably 
most tirnes, it is the environment that produces problems for the kid in school. So that rnight 
involve, can involve sometimes the schooi-based cuniculum itself that may be perceived to be 
involvement to the child, so rhey turn off being interested in leaming. Or it could be 

l8 Ed refers CO m'h<IPn Countrf* often in my visit witb him. Mark &O does Y). When Mark is asked fo defie if he rmes 
ihat it means "di the conglomention of Native communities across Cmadr+" Goldberg ( 1993) wams rigainst the use of such tropes, 
which. when not invoked critidy. rire use to defie and order racial others ( 163). 

'' Note thst Ed describes th& as '*nJivety." not nOsrn. Kaie &O refus CO herseif as having been nive .  

IO iüso iike Kate. Ed consistently uses the word "sort-of' when referring to his role of "fxilitator." One either facilitates or 
iiocs not There rur no degrces to this word. 

2 1 ,My question i .  about mism. Ed's answer. although beginning with "It's kind of a mixed picture." does not address 
issues of ncism facing Native chiidren with special needs. 



camrnunityrclated, and that the pucnts of the chilcf may not support the child in respect to, Say, 
to getting homework done or that sort of thhg ... There are a lot of possible. a lot of 
environmental rasons. in the Northern cornmunities that 1 work in, for example, the kids, many 
rimes, will stay out quite Iate at ni& so they arrive at school tired in the morning - but that's 
a culturally-sanctioncd activity. 

Eû's pal ,  therefore, is to provide "direct service" to Native communities so as to act as a bridge to "try to help 

thc mmmunity undcrstand sornething of the rnainstrcam expectations and try to hclp the school systein pcrsondly 

try to understand some of the cvltural determinan& here." Ed again emphasized that it was the diffcrent "cultural 

milieu" of the s tuticnts that caused the student's problerns: 

So again, the issue of culture and our expectations - 1 say "ouf' as, in respect to a mainsueam 
expectation, are often on a collision course, so we have to be very carefùl not to crttegorize 
probterns using mainstream expectations rind categories because many times the reasons why 
a kid's having problems have to do with the culturai milicu that the kids are a part of. 

U statcd that non-Natives must try to understand that the Native way of doing things is "a different style" and 

"a different betief stnicture that you are functioning fron" instead of the poverty and oppression of Native 

people and their chilthen. Ed c i t a  their ciilturd differences and values as the prnblcm for Native children/students 

at school. For Ed. the problem is not one relatcd to racist policics at present and in rhc past at various 

institutional lcvels - ie., socially and educationally - enforced by the state and hrtving led to a situation whcre 

marginalized Native students are not succeeding at school. instsad, the "problems for the kid in school," 

xcording to Ed, is the result of Native youth pcrforming "culturally-sanctioned activities" like staying out latc 

or "the parents of the child not supporting the child in respect to, Say, to getting homework done or that sort of 

As Dei (1994) has pointed out, however, it is crucial that anti-raclst work see the achievement of students 

of colour including First Nations children, not in pathologicai terms with reference to cultural differences, but 

rather. withui the m e n t  contexts of their marginalized positions as visible minorities within a socidly unjust 

and racist nation-state like Canada (1). Furthemore. Dei (1994) States that pathologieal explanations of thc 

"family" or "home environment" as the source of school problems must be senously questioned in anti-racist 



w ~ r k .  He states that. "such ecplanations tend to divcrt littcntion away tiom thc institutiond smcturcs of 

schooling which treat childrcn and youth unyudly and which justify the s t a tu  quo by rttuibuting causal priority 

to the victirns thr=mselves" (1.2). in referrïng to the cultural differences of speciai needs Native studcnts in the 

previous examples, Ed uses specific incidences that tend to b l m e  the victirns. rrither than depicting an over-dl 

structure which has oppressçd thc Native population and continues to have negativc effccts on them - cxtrcme 

poverty being one of these. 

With respect to his knowledge production on Native issues as an outsider rcsearcher, Ed stated that his 

ma1 is "putting education in the han& of Aboriginal people" but that "you can't have control over Native 
b 

cducritiun unless you've got control over the funds that come to the comrnunity to educative Natives [sicl," and 

"that requires management skills." Whcn asked at another point in the interview if the empowermcnt of Native 

peoplc was the ultimate aim of the knowledge he has produced in this area, Ed responded: 

Sure. Without, again, sounding presumptuous, like, 1 c m  do it? Like 1 can give power to Native 
~ r i u L h g )  Xo, 1 cm't do that. But 1 think that's, sure. in terrns of. sort-of an over-al1 

objective the kind of' work that 1 would do would hopetirlly lcad to Native people assuming 
powcr, maybe that's better way of putting it. If 1 was going to conmete hère, and 1 can be, 1 
would say working closely with my Native collcagues initially, might be a collaborative, 
cooperative activity that eventudly is taken over by my Native colleagues ... As our Native 
studcnts acquire doctorates and the publication record that goes with that, then they c m  assume 
positions in centres of hdigenous studies in universitics, so I don't want the image to be one of 
ri helping hand here, but again, back to working together to achieve that goal. It's a tricky one 
to put h t o  words. but it's what ITm uying to do. 

1 asked Ed the foliowing question at one point during the interview to investigate how he reconciles the fact that 

hé is not Native but works with Native issues: 

is it a sensitive issue in that, when we speak of Native control, and you are not Native, how does 
thaî either get played out or how do you remncile that? When we talk about Native control, and 
then, if we pure-Canadians] write or publish, I'm saying "we," like if 1 wrote, how ... you've 
done it, so how codd someone come to terms with that, or is it a coming to terms with? Or is 
it ai i  of a joining towards this goal? 

To which Ed responded: 

1 would say it's an on-going issue for non-Natives. My personal response has been to work with 
Native cotieagues - not to attempt to print, do or Say anything until it has been vetted by Native 



colleripes so that I'm very cunscious of trying to work in a diffcrcnt culture ruid ~vould nevcr 
make statements that implied that 1 knew something of that ~ulturc that was exclusivély my 
perception, for example, because that would be presumptuous. So my pcrsorial responsc hrts 
b a n  to work closcr to Native colleo pes... So, it's, I guess 1 like to s e  it as a positive problem 
working in Native communities. 

Asked if he saw publishing or producing knowIçdgc as an Outsidcr on Native issues ris an effcctivc way of 

cmpowering Native people, Ed answercd: 

I think if Native people did the publishing, it empowers Native peoples. Or, if Native people 
published in collaboration with non-Natives, I se it as empowering. But de fini tely, in the sense 
of acting as role rndel, a non-Native publishing comrnents about Native issues, whatever b e y  
may be is, like, that's the oId model. Not to Say that you should bc excluded from having 
opinions and stating them somewhere, but with a good deal of caution. 

Hc s t a t d  "This whok iJca of cooperative learning is key ... Think cooperatively, think working consensually." 

When rtskcd if he saw any ways in which his own work rts a non-Native knowledge producer might 

clisernpower or turrher contribute to the oppression of Native people. Ed again saw an individual scenario ris the 

only way in which oppression could happen. He stated: "Sure, if 1 am presumptuous, if 1 am not willing to 

rclinquish control, if 1 aiwriys have to be right. if 1 m perceivcd to bc the t ind  authority - perceiised to bc the tinal 

authority - and not rny Native colleague, and the beat goes on." Eci uses the conditional structure "if' followd 

by various activities that he appears to not partake in when describine how he might opprcss Native pcoplc 

through his work and in ais way, attempts to directly absolve hirnsclf of any complicity in the subjugation of 

First Nations people. He does not appear to s e  writing on, about, or even with marginalizcd others and being 

published for it as a pnvileged middle-class Euro-Canadian male as being presumptuous. 

Like Ed, Mark stated that he hopes that the debate over appropriation will soon move to a dialogue of 

collaboration, to one of "how can we collaborate, how can we support each other effectively so that a greater 

nurnber of stories are told better to serve an ever larger communi ty." Wi th respect to outsider researchers, Mark 

stated: 

there was a conviction of those people who had travell ed to the North, who had met with Native 
people, these were exuaordinary s tories, many of which had no t been to Id, and were deserving 
of telling, and one hoped that when people saw or heard or read the stories, they might have a 



clmer idca of the backgounci of rhcse situations and thcy might bè more understanding of the 
aspirations of Nativc people. 

Here, Mark describes the voyage of "those people who had uavelled to the North." Like othcr participants, he 

dtscxibcs his own travels to northcm and westem Canada, into the wilderness, and to rernote areas of the country. 

Hr: mentions canoeine and the outdoors. h addition, Ed and Mark both allude to "Indian Country," describing 

it ris a place where different mies arc followed and h g s  are dune differently, Thcy go on to protide speciIic 

examples to support their claim. Within these refrrences, there are definite images evoked about the "North" 

in Cm& and what it mcans to these participants, al1 of whom live in the southem, centrai, urbanired area of Lhr: 

munuy. Rob Shields ( 199 1), in the article, "The True North Strong and Free," has investigated such myths about 

'The North' and the implications they have hrid - both for those living in northern climcs. as wcIl as the northcm 

mvironrrient. Shields writes rhat "the Notth is less a real region sipif id by a name and more a narne, a signitïsr, 

with a historically-variable, socially-defincd content" (165). In addition, he writes, "an 'official', social 

mythology appears tn overlic the palimpsest of personal images arid experiences: subscription to this social 

niyhology will be sccn to riethe central Crinadian idcntity" ( 165). Because the 'South' is the l a d  of dai1y l i k  

(or most Euro-Canadians. "the North is the land of the exuaordinary, a land of dreams and rites de pusruyr" 

(James. 1985, in Shields. 1991: 174). Travel to the 'Tmth North,' therefore, "has historicaily been the space of 

pil-pimages - to the Pacific, to the Orient, to the Pole. and so on. It has b a n  the space of pilgrimage moment of 

'between-ness', of travelling and of the quest, between home and god" (174). Furthemore, Shields writes: 

'The True North Strong and Free', a phrase from the English version of the Canadian national 
anthem, summarises rnany aspects of soulhem centrd Canadian myths of the North: tmth or 
honesty to an autochthonous spirit of the land, a 'strength' that defies human incursion, and 
freedom from conquest by those with imperid ambitions. The notions around the imaginary 
geography of this 'True North S trong and Free' provide an example of the discursive power in 
spatialisation, especially when it involves nationalistic 'representations of space'. The concepts 
hamessed to the physical datum of the 'North' - mth,  purity, freedom, power - sewe in the 
establishment of a particular 'social spatialisation' as an order of the world and cosmos; a 
specification of priorities and threats, friends and foes. and helps to reinforce the cultural 
solidari ty of individuals and communities. There are, of course, compe ting spatial mythologies, 
but the 'True North Strong and Free' has a striking preeminence arnongst English-speriking, 
entrai, southern Canadians and in the dominant political rhetoric this majority generates. ( 164) 



Dcvelupment in norihcrn Canada is limitsd. Shiclds statc'h. bccriuse the cvltural htlartland that 'the Stmh' 

supposedly embodies is ssèn as something that must be preserved. Theret'ore, governent policies on 

kvelopment informed by such notions have been pritcmdistic ones - sert.uig to 'civilise' the huit (.Milne ct ai., 

1982) and allocating little power to Northem inhabitants (Shields, 199 1: 165). For example, "[tjhc Territories 

lack any power or self-govcmmenr in the way thrit Provinces i with as few as Prince Edwrird Island's 128.000 

inhabitants: Statistics Canada, 1985) have - control over energy and resources, judiciary, health, cducation, 

housing md land use policies, taxation power, constitutionai veto. and the use of coordinated interprovinciai 

pressure on the Fecieral Governrnént (Shields, 199 1 : 165). 

Out of this perceived "culturai hartland" of "the North," Mark, like Kate and Ron. secs non-Natives as 

unproblcmatic travellers. gatherers, and story-trillers about "the North" and "Native" people. Along with myths 

of what nonhern Canrula represents, he implicitly declares many things hcrc. First, that thesc stoxies, when told 

amongst Aboriginal peuple themselves "had not [riczually] been told." Second, that these "cxtraordinary" stories 

w r e  m t  to be told to non-Natives by non-Natives - in other words, that non-Native listcners oC thcse talcs had 

the inhcrent right to appropriate Native voice. Third. in stating that this telling is done so that non-Xa~ivcs 

"rnight have be more understanding of the aspirations of Native people." Mark makes two additional M s c  

assumptions: that the re-telhg of these stories is beneficid to Native people: and that the racism and injustice 

they experience is the result of "misunderstanding." These are al1 inaccurate and extremely dimgerous clairns to 

Mark ais0 stated that he thinks he believes that films can raise consciousness, and hopes that the work 

hc has done "has iiluminated some issues that otherwise wouid have rernained in the da rk :  

Hopefidiy, they are being seen by people who otherwise might not wonder about those issues. 
And then it's up to them to draw whatever conclusions they want to. Hopefidly, at the end of 
the day, people do see the work I've done. The Native people that are portrayed will be 
recognized for their humanity, for the full specm.cn of their humanity, and it would increase 
understanding between the races. That's what 1 hope. 

When asked what ways he saw that Native people couid effectiveiy empower thernselves, Mark stated that Native 



about indepenrkncx from Crinda because "they dienate many of rhr: peuple who would othewise be their allir=s." 

Mark then added: 

Cultwdy, 1 tfiink the s m e  thing. 1 don't betieve that the pcople who are saying, " Don 't tell our 
stories, we'll tcii hem, to ourselves,"" 1 think that's ... 1 don't think it's an intellectuaily honest 
thin3 to Say. And, 1 think if more energy was spcnt in striking èffcctive cnllaborations and 
seeing that more peopIe were better illuminating the Native experience in Canada, everybody 
would be further ahad. And 1 think that would be more empowcring than any sort-of restrictive 
shutting of doors. 

k k c d  directly if he saw any ways in which his own work nught contribute to the oppression of Native people. 

iMark paused for a long time and answered: 

1 çan't see how it would, unless it was interpreteci by an ovcrwhelrning number of people as 
beïng either too soft in conveying the impression that ail is welI in Indian country or so 
rlespairing and depressing that thcre's just really nothing to be done. But  1 don't think the work 
Ieaves any siCgificant portion of the audience that's seen it feeling eithèr o C  those ways. So, rny 
work, particrilarly? No, 1 don't think that's possible. No. 

Ron statcd rhat the goal of al1 good journalism is "to inform and to some extent entertain thc rerider and 

so in the context of Nauw stuff, it's hopefully to gîve h e m  some glinipsçs or some insight into maybc ri pcople 

anci a cvlture they don't always encounter." Asked if he sriw publishing or producin? knowlsdge as an outsider 

on Native issues as an effective way of empowering Native peoplcs, Ron answered: "1 suppose i t  helps," and 

stated how it might do so: 

n - Note bow Mark makes the assumption here that when Native people say "Don't teil our stories. we'U teil ihern." this 
lben necessariiy implies that they wilI teil them only to themselves. Ron also rnakes this assurnption. as evident in this sutement by 
him when referring to what he d i s  the "misguided argument" of appropriation: "if b a t  means that the only people Native people rire 

going to ta& to are other Native people. 1 think it's, in the end. going to hurt them." Even though it is stiil problematic. one f x t  that is 
srmlingIy clear, but dismisseci by Ron a d  Mark is that they on always have access to the stones of Native people because they crtn 
buy the published works of a continudy-increasing number of Native writers and schoiars in Canada Furthemore. as employed 
profwionals. they enjoy access to an even larger numtwr of these works because they have more funds thm ri majority of 
marginalized people in society induding Native people themselves. with which to buy them. Hence, no matter whai the outcome of 
tbe "appropriation" or "self-government" debate Ron and Mark refer to. as privileged Euro-Candian professionais within a ncist 
=iecy like Canada's. Ron and Mark are actudy p t e d  rremendous access to the stories of Native people. However. suice r&g 
Lhe written work of hdigenous people is &O once removed from my "actuai" or "real" contact with them. which they report as 
znjo ying to a much greriter degree. the s c h o k h i p  of Native people thus proves to be a considcrably less 'desirable' site of knowledgc 
for them. By once again negating the written work of Native knowledge producen in this argumene Mark ruid Ron seem to be q i o g  
'if we can't have them (rnwing Native people) di to ourseIves in any and every way we wish to, then we don't want (to support 
hem) rit di.' Tbeir wamings &O seem to imply this. 



It gives thcm [Native people], it obviuusly gives thcm publicity in ri public venue, which 
hopefully ailows their concems to be heard. That's about as far as a journalist can go. It's not 
our job to ad~ocate.?~ Weil, 1 mean, I suppose some people think it is, but it's, 1 think you do, 
you give thern some sort of voice but 1 mean, they're perfectly capable of speaking for 
thernselves, so you're more like the messenger, if anything. 

Whcn zked about if he saw any ways in which he personally might further disempower or oppress Native pcople 

through the work that he does, Ron paused and then rcsponded, "Well, I'd certainly hope not, no I... honcstly 1 

don't, I don't see how it would." 

Helen stated that the question asking her if she saw any ways in which her own work rnight funher 

silence, oppress, or discmpower Native people was a g o 4  one. M e r  pausing and retlccting on it. she answercd 

using the word, "honestly." like Ron: 

Um, 1 don't honestiy rhink so, in regard to everything I've said up to now. Bccausc fundamental 
to rny work from the beginnuig was trying to build respect and understanding across cultures, 
just being a helper, tbat's aiways how 1 see myself, or just as a mol. When 1 Say 1 answer to the 
Creator, to me, I'm just a tool. 1 mean, honestly, that's how 1 see myself and so, so that's why 
1 don't see how whatever I'm doing is siIencing, oppressing or disempowering anyone. 

Helen. who has been witing for over lifteen years. saw herself as a "helper" who cr>ulJ also help dispel myths 

and stercotypes about Native peoples in the media and elsewhere and stated that she would still "stand by" 

mything she wotc in the past. As a "helper," she suessed the urgent need for Natives and non-Natives alike to 

work together to access Native howledge from those Native Eldcrs still dive "before they leavc this world": 

Yes, again, because there's so many stories to be told. so much work to do, there's so many 
stories, for example, to be gathered from Eiders before they leave this world, and again, there' s 
just more work than there are people to do it ... So, again, it's an issue of there being so many 
stories that need to be  told and not enough people, so, if everyone can do that in a way, to 
empower Native people. But it's also human empowerment, it's not just for Native people. 

Here, Helen dernonstrateci her belief in the value of g a t h e ~ g  Native stories which we also saw Mark allude to. 

However, here. the stories are gathered fÎom apparendy "dying" Native people. Ed also stated sornething similar 

to this - stressing the importance of work between non-Native people and those "who are still with us.'' Marcia 

" Note bat supponing a Native point-of-view as a jaurnalirt is depiçted as %ivocating.'* This implies ihat supporting a 
non-Native position is not dvc~cating an ything but is neu tral and objective. 
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Crosby wams agriinst such a rnove. Sht: srarcs of Aboriginal pcriple: "WC are stili h m  - altcred howcver, and 

without the 'authenrici ty' that some, nostalgically would like to imposc" ( 1 Y9 1 : 270). Crosby stresscs that 

conceiving of the Native culture and/or pcople as dead or dying creatcs a dcstnic~ive salvage paradigm with 

extrcrnely negative consequences for Fkst Nations pcople: "Thc coiiccpt of the inevitable death of a primitive 

people wirhui a progressive, industrial society ... hris provided the raticmdr: (or dsnying aborizind ri_ghts" (275). 

Alex, who at times referred to outsider researchers as "filters," d s o  called hirnself "a professional 

mmmunicrtor and a pretty good one at that." He explaincd how he is able to takz what he thinks "is the public 

rnytholo~gy" about Nativc pcople and replace it with "an attcmpt rit l e s t  to explain that reality." He added: "So. 

dl 1 try to do w i h  what I'm doing is demystify so~ilr: of this crap." Xccording to Alcx, ignorance is one of thc 

things that stops the empowerment of Nativc pcople. Thcretore, hc statcs: "Wharever modest contribution 1 c m  

make to reduce some of that ignorance, thcn 1 would prcsume that that wouIJ help sonie eventual cmpowering 

of Native p~ople."~' When asked if he saw my way he rnight furher oppress Native people chrough his own 

witing or research, rUcx  simply rcspondd. "No." 

me non-Native writcrs, scbolars and journalists 1 intcwiewed for this study wcre able to sec and 

articulate the detrimental etTccts of outsider research, but seemed to have vcry little suuggle with the fact that 

they, too. are outsider resmchers working on Native issues. There were two main detrimentai aspects of outsider 

research every participant referred to: getting representations of Native people 'wrong,' and being insensitive 

or disrespectfid to Native people. Participants al1 agreed that Native and non-Native knowledge producers could 

do both. But, as Mark stated, everyone was only expected to "make their best efforts to tell the mth and be 

respectful." Using ihis argument. participants clearly saw it possible that if outsider researchers could 'get it 

right' and 'be nice,' then the 'possible' detrimental effects of non-Native research could be avoided altogether. 

24 This is rcmarkably similar to Mark's vision of himseif. 
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They litcd examples of outsider rescarchers who had dune so:' including thcrnsclves and variuus othcr uutsidcr 

researchers. in an attempt to absolve themselves and their chosen form of knowledge production of dircct 

rcsponsibility in this matter, some participants, suçh as Ed and Mark, refencd to thosc in other disciplines as 

k ing  just as or even more Iikely to 'get it wrong' and hence, do damaging work. 

Participants consistcntly enkisioned both thernselves and their own work on Natii-e issues vcry positivsly. 

Nune of the six participants, for example, could see any ways in which they or their own work mieht funher 

oppress Fust Nations people. instead, every participant saw their work as empowcring, if not only to Native 

peuple, then to people in general, and then eventually to Aboriginal people. Since participants undcrstood 

indigenous people and their culture to be dccidedly different from Euro-Canadian culture, as scen here and in 

prciious sections. att of thcm aiso stated that they w r e  n c d d  as educators of non-Native people about "a pcoplc 

and a cvIture that they (Euro-Canadians) don't always encounter" (Ron) and usèd words like "bridges." 

"mcssengers," "story-tellers," -'facilitators," "heIpers," and "allies" to describe themselves. in addition. 

pani~ipmts s e m a i  to snkision their rolcs as neuual obsrncrs who codd not always "ridvocritc" but could hslp 

"bridge thc s~ap," bctwcen Native and non-Native cultures. Furthérmore. they dcsc-bcd their roic in rclation to 

Native people as a benevolent one. For example, Kate described herself as a rcsourcc to "htlp" Native pcople 

and studcnts. Helen "hclped" by sathering stories from dying Eiders. Mark 'helped' by dcrnonstrating the 

humanity of Native people in his films, Ron "helped" by informing non-Natives about Native pcople, Ed saw 

hirnself as "helping" organize his Native friends' conferences and "providing a direct service" to Native 

cornrnunities, and Aiex saw that in his "modest" role as a "good communicator," he could do nothing shon of 

"changing the public mythology" about Narive people. Many of these activities. however. were informeci by 

imperid beliefs and as such, did not effectively chaifenge the hegemonic practices these participants clairned they 

were intemrpting in their work in fact, it can be argued that they actively perpetuate systems of domination and 

bfmy participants' positive ducriptionr of the wark of outsider rewrcbsrs are a h  covered in ihe prcvious section 
under Vims of Nulive Kno wledge Producers. 
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exclusions by providing irniigcs of 'ri dcad and dying, helplcss, unskillcd and unorynizcd Native people and 

culture.' 

Nthough Ed and b t e ,  both sçholars, referred to their ernployed positions as sducators, evaiuators and 

assessors of Aboriginal people and programs, they repeatedly statcli that they were much more comfonable 

viewing themselves as "facilitators" located bctween Native and non-Native people or between Native people 

only - in conversations, training programs, conferences. ivriculum development and decision-maCring. Ed and 

Kate did not, however, rncntion or address any issues of power as privileged whjtcs in such a position.'" Their 

role as faditators, thercfore. implicitly relies on two key factors. both informed by a cultural difference model. 

One is a notion of Ihe neccssity of bridging two "different" worlds. with non-Natives like thcmselves serving as 

necessary and neuual links to educate each sidc on Native as well as "mainstrerim" societal structures. The 

a m n d  notion is a colonial and rac-1st one assuming the inherent "incompcténce" of xative people: it impiies thrit 

without a white facilitator's presence in the room, dialogue or organization, Native people will not discvss 

pertinent matters with one anothsr nor be capable of cornrnunicating their ideas effcctivcly. 

in addition, the role of facilitator. since i t  depends largely upon a culturai difference model where thsre 

is a markcd undcremphasis on materid factors, ncgatcs the iniplications of white power and privilege. M e n  

some participants were askcd how thcy reconciled the dilemma of beîng privileged Euro-Canadians employed 

in the tield of Native issues, they appeared stnkingly unuoubled by this. in Ed's words, " it's not a big ded ... 

it's a positive problem" Seeing the implications of their own privilege as irrelevant or non-existent, participants 

then spoke readiiy of the need for cooperation, collaboration, pamiership, mutual respect, and collegiality between 

themelves and Native people. Mormver, participants like Mark and Ron warned that when Native people begin 

to speak a language of independence - ie.. wanting self-government and the "right" to tell their own stories, they 

"alienate many of the people that wouid otherwise be their allies." 

Evidence of the participants' racism, powa and privilege, aithough aiways salient and woven throughout 

5 Neither did an y other participants who envisioned themselves in similar rotes. 



niy Jiriloguc with thcm, came to a particular hrctiont when riskcd how thcy felt about pcrhaps ccasing to tvritc. 

about Native peoptes' experiences.  mark, when being informeri of the fact that some Nativc and non-Natives 

have asked whites to stop writing about Aboriginal experiences, stated, "Don't tell me 1 can't do something 

because of the mlour of my s k i n  or my gender bccause I wouldn't niake those prohibitions and I think that we're 

géttin_o on redly, realIy scary ground here." He refcrrcd to the request as '-culturai fascisrn" and statcd: - 
Obviously, if p u  put it in the context of the historicd imbalance of power brtween Native and 
non-Native Canadians. then if you see the relationship of a film-maker or writer in that guise. 
then you are going to demonize. And 1 think that's a lot of what's going on. 

Ed strtteci that the request was "ludicrous": 

How clse can you procecd in a democracy if we're prohibited from malüng conments about 
what we sce. right'? We c m  make them. and then, of course, it's legitimate for others to 
mmmcnt on those perceptions. That's what a demoaacy is about. So, 1 think it's ludicrous to 
say that there's sorrie things you can't tdk about or sorne things you can't Say. To me. it doesno t 
tit in any society, 1 don' t are. .. if we live in a demoaacy, we live in a democracy. 

60th Mark and Ed referred to such a request as being a "prohibition." 

As van Dijk notes and as is evidcnt here. dites  will quickiy tbrget the norrns of tolermcc ruid the vriluc 

ofcqurility that they supposcdly cspouse when k i r  inttrests are chd1enged ( 1993: 8). Al1 six of the participants 

agrwd that, dupite  the potentiai ravaging effccts of outsider research and knowledge production. to ask or 

suegest Lhat non-Natives Iike themselves stop writing about Native experiences is to condone ccnsorship. 

Foiiowing this argument, ail of the participants. when asked whether or not Outsider research and writing on 

Native issues should continue, responded with a definite "yes" again rcstating that thzy were against censorship 

of any bd. None of the participants cited appropriation as a challenge to Native people, even though, as we saw 

in Chapter One, appropriation is a genocidal move that effectively undemiines the cul tua l  decolonization and 

ultirnate Iiberation of Native people. 

in conclusion, through concentrating on individuai scenarios where the intentions of outsiders and Native 

people alike were key, where the accuracy of representations of Native people was of utmost importance. and 

where outsiders like lhemselves were seen as neutral and helplul allies. facilitators or  story-tellers. the Euro- 
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Canadian knowlcclgc producers in this stucly avoided miculating rhr: rc'd implicatiims of Lhcir locatiim kvithin 

greater hcgemonic suuçnrres. Within such structures, lheir own work and the work of other outsider rcsearchcrs 

iike hem is direçtly lidced to the continueci oppression. exploitation. replation and genocide of Native people. 

Participants seemed unaware of andor undfectr.d by this injustice. By continually refming to and re-locussing 

on the ways in which Native pcople, k i r  ~ulture. and their hotvlcdge wa'; "diffèrent" from that of non-Sativcs. 

participants did not then have to trace in red or practical ternis rhe actud materiai relationships bstween 

theniselves and those they studied. This dlowed these white elites to signiticantl y dis tance themselves fiom any 

issues rclating to the actud implications of k i r  unchecked racial power. unrecognized privilcge and signifimnt 

wmplicity involving the oppression of Fùst Nations pcople. 

However, rather than one's persona1 intentions and the riccurricy of individual pomayais. it is the entire 

system that emplojs and rewards non-Natives iike those in this study who mtite. study. observe, exploit and gaze 

upon niarC@nalized Native people that must be not only conccnuated on but senously interrogated. Using anti- 

mcist discourscs rathcr than vncs cmphasizing diffcrence. rcsponsiblc knowledgc producm like the ones in LIUS 

siudy could clcase attcmpting to explain racial. cultural and cthnic diffcrences. and more inipurtantly. fwms on 

die genocidal but socially-acceptable insquity and injustice currentiy being rsproJuceci within Canadian swicty 

in which thçy themselves play a role. 



Concluding Remarks 

"There c m  be no artistic breakthrough cir social progrcss without some fonn of crisis in 
ciMLization - a crisis uudly generrited by organizations or collectivities that convince ordinary 
people to put their bodies on the Iuie." - Michel Foucauit, 1980: 98 

In this thcsis. I attempted to look at outsider research, and as its title irnplies, how white writers "explore" 

Native issues, howledge, and experiences. This project is not only about knowledge production, howevcr, but 

about issues of access and injustice as they directly relate to land, resources and people. I cited within thcse pages 

those who spoke about social responsibility and the importance of recognizing one's complicity as well as those 

wtio did not. Anyone who is rcading this thesis. it c m  be argued. is privileged. The issue is not one of placing 

blame. Nor is it to point to the six participants in this study and show how they, in particular, are racist, implying 

Mers arc not. It is not even to demonstrate how the non-Native dites interviewed here are rnembèrs of 3 certain 

goup within society, so somerimes set3 (or don't s a .  as thc case may be) things in some remarkabiy similar ways 

to one another. The issue is one of injustice, and the fact that there is a culturai genocide occming within Canada 

at the currcnt tirne that too few non-Aboriginal people takc note of and dismpt. When 1 speak about agency, 

responsibility md complicity ris privilcged members of society, 1 nicm tuming to look honestly and cntically at 

oursélves as white and non-Aboriginal knowtedcge producers, at thuse who are around us and those who rire not, 

ruid seriously ïnterrocgating the greater structure that positions us in various ways and in different places for the 

benetit of some and to the deuirnent of others. 

The word "hope" appears on the pages of this thesis more times than I had ini tiall y redized. Here is what 

participants said about it - with particular reference to their own work as outsiders: 

"hopefrtlly we can have a rnutually respectfd discussion about it" 

"Hopefirlfy, if the films are used in Native education, it would be e m p o w e ~ g . "  

"The kind of work that 1 do would hopefirlfy Iead to Native people assuming power." 

"Hoprfitlly, they are being seen by people who otherwise might not wonder about those issues." 

"Hopeficlly, at the end of the day, people do see the work I've done." 



"It's iiopefid11- to givc thern somc glinipscs or sorne insight into maybc a pctiple and a culturc thcy Jon't 
dways encounter." 

"which hopefidly allows their concems to be hsard" 

However. participants' statements which followed ufter those ones made on their being hopelul arc 

pcrfirips more indicative of what I rictuaily heard throughout this study by the non-Native howledge prociuccrs: 

"but don't tell me 1 can't do something beçause of the colour of my skin or my gendcr" 

"1 have worked with lots of different, wcll, with a Native director on a couple of occrisions" 

w "It's a trichy one to put into words, but it's what ITm tqing to do." 

"it wouid increase undcrstanding between the races" 

"And thcn it's up to them to draw whatever conclusions they want to." 

"into maybe a people and a culture they donTt rilways cncountcr" 

"That's about as tar as a journalist c m  go." 

Hznce, before. during and now. at the end of this study. 1 remain very concerned about the continuin_e 

nu,gindization of Abonginai people through outsidzr rescarch and knowlcd~e production. in m y  case, it is not 

my own feelings that are relevant here. but rhe lives of those whose bodies are being "put on thc linc" 

(F~)ucault, 1980: 98), and violcntly irnpacted upon every day in Canada. 

1 do not pity Native people, and 1 wouid expect that this work is not seen as such an effort. Aticr dl. 

as Shercne Razack (1994) has written. "pity is the emotionai response to vulnerability, a response that does not 

necasarily lead to respect - that is, to a willingness to interrogate and ultimately to change the conditions that 

hurt people" (4 12). However, 1 do feel that there is great change that is needed within Canada and on a global 

scde that beguis to look at and seriously question the ways hegemonic structures work to bencfit a certain few 

while harming rnany others. It is sociaüy inhumane to continue to justify these inequities by rnoves of innocence 

or of guilt. We are al1 implicated in this work. No one is left untouched. 

George Dei suggests that we "seek to comect who we are as individuais with a larger project of social 

transformation" (1994: 2). He has noted that mi-racist education is more than a discourse: 



It is a cal1 to make the thèorctical discourse of 'empowcrment' r d .  a cal1 for a fundamental 
cestructuring of power relations in the schools and in wider society. It is also about sducators 
Y-howldging their relative powrr and privileged positions in the schools and a preparedness 
to question this power and privilege. ( 1) 

Having reviewed the relevant literature of Native and non-Native witers and scholars, having intcrviewed the 

non-Abmiginai ppartiapants of this study, and having reflected on the issues myself, 1 cm only agrce. Unless we, 

ris privileged howledge producers, are prcpared to examine our own privileges and the resultant assurnptions 

we make about who is the expert and who the object of study, white supremacy cannot be interrupted. 

Howevcr, 1 wodd Like to make it very clear, that I am nor saying that white, non-Aboriginal people c m  

tlever work on Native issues or with Aboriginal peopIe themselvcs. h fact, 1 believe that quite the opposite is 

m e :  non-Aboriginal pcople cari be ailies, can work in solidarity with First Nations people, and can producc 

howldge on Native issues in efforts to rnake effective change. as my own work here as an outsider researcher 

attempts to demonsuate. At the same timc. however, therc are ways in which this cm be done responsibly, and 

ways that it cm not. One of the ways that is dangerous, at ba t ,  genocidd, at worst, is focusing exclusively on 

the s ~ a l l e d  cultural. racial. c h i c ,  linpistic, environmental, and 'other' differences of Native people, without 

critically ciiscvssing ~ . - ~ . i a l  issues such as cultural genocide, colonidisrn. appropriation. agcncy, acçess, rricism, 

sexism poverty, gross materiai inequities, and non-Aboriginal cornplicity, power, privilege, and social 

responsibility, al1 of which directly relate to the lives of Aboriginal pcople and non-Aboriginal pcople within 

Canadâ Without such a shifi in p d i g m s ,  there can be no effective change, and change is what is needed most. 

1 will conclude with the words of Enid Lee, who writes: 

Researchers and teadiers have a responsibility to help young peopIe discover from history and 
kom the present soçiety that power is seldom willingly shared. We can demonstrate by our own 
rtnivities that anti-racist work is a strugie, a serious though not necessarily a joyless one ... Part 
of this struggle to stop racism rnust be the willingness to name and overcome the contradictions 
that often ptevent us  from reaching the goals of fairness and dignity for children of ail races. 
The other part of this suuggle is to remember to celebrate when we have helped to change the 
words 'fairness' and 'dignity' into daily experiences. (1994: 25) 

It is rny hope that many more people will have reason to celebrate in the future. 
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PARTICIPANT RELEASE AGREEMENT 

1. , agree to participate in the qualitative study, Outsider 
Res earch: When Wliie Wrirers &pl0 re Native Issues. Knoit *l edge, urid Ekperiert ces, being conducted b y 
Susanne Dabulskis through the Graduste Deparunent of Education, at The Ontario hstitute for Studies in 
Education at the University of Toronto under the following conditions: 

That 1 grnt permission for al1 interviews to bc taped. 

That aii data COU& (including informai conversations. telephone conversations. or cunversations heId 
before or after taping has endcd), will be considercd contidentid at d l  times. 

That al1 audio cassette tapes, uanscripts of tapes, field notes, cornputer di&, and other conlidsntial 
information be kept by the rcsearcher in a locked filing cabinet at d l  tirnes, unlcss bcing useri. 

That my r d  name, and the rd names of persons or places rnentioneû, my places of work (if applicable), 
andor any other persondly-identifying information wiil not be uscd in the data or rcsults. 

That I choose my own pseudonym. if so desired, to be uscd in the study. 

That 1 gant perniission for the mernbers of Susanne Dabulskis's thesis committct: to vicw data 
pertaining to me (under a pseudonym), if required, during data anrilysis. 

That 1 may withdraw from the study at any time, for any reason. 

That I gant pcmiission for the resmch matérials to be uscd in the proccss of compteting a M A .  dcgrce, 
and any furthcr pubIications. 

I have read and fully understand the above terms and conditions of my participation in this study, and 
I agree to participate. 

Participant: 

Researcher: 

Date: 

Da te: 
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POSSIBLE INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 

Please t e l  me pur age, p u r  occupation. and brieily describe p u r  involvemtlnt/link with Native issucs. 

When did you become involved in Native issucs? 

What drew you to this area of rssearcNstudy/involvr=mcnt'! 

How would p u  ducribc your expenence in this ticld? Fur cxrimplc. in whrit. if any, ways have aspects 
of your involvement changed'? in what ways have you and/or your ways in thiriking about it 
changed/rcmained the same? 

Have you published any articles or producèd any knowledgc (tilrns, artides, books, reports, conference 
papers) on Native issues? If so, could you outline these for me? 

if you have produccd howledge in this area, what do you see as the goal of this howlcdge production'! 

Do you see publishing andor producing knowledge as an "Outsider" on Native issues as an effective 
way of ernpowering Native peoples'! How so? 

Do you see any ways in which non-Natives themselves rnight benetit h m  thcir involvernent with the 
Native rnovement ancilor Native individuds/communitiesd? Could you describe thesc to me? 

1s the cmpowrmcnt ut' Native pcople the uitimate airn of the knowledge you have produccd in this m a ?  

C m  you see any ways in whiçh publishing or tiirn producing by Outsiders could bè dstrimcntal to the 
crnpowerment of Native people, evcn by those who "mean well"? 

.As you are probably aware, a large nurnber of Native authors and schotars such as Lcc Maracle, Pzitricia 
Monture-Angus, Greg Young-hg, and severai others, have asked non-Natives to stop writing about thcir 
experience. in addition, there has bcen quite a conuoversy about outsider films such as "Where the 
Spirit Lives" on Native residential schools. What do you think or feel about such a request? Do you 
agree with this position? If so, why? if not. why not? 

Do you belicve Native writers/scholars/film producers face special challenges compared to their non- 
Native colleapes? Kso, what rnight these be and how did you corne to l e m  about these? 

if you believe that Native knowledge producers face special challenges, how do you see these challenges 
being rernedied or eased? 

Have you attempted to encourage, in any way, Native people thernseives to writdproduce knowledge 
about their or their people's experience? if so, could you please outline these for me? 



15. Wnt clo p u  sce as the most beneficial ways for non-Nritivcs to bccornc invdved in Native issues .' For 
example, if 1 were interested in somehow contnbuting to social justice in this way, what would you 
suggcst 1 do? 

16. lVhat do you s e  as the most effective ways Native people could èmpower themszlves? 

17. What Natives scholar or writers have had an impact or Uiflucnce on you, if any? 

18. We dked about som of the bencfits of this type of work, what do you see as a disadvantrigc(s). ii' tiicrc 
are any, to both yourself and to the Native indi~~duds/communities you work with? 

19. Do you set: any ways in which your work might further silence. oppress. ur Jisempower Native people? 
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